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February 9, 2006 

Terri A. Lorenzon, Director 
Wyoming Environmental Quality Council 
122 W. 25th Street 
Herschler Building, Room 1714 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002 

FILED 
,u-,u•~ FEB 1 O 2006 rr1,,1ams_ . . 
~ Tern A. Lorenzonj Director 

Environmental Qualify Councll 

Williams Production RMT Company 
300 North Works Avenue 
Gillette, WY 82716 
307.686.1636 
307.686.7574 (fax) 

Re: Petition to Amend Wyoming Water Quality Rule, Chapter 2, Appendix H 

Dear Director Lorenzon: 

On December 7, 2005, The Powder River Basin Resource Council et al. 
("Petitioners") filed a Petition with the Environmental Quality Council ("EQC") to 
amend Wyoming Water Quality Rules and Regulations ("WQRR"), Chapter 2, Permit 
Regulations for Discharges to Wyoming Surface Waters. Williams Production RMT 
Company ("Williams") believes that the current Water Quality Rules adequately control 
coal bed- methane ("CBM") facility discharges. The proposed amendments would 
interfere with the current water appropriation, distribution and diversion system in 
Wyoming, and would expand· the current Wyoming Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System ("WYPDES") permitting program beyond the limits of its statutory authority. 

More importantly, the PRBRC proposal would not meet the purported objective 
of maximizing the beneficial use of Wyoming water. To the contrary, by forcing re
injection and other alternative disposal methods, it would have the unintended 
consequence of wasting water and limiting its availability for use by Wyoming farmers, 
ranchers and others. The Petitioners' purported support of treatment options is only a 
panacea, since many of the treatments are not technologically proven and each creates 
its own disposal issues. 

No amendment of the WQRR is needed at this time. Williams respectfully 
requests that the EQC deny the petition to initiate rulemaking. 

I. Background 

The Wyoming Constitution provides that the Board of Control, which includes 
the State Engineer and superintendents of water divisions, shall "have the supervision 
of the waters of the state and of their appropriation, distribution and diversion." Wyo. 
Const. Art. 8, § 2; Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 97-8-002. The State Engineer's Office has the 
primary responsibility for the regulation of quantities of water used, discharged and 
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distributed throughout Wyoming. It is the State Engineer's job to make sure that State 
waters are put to beneficial use. 

In contrast, the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality's ("DEQ") 
authority to regulate water is focused on the quality of State waters and discharges into 
these waters. DEQ regulates water quality by implementing regulations developed to 
meet requirements under both the Wyoming Environmental Quality Act and the federal 
Clean Water Act (''CWA"). Wyo. Stat. Ann.§ 35-11-101 et seq.; 33 U.S.C. § 1251 et 
seq. The broad purpose of the Environmental Quality Act is to protect State air, land 
and water resources. Wyo. Stat. Ann.§ 35-11-102. Similarly, in the area of water 
quality protection, the CWA prohibits the unauthorized discharge of pollutants into 
waters of the United States. 33 U.S.C. § 1311. At the time the United States Congress 
passed the CW A, it wanted to control the amount of various contaminating substances 
discharged so that water quality could be improved or maintained. The CW A originally 
focused on the control of the discharge of conventional polluting substances e.g., BOD, 
TSS and pH, and was amended to include toxic and priority polluting substances. 
33 U.S.C. §§ 1314(a)(4), 1317(a)(l). 1 

The WYPDES permit program, Wyoming's version of the CW A's pollutant 
discharge permit program, establishes limits on the discharge of specific chemical 
compounds. By controlling the discharge of specific chemical compounds, the 
WYPDES permit program ensures that water discharges have the potential to meet 
certain uses, e.g., agricultural or wildlife. The purpose of this program is not to ensure 
that such discharges are 100% used since the program must operate within existing 
constraints for the control of water within the State. The CW A expressly states, "[T]he 
authority of each State to allocate quantities of water within its jurisdiction shall not be 
superseded, abrogated or otherwise impaired [by the CWA permit program]. 33 U.S.C. 
§ I251(g); Wyo. Stat. Ann.§ 35-1-1104(a). 

II. State Engineer Controls Water Quantity and Beneficial Us.e 

The Petitioners request that the EQC change the WYPDES permit program in a 
fundamental way. The Petitioners Wl:l.nt DEQ to police and control the quantities and 
distribution of waters in the State and want DEQ to ensure that each and every drop of 
CBM water discharged is used. Such a request is misguided. The amendment the 
Petitioners request cannot be implemented for practical reasons and should not be 
considered for constitutional and statutory reasons. 

DEQ currently evaluates and regulates CBM facility discharges in a 
comprehensive, thorough way. DEQ authorizes certain produced water discharges from 
CBM production facilities, if such dis.charges meet specified standards. WQRR, Chs. 1, 
2. The standards have been methodically and carefuHy developed. The Appendix 

1 Coal bed methane produced water contains certain conventional pollutant parameters 
which are regulated. 
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H(a)(i) standard is one of many limits placed on CBM produced water discharges. 
Appendix H(a)(i) requires that discharged produced water be suitable for agriculture or 
wildlife use and be put to such use during periods of discharge. This current standard 
makes sense. 

The Petitioners seek to maximize the beneficial use of produced water discharges 
by demanding proof of 100% actual use of discharges by livestock, wildlife or 
agriculture. This is unreasonable and impractical. Wyoming adopted the Appendix 
H(a)(i) standard because it knew that discharges of produced water from facilities in the 
arid western United States could be used beneficially. See Exhibit 1 (Petitioners' 
Exhibit 5). However, in an arid climate, the goal has never been to consume 100% of 
existing surface water or to dispose of discharged water without any use. Such 
assumptions remain true of CBM produced water today. 

In Wyoming, where surface water has generally been scarce, water use develops 
from the presence of water. Contrary to Petitioners' assertion, produced water in 
Wyoming is generally being used. Wildlife, livestock and plants are attracted to and 
collect where they find water. It is impossible to predict how much water an animal or 
plant will use from a water source or on what schedule in any given year. Petitioners' 
proposed amendment to the WQRR would require WYPDES permit applicants to 
forecast animal and plant consumption patterns which cannot be determined. The 
proposed amendment would require DEQ to confirm such predictions for a specific 
drainage and then regulate quantities of produced water discharged under WYPDES 
permits to ensure that such consumption needs were met. Permittees would be required 
to adjust the timing and amount of discharges to meet agricultural irrigation schedules 
and livestock and wildlife drinking.schedules. Requiring WYPDES permittees to 
release water with such precision is impractical. 

The Petitioners' proposed amendment also would have an effect beyond how oil 
and gas operations, whether conventional or CBM, are operated. It would have a direct 
effect on and interfere with appropriated water rights. Despite the claims of many of 
the Petitioners, farmers and ranch.ers in many drainages depend on and frequently use 
substantial quantities of discharged produced water for agricultural and livestock 
propagation purposes. Appropriated water rights incorporate certain assumptions about 
produced water discharge levels and are dependent on the release of such water. The 
proposed amendment would adversely affect many of these appropriated water rights, 
again interfering with water quantity allocations established by the State Engineer. If 
100% use criteria were required before a permittee could discharge water, the operator 
could choose to cease producing gas in a certain area or choose to consider options 
where there is· !!Q. beneficial use, thus depriving Wyoming farmers and ranchers of a 
plentiful source of water for their crops and livestock. In many cases, the Petitioners' 
proposal, if adopted, would harm the very citizens in rural agricultural communities it 
seeks to protect. The Petitioners' "all or nothing" approach does not meet the water 
needs of many landowners in arid Wyoming. 
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On the other hand, assuming a WYPDES permittee could prove 100% use of 
produced water, the permitee could continue to discharge as much water as it produced, 
without ever reducing the quantity of water discharged. This would meet Petitioners' 
I 00% use goal but could exacerbate rather than solve flooding or other issues 
accurately or inaccurately attributed to produced water discharges. 

The proposed amendment would distort the purpose of the WYPDES program 
and would interfere enormously with the distribution of water in the State. The State 
Engineer, not the DEQ, is the regulatory entity authorized to distribute and divert 
waters of the State on specific schedules to meet the multiple water resource demands 
within the State. For that reason, our legislature expressly precluded the DEQ from 
interfering with the jurisdiction, duties or authority of the State Engineer or the Board 
of Control. Wyo Stat. Ann.§ 35-1-1104(a). 

The practical effects of the Petitioners' proposal would be significant. The 
WYPDES permit program is not a program meant to manipulate the quantity and 
distri:bution of water in Wyoming. It is essentially a water quality permit program and 
should remain one. 

III. Appropriate WYPDES Standards Exist 

Chapters 1 and 2 of the WQRR currently provide DEQ with appropriate 
directions and standards to protect Wyoming water quality consistent with the mandates 
of the Wyoming Environmental Quality Act and the CW A. Wyoming very recently 
completed its triennial r~view of Chapter 2 of WQRR. Citizens had numerous 
opportunities to comment and participate in the amendment of the WQRR, including 
any revisions to Appendix H. The EQC already considered· and rejected proposals 
strikingly similar to that of the Petitioners during the 2004 deliberations. No revisions 
to these rules are necessary, particularly to regulate water quantity per se. 

The WYPDES permit application is detailed and extensive. See Exhibit 2 
(WYPDES Permit Application). DEQ evaluates requests for WPDES discharges on an 
area-specific basis; DEQ considers the type of facility whose discharges will be 
authorized and the nature of downstream facilities which require protection. Before 
granting a WYPDES permit, the permit applicant supplies data and DEQ evaluates 
whether the proposed representative discharge contains any of 25 chemical parameters, 
including barium, pH, chlorides and sodium adsorption ratio. Id. at§ 14. DEQ also 
evaluates control measures that the applicant proposes to implement to prevent erosion 
of the receiving water channel and measures used to meet chemical parameters. Id. at 
§§ 9, 10. DEQ reviews the applicant's flow volume estimates and consid.ers the nature 
and quality of the receiving water before issuing a WYPDES permit. Id. at§§ 15, r6; 
WQRR, Ch. 1. 

The Appendix H(a)(i) limit is not the only basis for determining whether a CBM 
facility can discharge produced water in Wyoming. Appendix H also identifies multiple 
additional criteria which a permittee must meet in order to discharge CBM produced 
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water. Some of these criteria include numeric limits on certain identified substances 
e.g., chlorides, sulfates, total dissolved solids, and other criteria describe general 
principles which must be met e.g., erosion control. Appendix H, b(ii), (iv), (vii). 

DEQ has not turned a blind eye to quantity, but rather has incorporated it 
appropriately into its regulatory control of specific contaminant discharges. The 
combination of the numeric limits and other general principles makes the Appendix H 
criteria more stringent than the federal discharge criteria for conventional oil and gas 
operations. Exhibit 1; 40 C.F.R. § 135.52. 

IV. Nexus Required Between Water Quality and Water Quantity 

The Petitioners readily admit that DEQ evaluates the interplay of water quantity 
and water quality in many contexts. Exhibit 3 (Petition to Amend Wyoming Water 
Quality Rule, Ch. 2 Appendix H, pp. 13-14). However, the CWA and implementing 
regulations in Wyoming do not and should not require that DEQ establish volume limits 
per se on produced water discharges in WYPDES permits. The CW A cases the 
Petitioners cite also do not support such an interpretation of DEQ's WYPDES 
permitting authority. 

The Petitioners cite no 10th Circuit cases which involved requests for NP DES 
authorization. of discharges, much less authorization for discharges of produced water in 
an arid region.2 Several of the cases cited involved requests for authorization to 
discharge dredged and fill materials into waters of the United States in connection with 
the proposed construction of dams. PUD No. I of Jefferson County v. Washington 
Dept. of Ecology, 511 U.S. 700 (1994); Riverside Irrigation District, 758 F.2d 508 
(10th Cir. 1985)~ Alameda Water & Sanitation Dist. v. Reilly, 930 F. Supp. 486 (D. 
Colo. 1996). Section 404 of the CWA authorizes the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
("Corps") to issue permits for the dis·charge of dredged or fill material into regulated 
waters. 33 U.S.C. § l344(a). Before issuing a Section 404 permit, the Corps must 
evaluate whether a proposed discharge of fill material complies with certain EPA 
guidelines; the guidelines require the agency to evaluate potential impacts of the 
discharge to the physfoal, chemical and biological characteristics of the aquatic 
ecosystem including current patterns and downstream flows. 40 C.F.R. § 230.11. 
(Emphasis added). 

The CW A discharge authorization requested in the cases cited by the Petitioners 
is not the same authorization requested under the WYPDES program. By definition, 
dam construction requires that fill material (dirt, rock, concrete) he placed in an 

2 The Petitioners did cite one 9th Circuit case that dealt with CBM produced water. 
Northern Plains Resource Counci.l v. Fidelity Exploration and Development Co., 325 
F.3d 1155 (9th Cir. 2003). However, this case addressed the question of whether the 
discharge of produced water required an NPDES discharge permit in the first instance, 
and not whether the quantity of water was appropriately regulated under such a permit. 
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existing stream or channel which typically transports water. The fill material blocks the 
regular flow of the water, thus impacting the physical characteristic of the aquatic 
ecosystem. The courts in each of these cases discussed water quality in connection with 
water quantity since water quantity (the existing stream flows) would be altered 
(significantly reduced) if the CW A permits were granted. 

The Petitioners have not identified any cases where a state asserted authority to 
regulate the volume of water discharged directly into a waterway, as opposed to cases 
where the discharge of fill material was regulated due to potential impacts on stream 
flow. The Petitioners quote language from United States v. Earth Sciences, 599 F.2d 
368 (10th Cir. 1979) and Quivira Mining Co. v. U.S. Envt'l Prat. Agency, 765 F.2d 126 
(10th Cir. 1985) in support of the assertion that the DEQ should regulate water quantity 
as part of the WYPDES program. The ·courts in these cases did not evaluate a state's 
ability to regulate the quantity of water discharged under a program like the WYPDES 
permit program. The language the Petitioners quoted from these cases merely offers a 
general paraphrasing of the purposes of the CWA, unsubstantiated by statutory analysis. 

V. Request for Petition Denial 

DEQ must ensure and regulate the quality of whatever quantities of water a 
WYPDES permit applicant proposes to discharge into the State's surface waters. DEQ, 
through the WYPDES permit program, allows certain discharges which the Department 
determines will not degrade the quality of Wyoming's waters. There is no need to 
amend Chapter 2, Permit Regulations for Discharges to Wyoming Surface Waters. The 
Petition should be denied. 

Sincerely, 

'}Je_ C~;V\ . 
/ ! I <2-D_.,,;_. 

: I 

Me Olson 
Facilities Engineer 
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Department of Environmental guality 

To protect, conserve and enhanGe the ql.Jc!litv of Wyoming's 
environment for the benefit of current and fufure generations. 

.April 25, 2~05 

Mr. Ste:phen Tuber 
Assistant Regional Administrator 
Office of Partne;:ships and Regulatory Assistance 
U.S. EPA, Region 8 
999 18~ Street - Suite 300 
:POJI?'er, CO 80202-2466 

FILED 
FEB 1. o 2006 

T8!Jf A. Loranzon, Director 
Environmental Quality pouocll 

RE: Factors Considcred for. Developing BPJ Limits for Coal Bed Natural Gas . ~ . . 

bear lv.fr. Tuber: 

This docmnen.f has baen prepared m response to EPA's Sepfe'[Q.ber 16, 2004 letter to 
WDEQ :in response to the ;M:arch $, 2001 Petition for Corrective Aption or Withdrawal of 
the State of Wyoming's Authority to Ai/minister the Clean Water Act ts Nati.anal Pollutant · . 
Dist;harge Elimination System Program :filed by the Wyoming Outdoor CollDOil and the, · 

· Powder River Basin Resource Council More· specifically, this document addresse&. 
Allegation I.A.2 5'The WDBQ does n.ot app'ly the Best ProjesaioJZtZ/. Judgment faetors,. a 
violation of the CWA" and the request by EPA for WDBQ to explain how it considered 
the ~tors for developing BPJ !µnits ( 40 CFR 1253), deciding tQ rely on the oil and gas · 
efflwmt limitatiorm guideline (40 CF.R 43S) as guidance for deyeloping BPJ limita.tio~ 
for coal bed methane (9BNG). · · 

Please fool free to contact Todd Parfitt of my staff at 3W-777-6709 or tpa;rfi@state.wy.m 
~th auy questions regarding this matter. . . . . . 
.Sincerely, 

tor 
Department of Environmental Quality 

JVC/jd/5-0488 
Attachment 
cc:· John Wagner,. WQD Administrator 

Todd Parfitt, WYPDES Program Manager 
Vicci ·Colgan, Senior Assistant Attorney General WILLIAMS 

EXHIBIT 1 

Herschler Building • .122 West 25th ~traet • Jcheyenne, WY 82002 • http://deq.state.wy.us 
ADMIN/OUTREACff ABANDONED MINES AIR QUALITY INDUSTRIAi. smNG 
{a07J 777-7758 cao7J m-e14s (307) m-7391 (307) 777-73&9 
FAX777-3610 FAX777-6462 FAX777-5616 FAX777-6937 

LAND QUAWTY SOLID & HAZ. WASTE 
(307} 777-7755 caori m-rrs2 
FAX 777-5864 FA>{m:5973 

WA,'Tl:R QUALITY , 
{307) 777-7781 
FAX 777-5973 •• 
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Wyoming Pollutant Discharge Eiimiriafion System (WYPDES.) Program 
Basis for Technology-Based Effluent Limits · 

in 
Coal Bed Methane (Natural ·Gas) WYPDES P.ermits 

This docun;rnnt provides the basis for the technology-based effluent limits that have been 
incorporated into WYPDES permits for the coal bed natural gas (CBNG) industry. These 

. limits are based· upon review and consideration of: current ·1mowledg~ and factual 
in.formation about CBNG :production; the national effluent limitations gr;ridelin.es (ELGs) for 
the Coal :rv.fining Point Some~ Category ( 40. CFR 434); ELGs for tb.e Oil and Gas Extraction 
Point Source Category (40 CFR.435); U.S. EPANPPBS Permit Writers' Manual,Deoember 
1996; and the 1976 Development Dpcument for the Oil and Gas Extraction Point Source 

·. Category. · . . · 

The Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (WDEQ), Water Quality Division, 
Wyoming Pollutj.on :Oischarge BHroiuaticin System (WYPDES) program was granted 
authority to implement the NPDES program under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act 
in 1974. The federal Clean Water Act, Wyoming'Eriviromnental Quality Act and Wyoming 

. Water Quality Rules and Re~ations Chapter· 2 require operators who discharge pollutanm 
.to a water of the United States, 6r·a smface water of the state under state statute, to qbtain a 
WYPDES :permit fo~ the discharge. . 

The primary industrial activity with surface water discharge in the State of W~ming is· the 
oil ·and gas industry~ In the early 1970s, conventional oil production was the predominate oil 

· and gas activitywitbin the state. N~ gas development has also been occurring WJ.thin the 
state since··the 1970's, but in a more limited capacity. ·CBNG development in Wyommg 
begardn the late 1980's an,d bythe end of1997;.therewere 578 active WY:l?DBS permits for 
oil and natural gas production facilities, 47 of these permits were for CBNG facilities. 

During the late 1990s, technological advances provided. the oil and gas :industry with the 
ability to extract methane from coal bearing formations in a more economic, efficient and 
prolific manner. As. a_ result, CBNG development spread rapidly throughout the -Greater 
Powder River Basin:. Initial development occurred in th~ Belle Fourche River ~asin and 
eyentµally moved ~to the Cheyenne, Tongue and Pqwder River Basins. The number of 
active CBNG permits began to rapidly increase in 1999 and 2000. As of March 3, 2005 
there wer~ 1268 active oil and natural gas permits; 823 of these pe:rn;uts were for CBNG 

· facilities. . · 

· When establishing effluent I_i:rµits in WYPDES permits, water quality-based and technology
based effluent limits' are always evaluated, taking· into consideration a.11 · appropriate federal 
and staty regulations. Determination ofwa:ter quality-based funi.ts is based upon Chapter 1 of 
the_ Wyoming Water Quality Rules and Regulations. Technology-based limits can be based 
upon ELGs or> in the· absence of ELGs, ·best professional judgment (40 CFR 125.3) . 
. Tecbnology-basep. effluent limits for the oil and gas industry in Wyoming· are based upon 
Wyorrri.ng Water Quality Rules and Regulations Chapter 2 Appendix H whfoh are consistent 
with the federal ELGs for the 9il and Gas Extraction Point Source Category ( 40 CFR Part 



435) ~xcept that th.e WDEQ r:ules provide more stringent controls than the federal rules and 
the WDEQ rules specifically addresses CBNG produced water. · ·. · 

BP A, has .taken the position that no El.Gs apply to CBNG. However, EPA has recognized 
that NPDESfp.etmit writers ·can develop BP J llinits by usjn.g one of two' different methods. A 
permit writer can either tr.ansfer numerical limitations from an existing source ~cl!- as a 
similar :NPDES permit or an•existing ::\ll,Q, or derive new numerical limitatlon.s: WDEQ has 
used the first method to develop CBNG BPJ lin:rits. 

:A~ oIWDEQ's rationale for developing BPJ limits (40 CF'R. 125.3) for CBNG 
relying on the oil and gas effluent limitations guideline (40 CFR 435) as guidance are as 
follows: · 

1. · Comparison of ·CBNG Discharges to 40 CFR 434 Coal Mining Point Source 
Category and:40 CFR.435 Oil and·Gas Extraction Point Source Category 

A. Comparison of CBNG Discbarges to 40 CFR 434 

The WY,PDES Program evrµuated ELGs for th~ Coal M.imng Point Source Category (40 
CFR, Part 434). Th~ ELG for the Coal Mining Industry applies to discharges from any coal 
mine at which the extraction of coal is tak:ingplace oris planned to be undertaken and tQ coal . 
preparation plan.ts and associated areas. The_ pri;mary Standard Industrial Classification 
Categories evaluated by the D~elopment Do.cument are: 

1111 · · Anthracite Mining 

1112 Anthracite Mining Services 

1211 Bitunri,nous Coal and Lignite M:ining, .and 

1213 ];3ituminous Coal a;nd Lignite Mimng Services . 

· The effluent 1:4nitati~ns for the coal Dllillllg- industry .include: pH, Total Suspep.ded Solids, 
:·'Total Iron and Total Manganese. CBNG discharges typically have a pH of7.5-:-8,0 standard 

umts; Total Iron is typically a constituent of concern, Total Suspended Solids are typically 
·not a concern ~d Total Manganese is not~ constituent of concern. 

The activities conducted by the coal mining industry w~e compared to those of the CBNG 
mdustry. The activities typically conducted by the mining industry were clearly dissimilar. 

· Specifically, the coal mining :industry does· not rely on drilling activities; commercial. · 
~xtraction of methane gas or the .discharge of similar volumes of produced water for their . 
openµions. 

Based on the review, the WDEQ concl~ded that there was.valuable insight to be gained fro~ 
. eval1;1ating. water quality daia. fro:o:i coal µri;n.e opera,tions, however, beca~e the industrial 

acti.yities were so diss;inri=1ar, using 40 CFR 4·34 as guidance for developing ~PJ .lirp.itations· 
for (CBNG) was deemed inappropriate. · · 

2 
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. ·B. Comparison of CBNG Discharges to 40 CFR 435 

CBNG cievelopment is a subset of the .oil. and gas industry· as· is conventional oil and 
conventional natural gas development. CBNG operations are reviewed in the cori.text of oil 
and gas development as a whole. Comparisons are made to conventional oil ·and gas 
tecbnology based on regulations, which have been in plaqe for nearly 3 0 years. . . . . . 

To determine.the appropriateness of relying on 40 CFR 4.35 as per 40 CFR 12S:3, the 
WYPDES Program conducted an evaluation of 40 ·CFR 435 and the i976 Development 
Document· for the Oil and Gas Extraction Point Source Category. According to the 
development document, the study covere4 polluta:iits arising from the production of crude 
petroleum and natural gas, drilling oil: and gas wells, and oil and gas :field exploration 
services. The document makes no w;:plicit t:,lXclnsion of varying types of oil and gas 
oper!'ttions. · · 

CBNG is exQeptionally pure compared to conventional natural g~, in. that it contains very 
small proportions ofhea:vier hydrocarbons and other gases. Na:tara:l gas is termed «dry" when 
it is almost pure methane, lacking other comm.only associated hydrocarbons, which ·is the 
qase with CBNG. When. other.hydrocarbons are presont tp.e·natural gas is referred to as 
''wet"~ 'fhe concept of"dry'_' natural gas is recognized in the 1976 DevelopmeJ;).t Document 
for the Oil and Gas ·Extraction Point' S01n-ce· Gategory, which ~tes "' ... Gas wells.may 

\., produce c1:ry gas but usually also.produce varying quantities oflight-hydrocarbori liquids . 
(known as gas liquids or condensate) and salt water... · · 

Segments of the industry covered by the Oil aµci Gas Extraction Pofut Source Category are 
· based on the following Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Codes: 

1311 Crude Pe.troleum and Natural Gas 

1381 Dril,ling Oil and Gas Wells 

1382 Oil and Gas Field Exploration Services 

13 89 Oil_ and Gas Field Servic~s. not c.lassified els~here 

· These SIC co.des were compared· to the 1987 Standard Industrial Classification Manual 
wlµoh defines SIC codes forvario~ industriaJ activities. The Major Group for th.ti Oil and · 
Gas Extraction Category (Major Group 13) includes establisbments·en.gaged in: 

(1) producing crude. petroleum and natural gas; · 
(2) extracting oil from -oil sands and oil shale; 
{3) producing natural.gasoline and cycle condensate; and 
( 4) producing gas hydrocarbon liquids from coal at the mine site. 

Types of activitie~ included in this m.aj or category inclndt exploration. drilling, oil and gas 
well operation and maintenanc_e, the operation of natural gasoline and cycle plants, and the 
gasification, liquefaction and pyrolysis of coal at'tb.e mine site. 
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Based on the review of Part 435, the Development Document and the 1987 Standard 
Industrial Classification Manual, the WDBQ ·concludes that CBNG activities are s:imilarin 
nature to those activities outlined in 40 CFR 43 5. CBNG is clearly within the Major Group 
13 and more sp~i:ffoally within the SIC code 1.3 ~ 1, which is clearly an industzy that was 
evaiuated and :included :in the Development Document. . . . . . _ . . 

. . 
BP A establishedBPT ELGs.for the Onshore sub.category (Subpart B). and Agricultural and 
-Wildlife Water Use subcategory (Subpart E) for the Oil and Oas Extraction Paint Source 
Category, on April i3, 1979. EPA imposed azero dischargerequ:irementforallpollutan.ts in 
the Onshore subcafogory· ( 40 CF.R 435.32): · · 

. . . . 
. · " ... th.ere shall be ·uo discharge of wastewater pollutants into navigable waters from 

any source associated with production, :field exploration, drilling, well completion, ot well 
treatment (i.e., P!oduced water; drilling muds, drill cuttings, and produced sand)." 

For the Agricultural. and Wildlife w' a.ter Use subcategory, EPA imposed a zero disoruµ-ge 
req~ent for_ all pollutants with the exception of some produced· waters ( 40 CFR 43 5, 
_SubpartE). To qualify this exemption: 

'(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Tue.produced water must be generated frqm ·facilities that are· engaged in 
productio~ drilling, well completion. ancj well trea1ment "in the oil and gas 
ex:traclion .industry and b.e located in the continental Unit~d States and west 
of the 9gtli n;i.eiidian (40 CFR 435.50). . ·. . · 

• ,I ' • • 

The produced water must be used in agriculture or wildlife propagation when 
discharg~ in"t:O rµt0!¢,le waters ( 40 CFR 435 .50). . . 
The ;produced water discharges must.not (?Xceed an oil and grease daily 
maximum·lnnitationof35mg/l (40 CFR.435.52(b)). · . 

EPA defined the ten:n ''use in agrictiJ.tural or wildlife propagation" by ~ating ''the produced 
water is of good enough quality · to be used for wildlife or livestock water or other 
agricultural uses, and the produced water is actually put to. such use during periods of. 
discharge." (40 CFR435.51(c)). The provisions of 40 CFR435 make no m~tion of water 
quantity necessary to support stock and/or wildlife use. · 

. In +979, WDEQ promulgated Water Qwi.lify Rules .and RemiJ.!::!,tions Chapter 7, "Surface· 

. Discharge of Water Associated with the Production of Oil and Gas;' which was the WDEQ 
equivalent to the fedentl ELQ 40. CFR 435 except that the Chapter 7 rules provided more 
stringent controls than the federal rules. Jn the early development stages- of CBNG the 
WDEQ applied the requirements of Chapter 7 as the technology based effluent limitations. 
In November 2004, WDEQ promulgated revised Cnapter 2 rul~s. which incorporated and 
updated the provisions of Chapter 7 as Appendix H and explicitly identi£.ed CBNG as an 
:industrial activity covered 1.ID.der the oil and gas technology based Iimitatiom:. 

For oil and gas discharges, :includ:ing CBNG, permits issued from 197 4 through 2000 by 
Wyoming, it was assumed that in th.e·arid west region, the produc.ed water would be U?ed for 

. agricultural or wildlife "p_ropagEJ.ri on as long as water :quality standards a:od e.ffluejj.t limitatio~ 
were met Historically, documentation related to this. requ:ir~ent was not ·contained .. or 
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required in the permit applications o.r permit :files for V{YPDES perinits. It is WDEQ's 
belief and understanding that federal.permits issued on Indian Lands have been processed in 
a similar manner. However, in 2000, at the requestofRegion 8 EPA, the WYPDES Progr~ 
modified the CBNG permit application to require the applicant to_provide a demonstration of 
conipliance witli Subpart E. · · · 

In S~tember 20.01, the RP A provided written comments related 'to several .CBJ:f G permits 
that tl;J.e WYPDES Program was proposing to issue. The comments primarily focused on the 
statements· of basis (SOBs) for CBNG permits which .invoked W)VQRR. Chapter 7 and 40 
CFR 435: The EPA suggested that the SOBs should describe the beneficial nse for the 
discharged water and that the quality support such a use. The nature of BP A's cm;nments 

· .. ~learly suggested to WDBQ th.at BP A concurred.with. the approach of relying on the oil an.d 
.. gas effluent limitations guideline (40 CFR 435 and WWQRJJ.. Chapter 7) as guidance for 

developing BPJ limitations for CBNG, 

· While not initially stated in the S0Bs for the proposed permits, tb.e permit files contained · 
application informationregatding the identifiaation of fu.e use( s) for the discharged water and 
the potential water quality oftb.e proposed discharge. In December 2001~ the 'WYPDES 
Program ·began i;icluding statements- in the S0Bs of each CBNG petmit to ·specifica1ly 
address how the produced water would.be used. 

Although the ELG assoQiated with the. Oil and Gas Point Source C~tegory· predates the 
dev.:elopment of CBNG extraction technology, based on. the comparlsi::,n outlined above, itis 

' the professional judgment of WDBQ that discharges related ~o CBNG facilities are similar 
. fm:()u_gp. tq other types of na~ gas ~nraption that the technology-based effluent J:imits 
contained in WWQKR Chapter 7 (now WWQKR Cllllpte.r 2, Appendix H) and 40 CFR 435 

· are appropn:a,teiy applied. EPA acknowledge_d acceptance ofWyoming's reliance on the 
teobnical and eponomic assumptioDB of the federal effluent guidelines for the oil and gas 

. extr:action point source category (40 CFR. 435) to. 'establish. technology based effluent 
. limitations for CBNG in its February 26, 2003 letter to WDEQ~ . 

2. Comparison of Water Man~ge:ment Options 

~e oil and gas -industry has historically ·been fo,rced to manage _produced wa~er and other 
production related wastes basea on the constraints of water quality based effluent fu:nitations, 
technology based effluent limitations and other state regulatory requirements, such as 
compliance with the Colorado River Salinity Control· Forum policies. Because of these 
constraint~ the oil and gas industry·lias historically dispose~ of produced water by injection, 
disposal pits and ponds, land applicatiol;l, discharge to surface waters of the state that are not 
waters of the United States, and discharge to surface wa'terS pf the state that are waters of the 
United States. 

Injection: 

Injection has been 11Bed by the oil and gas industry primarily in the Green :River and Snake 
River .Drainage Basins due to high total dissolved solids concentrations in the produced 
water and the Co~orado River Salinity Control Jlorum policies that are enforced tbr~ugh the 
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WYPDES program under WWQRR Chapter 6. Similarly, injection has been successfully 
utilized for CBNG produced water disposal, but ·on a limited scale, largely due to 
technological constraints. 

Disposal Pits and Ponds: 

One metho4 _of _produc~d water management historically used by th~ oil and gas :ind"q.stry"Jms 
been the rise of disposal pits and p6nds, typically for evaporation and concentration ofbrine 
waste. Similarly, CBNG produced water has been disposed of in pits and ponds. How~ver, 
because the quality of CBNG produced water is ofmucb higher quality (i.e. meets all Class 4 · 

. · and most Class 3 water quality criteria ·at the.point of discharge)~ evaporation plays a small 
role in the actual management of the prodru;:ed water. The pits and ponds associated with 

· CBNQ produced water are categorized as surface waters of the state and are designed to 
:infiltrate into and recharge sballow aquifers versus evaporation ponds, which are constructed 
with a liner. · · · 

-~iscliarge to Surface Waters of the State that _are Not Waters of the United Stat~ 

. As mentioned earlier, water quality-based md technology-based effluent limits ):II'e always 
evaluated for all oil and gas discharges. Waters of the state that are not waters of the United 
States, such as off-charinei pits and ponds.· are not subject to .federal oversight or federal rules 
inyluding'BI>J orELGs. However~ because the WDEQproµiulgated rules consistent with the 
federa1 rules for all surf~e waters of the .sta~. WWQRR Chapter 2 is applied to these 
dis~a:rges. . . . . .·· . . .· . . . . : . 
. . ' . 

~.is~h~rge to ~~rface W ate~s o~ the State that _are Wa~ers of th~ United State~ 

.. Historical oil and gas.produced water-di~charges to surface waters oftl:ie stm:e that are waters 
of the United States have b~en and continue to be subject to the provisions ofWWQRR 
Chapter 7 (now Chapter 2, Appendix H) and 40 CFR 435, as well as, WWQRR Chapter 1. 
Similarly, CBNG discharges are subject to the same reguiations, :including the management 
of drilling muds and other liquids associated with the drilling of wells. In all cases these 

' drilling muds and other associated liquids are riot permitted to be disch~ged to surface 
waters of the state. · 

· r.;itricl Ap~If~ti~n 

Land application has historically been an option for the oil and gas industry to manage 
disposal of produced water provided they meet the criteria ofWWQRR Chapter 3 and obtain 
a permit from the WD~. Sim:iJ:arly, land· applicaµon is m1 option for CBNG produced 
water and has been utilized by several companies for production of a variety of crops and 
vegetation. 

. : 
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3, Comparison of Water Quality Data 

Since fu.e beginning oflarge scaie CBNG development in Wyoming, the DBQ has evaiuated 
the.range of possible ground water qnaJity from coal seams based on the following data 
sources: 

A Land Quality Division ·record$. 
B. Water Quality Division records. 
C. State Engineers Offic·e ;records. 
D. Oil and Gas Conservation Conmrission records. 
E. USGS records. 
F. Wyoming Geological Survey records .. 
G. Industry records. 
H. Other miscellaneous sources. 

Based on these reviews the DEQ has identified constituents of.concern associated with the 
groundwater being produced and discharged from CBNG operations across the state. These 
constituents have been continuallymonitored. FUJi¥llgs from the evaluation of the data hzrve 
revealed that iron. ·sAR and Ee are the primary co;nsti.tuents/pa:ram.eters of concern.. Other · 
parameters .such as barium, a:rsenic·and. whole effluent toxicity have been 1dentified as 
. conce:r:ris in isolated areas. 

The 1976 Development Docunientfor the Oil and Gas Extraction: Point·Source Category 
identified the significant orpotentially significant wastewater constituents as oil an.cl. grease, 
fecal coliform, oxygen demanding paranieteis, heavymeta:IB, total Qissolved solids; and toxic 

· materials. It is the WDEQ's opinion that the fecal coliform and oxygen demanding 
parameters referenced in ~e Development I>ocumenf relate to the off-shore drilling 
operations where disposal of sewage wastewater would be involved in the process. Because 
the o;rHhore category does not include the discharge·ofsewage w~_a.ter they are exciuded 

, fu?m the compap.son evaluation. The remaining constituents of concern in the :Oevelopment 
Document are the same as the constituents of concern identified for CBNG discharges. 

Additionally, the Developmcm.t Document states that " ... the wastes associated with this 
category result from the discharge of produced water, . drilling m~. drill cutting. well 
treatment and produced sands fo;r all subcategories, .. " Similar to conventional oil and gas · 
operations, CBNG operations produce drilling muds, drill cuttings and ·other associated 
liquids. Appendix H(b ){ix.) of Chapter 2 prohibits discharges associated v.-'ith drilling mid 
well completion (i.e., di.-illL.'lg muds and cuttings) to be discharged to the su:r:fuce, consistent 
with 40 CFR 435.. . 

Over the years, the WYPDES Program has collected all.d reviewed ~ousands of water 
quality data from hundreds offacilitif?S. Based upon tbis data, there have beenrelatively~w 
instances where additional constituents lurve required numerical . effluent limits to be 
incorporated into CBNG permits. Concentrations of dissolved iron typically have high 
concentrations regardless oftbe location oftb.e discharge point within the Greater Powder 
River Basin. However. because ·iron oxidizes rapidly, concentrations are easily and 
commonly managed through aeratiop.. Metals, ~ch as total bariru:n,, total aluminum, total 
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49senic, dissolved copper, dissolved lead, dissolve_d ~c and chlorides, on occasion have 
been iden.tified as having a potential to expeed water ·quality standards. However, elevated 
concentrations of these metals·are not c.oJ.?Sistentiy seen ii.i the produced water.· . 

hi certain areas of CBNG. development the. discharge water has exhl"bited high.'sodium 
adsorption ratio (SARJ values, primarily due to the relative absence of calcim;n and 
magnesium. Discharges of ~NG pro~uced water have been managed to ensure protection 
of Wyoming"'s narrative stap.dard, Chapter t S.~ction20 "Agricultural Use" and to en.sure 
protection of down stream surface water qua1ity·sta.:rictards of adjacent states (Montana.and 
South Dakota). CBNG si:rr.face discharges have been managed primarily through the use of 
containment ponds in the heach:vatcis. · However, other management techniques, ~ch as 
reverse osmosis and ion exchange, for treatment of the produced water for .SAR and specific 
·conductance, are beginning to emerge as potential options on a. small scale. A£ the . 
technology and economics of these alternative management techniques evolve, they will 
likely become mo~ wid~!Y used. 

· After consideration of information described aboye;the WYPDES Program conciuded and 
main.tams that it.fa approp1#te to rely on WWQRR Chapter~ Appendix H' (formerly 
WWQKR Cruwter 7) and the ELGs for tb.e·Oil and Gas Extraction Point Sciurce Category 
( 40 ·CFR..part 435) for establishlng-tecbnofogy based effluent limits and equally appropriate 
for developing }?PJ Tu;nits (40 CFR 125.3) for CBNG: 
. . . . . 

.. Fnially, the. state is 'a~e that. BP A. is curr~n~y ~eloping, a 'g;qicianc~ document for 
deyel9p:i:µg technology~based limits for CBNG op~tions and an economic anal,Ysis of the 

-· Powder River Barun. Thi$ document is draft ~ not available for quoµng or qi.ting f:lt this 
· .. ~e. Jiowever, if andwhen this document is nnauzed, the WDEQ will review and consider 
. the merits o:ftb.e guidance do_cument. . . . 

· IfEP 4- determ,ines that it is necessary- to devel<;,p a fed·eral EL.G for CBNG ~d proceeds to 
develop a CBNG ELG the WDEQ would defer to the federal ELG . 

. TTP/jd/~-:0492 
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FILED 
FEB to 2006 

SUBMIT IN TRIPLICATE 
, ~A.~.~--------, 
~!<Orual' 

NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELI.1\1lNATION SYSTEM 'j 
APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO SURFACE DISCHARGE PRODUCED WATER 
FROM COAL BED METHANE NEW D[SCHARGES, RENEWALS, OR MAJOR 

MODlFICATIONS 

Revised 12-19-03 
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE 

1. Check the box corresponding to the type of application being applied for 

D New CBM permit 

Application Number 

WYOO -------
Date Received: 

(mo/day/yr) 

D CBM permit renewal 

D CBM pennit major modification 

Permit number----------

Permit number -----------
2. Seiect a permit option 

0 Option 1A - complete containment to an off-channel man made containment unit(s) (class 4C), no 
discharge allowed to surface waters of the state outside the containment unit. 

0 Option 1 B - complete containment to a natural closed basin or playa lake (class 3A), no discharge 
allowed to surface waters of the state outside the basin or playa. 

D Option 2 - surface discharge to class 2 or 3 receiving stream of the Belle Fourche River or Cheyenne 
River drainage (class 2ABWW). 

0 Option 2 - sur.face discharge to class 2 or 3 receiving stream of the Powder River or Little Powder 
Rivers (class 2ABWW). 

D Option 2- surface discharge to class 2 or 3 receiving streams of the Tongue, Clear Creek, or Crazy 
Woman Creek (class 2AB)-this option requires the permittee to demonstrate that quality of the 
effluent at the discharge point is equal to or better than the ambient quality of the perennial class 2 
receiving water. 

3. Name, mailing address, e-mail address, location and telephone number of the individual or company 
which owns the facility producing the discharge. 

Name: 

Street Address: 

City, State, and Zip Code: 

Telephone Number: 

E-Mail Address: 

NPDES Application for Pennit to Discharge Produced Water: Application for Coal Bed Methane New Discharges, Renewals, or 
Major Modifica~ions, revised 11-06-03 
Unique Footer ID 
Company Name/Year/Month/Day/Application Type/! 0 Digit HUC code/Penn it# or Applicntion #/Document# Page I 
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4. Name(s) and mailing address(es) of owner(s) of the surface rights on whose land the discharge occurs (in 
cases where the land is owned by the state or federal government but surface rights are leased to a private 
individual, provide lessee's name and address) 

Name: 

Street Address: 

City, State, and Zip Code: 

Telephone Number: 

5. Name of the facility producing the discharge (this is the facility name that will appear on the NPDES 
permit. It is not necessary to name every well contributing to this facility's discharge in this section) 

6. For Option 1 A or 1B permit, attach a water balance that demonstrates, considering total maximum 
projected discharge inflows, natural precipitation, evaporation and infiltration, that the containment unit 
will be adequately sized to contain all projected discharge and stormwater runoff from a 100 year, 24 
hour storm event. If actual flow rates are available, use the maximum flow rate from all active wells 
within the previous six months of operation in the water balance. 

7. For an Option 2 permit utilizing on-channel reservoirs, a~ach a _water balance and mixing analysis 
documenting the amount ofCBM discharge that, under normal op·eratirig conditions, can be contained 
within the reservoirs, the amount and circumstances under which the reservoirs will discharge, and the 
expected water quality upon discharge from the reservoirs. · · 

8. Attach a description and a clear, legible, detailed topographic map of the discharging facility. Include 
the following: 

a. A legend 
b. Well locations 
c. Ponds 
d. Reservoirs 
e. Stock tanks 
f. Discharge points (outfalls) 
g. Immediate receiving streams 
h. Water quality monitoring stations 
i. lrdgation compliance points 
j. Location of nearest downstream irrigator. 
k. Section, Township, and Range information 
If any of the above are no/ applicable please indicate in the description and include a brief explanation as to 
why the item is not applicable) 

9. Describe the control measures that will be implemented to prevent significant damage to or erosion of 
the receiving water channel at the point of discharge. 

NPDES Application for Pennit to Discharge Produced Water: Application for Coal Bed Methane New Discharges, Renewals, or 
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10. Describe the control meac;ures that will be implemented to achieve water quality standards and effluent 
limits. If proposing to utilize a treatment process, provide a detailed description of the treatment process, 
including, but not limited to: Water quality analyses demonstrating the effluent quality before and after 
treatment; waste stream volumes and planned method of disposal; aquatic life toxicity data for any 
chemicals being used in the treatment process; description of how the chemicals will be handled at the 
faci I ity and the potential for any impacts to waters of the state in the event of a spill; and diagrams of the 
facility indicating the water treatment path. Additional sheets and diagrams may be attached. 

11. Outfall locations must be established as part of a preliminary field reconnaissance survey using GPS or 
conventional survey equipment and documented in Table I. Please document the type of equipment 
used, the expected accuracy of your measurements, and a brief rationale for locating the outfalls at the 
requested sites below. 

12. Complete the attached Table 1. Provide all the information in the table for each proposed discharge 
point or monitoring point. If proposing changes (a major modification) to an existing facility, clearly 

. · indicate the desired changes on the table. Additional tables may be attached. Use the format provided. 

· "13. Complete the attached Table 2. Provide a:11 the infonnation in the table for each well associated with this . 
proposed discharge authorization. If proposing changes (a major modification) to an existing facility, 
clearly indicate the desired changes on the table. Additional tables may be attached. Use the format 
.provided. 

14. Provide the results of water analyses for a sample collected from a location representative of the quality 
of the water being proposed for discharge for the 25 chemical parameters listed below. The sample must 
be collected from well(s) or outfall(s) within a twenty mile radius of the proposed facility's location, and 
from the same coal formation(s) and the same approximate depth(s) as proposed in this application. If 
filing an application for a pennit renewal or modification, the representative sample must be collected 
from the facility being proposed for renewal or modification. Explain why this sample is representative 
of the produced water to be discharged. 

Samples from co-mingled coal seams are acceptable as long as the sample(s) meet the following criteria: 
A. all of the coal seams being proposed for development are represented in the co-mingled 
sample, 
B. the ratio of each coal seam's contribution is approximately the same in the sample and the 
proposed development, 
C. documentation is provided to ver&y the criteria listed in A. and B. 

The analyses must be conducted in accordance with approved EPA test procedures (40 CFR Part 136). 
Include a signed copy of your Jab report that includes the following: 

a. detection limits 
b. results of each of the 25 chemical parameters at the chemical state given below 
c. quarter/quarter, section, township and range of the sample collection location 
d. Time and date of sample collection 

NPDES Application for Pennit lo Discharge Produced Water: Application for Coal Bed Methane New Discharges, Renewals, or 
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e. Time and date of analysis for each parameter 
f. Analyst's initials for each parameter 
g. Detection limit for each parameter as achieved by the laboratory 
h. N.PDES permit number and outfall number, where the sample was collected. 
i. Origin of produced water (coal seam) 

If more than one coal seam is being proposed for development, the permittee must submit a lab analysis 
and complete information characterizing water quality from each coal seam being proposed for 
development. If the permittee is proposing to include discharges from a coal seam not previously 
developed at this facility, the permittee must submit a lab analysis and complete information 
characterizing water quality from the new coal seam being proposed for development. Analyses must be 
provided in the units listed below. 

r-· -----~------------. ------·-------. . . ---- . . 

~
arameter* (See notes following I Regmred Detection Limits and Required Umts 

he table on chemical states) I I 
. --------------···-·------···-----·-·--- ·-------------------·------·-------·i 
i Alkalinihl Total I 1 mg/las CaCOJ l 
i---·-·--·-----:_,l_, ------····------------·-+--·----------·---------------------j 1-1::ii:~;:t!~ta! Recoverab!e I ··-·-----------510 :::i! --------·--·-----·---! 
t[arium, T~tal _____ ,. ___ :==---J. . ----·--· 100 µg/l ____________ -----··-1 
I Bicarbonate 10 mg/I I 
L Ca~~iu~~~issolved ·----J ____ S µg~/_l __ _ 
·, Calcium, Total I . .. 50. µg/1, report as meq_!.l _______ _j 
. Calcium, Total I ---··--50 µg/1, report as mg/I l 

.. t: C~lorides_ · .. _ I --------------- 5 mg/I_. ---· rlori~ -I 5~ 
r Copper, Dissolved -----~~J _________ l_O_µg-=-/-1 ____ _ 

j Dissolved Solids, TC!!.'.:~ I 5 mg/I _____ _J 
I Hardness, Total 10 mg/1 as CaC03_ ·----·--~ 

Iron, Dissolved J___ 50 µg/1 ------· 

J Lead, Dissolved ·----- -------· 2 µg/1 ~ 
i Magnesium, Total lO_O __ µg/1, report as meq/1 

[~agnesium,.Total . ·----=~ 100 µg/1, report as mg/I ---
~ang~_E~~~.z..!?_~ssolved _____________ J_ 50 µg/1 ___ --·-1 
i Mercury, Dissolved l 1 µg/l ~ I pH·----·----------------------r- to 0.1 pH u-n-it-- ---.. ·--===1 
~ ::i:~~::2;~:;ji~~o"ve~;-b~--------L---- 0,: :~/1-·--·---·--------·--·--·~ 
----------------·----------·----·------L -------------------' 
j Sodium Adsorption Ratio I Calculated as unadjusted ratio I 
r-·--·--·-·----.. ----------·-----.. -----------1-----------------------------·-·---·-------------·---·---I 
l Sodium, Total l 100 µg/1, report as meq/1 i 

hSodium, Total -------------·-----·}-··-----------·-------·--100 µg/1, report as mg/1 ____ ,._,. ____ _J 

l¥~~~.::,::c~oce --+-------5 miri:~®cm ----- ~ L _______________ .. ____________ .. ______________________________________ ............ _________________ _ 
*Discharges into drainages other rhan the Powder River geologic basin may require analysis of additional 
parameters, please contact the WDEQfor a separate list. 
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15. For new facilities, provide the expected (estimated) flow volume from each well in gallons per day, and 
provide the rationale behind the flow volume estimate. For existing facilities, provide actual flow data 
from all wells within the last six months. 

16. For applications for new facilities, are any of the required chemical constituents in the laboratory 
analysis present in concentrations above Wyoming Water Quality Standards? 

DYES D NO 

lfthe answer to question# 16 is yes, answer 16.a. -16.b below. Ifno, proceed to question 18. 

a. Which constituents? 

b. Has this constituent been addressed in the response to question 1 O? 

17. For applications for existing facilities, has the facility ever exceeded permit limits or water quality 
standards? 

DYES D NO 

If the answer to question 17 is yes, answer 17.a. - 17.b. Ifno, proceed to question 18. 

a. Which constituents? 

b. Has the exceedance been addressed? 

c. Describe how the exceedance is being addressed. 

18. Is there active irrigation, (including but not limited to irrigation of cultlvars or flood irrigation) in the 
drainage of the discharge? 

DYES ONO 

If the answer to question #18 is yes, then documentation demonstrating one of the following must be 
provided: 

A. Effluent will meet SAR and specific conductance (EC) vaJues that are equal or of better quality 
to ambi.eflt values in the mainstem or highest quality receiving stream; or 

B. Demonstrate that a higher level of EC and SAR at the point of irrigation diversion can be 
tolerated by irrigated soils and crops without a significant reduction in crop yield and soil 
quality/permeability. 

This information should include, but is not limited to the following: 
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a. Location and description of irrigated crop land between the discharge points and mainstem, 
including maximum local tolerance thresholds to SAR, EC, and sodium of each crop. 

b. Description of irrigation practices including when and how frequent irrigation occurs. 
c. Soil characteristics for each area where irrigation occurs which includes:Classification of 

soils and soil type (i.e. sandy loam, clay, etc.) Composition of soils(% clay, silt, sand), type 
of soils, texture and permeability 

d. Baseline soil parameters in all actively irrigated areas which includes soil SAR, EC, Na, Mg, 
Ca, permeability, and exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP). 

e. Determine the maximum SAR and EC of water that can be applied to the least tolerant and 
most sensitive identified irrigated soil type and crop, which would not result in a short and/or 
long-term reduction in soil infiltration/permeability or yield. 

f. Provide the location (township, range, section, quarter quarter and lat/long coordinates) of 
point(s) upstream from the first downstream point of irrigation diversion/use between the 
outfalls and mainstem and/or provide the location(s) of the irrigation diversion/use that 
requires the least flow to operate. 

g. An evaluation that demonstrates the proposed discharge will be in compliance with Section 
20, Chapter I of the Wyoming Water Quality Rules and Regulations. 

h. If necessary to protect irrigated crops and/or soils, describe changes that must be made in 
traditional irrigation practices to protect downstream irrigation activities. 

i. A monitoring plan, if necessary to gauge changes in water/soil quality and make adjustments 
before substantial reduction in crop production and soil permeability would occur. 

j. Citations ofreference for all the above information must be provided. 

19. Name(s) and address(es) of all downstream irrigators between the.outfalls and the mainstem must be 
provided. · 

Name: 

Street Address: 

City, State, and Zip Code: 

Telephone Number: 

20. Section 40 CFR Part 435 Subpart E requires that the permittee document agricultural and wildlife uses of 
produced water. Provide documentation that the produced water will be used for agriculture or wildlife 
during periods of discharge. Agriculture and wildlife use includes irrigation, livestock watering, wildlife 
watering and other agricultural uses. Agricultural and wildlife use documentation includes (but is not 
limited to) a certified letter from a landowner(s), a formal written statement from a state, federal or local 
resource management agency, or a formal written statement with supporting documentation from a 
natural resources or environmental professional accompanied by the credentials of the natural resources 
or environmental professional. Agriculture and wildlife use documentation must be provided for each 
outfall included in the application. Agricultural and wildlife certification must be submitted for each 
outfall's discharge, and must have original signatures. 

I (CEO or other authorized person) certify that I am familiar with the information contained in this 
application and that to the best of my knowledge and belief, such information is true, complete, and accurate. 
1 am requesting outfalls in this application. 

Printed Name of Person signing* Title* 
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Signature Date 

*All permit applications must be signed in accordance with 40 CFR Part 122.22, "for" or "by" signatures are 
not acceptable. 

Section 35-11-90 l of Wyoming Statutes provides that: 
Any person who knowingly makes any false statement, representation, or certification in any application ... 
shall upon conviction be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both. 

Mail this application to: 

NPDES Permits Section 
Department of Environmental Quality/WQD 
122 West 25th Street, Herschler Building, 4W 
Cheyenne, WY 82002 

Please include unique footer information on each page of this application and on all supporting documentation using 
the fo!lowi ng format: 
Company Name: Year/Month/Day/NEW, MOD, RENEWAUl OD igif HUC Code/Permit# (if a modification or renewal) 
or Application# (from this particular company) for that particular day 

N.PDES Applicntion for Penn it lo Discharge Produced Water: Application for Coal Bed Methane New Discharges, Renewals, or 
Major Modifications, revised I 1-06-03 
Unique Footer ID 

Company Name/Year/Month/Day/Applicntion Type/! 0 Digit HUC code/Pennit # or Application #/Document# Page 7 
KES/bb/3-1192.DOC 



TABLE 1: OUTFALL INFORMATION 
Latitude Longitude 

Distance (decimal (decimal 
from outfall degree degree Reservoir 

to fonnat, format, Permit 
Discharge Immediate mainstern Quarter accuracy to accuracy to Application SEO 

Point# Receiving (stream I nearest 5 nearest 5 Submitted Reservoir Reservoir SEO Reservoir 
(Outfall) Stream Mainstem miles} Quarter Section Township Range seconds) seconds) County to SEO? Permit# Name Requirements 

001 

002 

003 

004 

005 

006 

007 

008 

009 

010 

ICP1 

ICP2 

TRIS 
WQMS-

Up 
WQMS-

Down 

ICP - Irrigation Compliance Point, TRIB - Tributary water quality monitoring station, WQMS - Up - upstream mains/em water quality monitoring station, WQMS- Down - downstream 
mains/em water quality monitoring station 

Additional sheets inay be attached as necessary. Use the format provided. 

NPDES Application for Permit to Discharge Produced Water: Application for Coal Bed Methane New Discharges, Renewals, or Major Modifications, revised ! l-06-03 
Unique Fooler 1D 

Company Name/Year/M.onth/Day/Application Type/JO Digit HUC code/Permit# or Application #/Document# Page 8 
KES/bb/3-1192.DOC 



TABLE 2-WELL INFORMATION 

Well Discharges to 
Well Name API Number Coal Seam Depth Outfall#* 

*AWAO - all we{ls to all outfalls 
Additional sheets may be attached as necessary. Use the format provided . . 

NPDES Application for Permit to Discharge Produced Water: Application for Coal Bed Methane New Discharges, Renewals, or 
Major Modifications, revised 11-06-03 
Unique Footer ID 

Company Name/Year/Month/Day/Application Type/JO Digil HUC code/Pennit # or Applicalion #/Document# Page 9 
KES/bb/3-1192.DOC 
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time. To sustain irrigation, irrigators must add additional water ~k(h~, !lltr_. 
17 

of the crop to leach excess salt from the root zone.' 
~I Uurall~ ~f.$11 

Increased flows can raise local ground water tables and slow infiltration that is 

crucial to leaching salts from soils. 

Timing of flows, regardless of quality, is important for seedling grov.rth and soil 

leaching. 

Salt loading is the effect of qualjty times volume. For example, if a billion 

gallons of water is produced per day, and it contains 2000 ppm salts, then 8,000 

tons of salt per day will be generated. The salt will go either into the soil or down 

the creek, where there will be significant adverse consequences to crops or 

aquatic habitat. 

DEQ recognizes the interplay of water quantity and water quality in many 

contexts. Consider, for example, the Mixing Zone and Dilution Allowances 

Implementation Policy, which can only be calculated if one of the factors is the mean 

daily flow. 18 The majority of WYPDES permit applications in the Powder River Basin 

fraction are the most important factors affecting the salinity of the soil 
water. The salinity of the soil water is important, since the salinity of the 
soil water, rather than the salinity of the irrigation water itself, is the 
critical factor resulting in any decrease in crop yield. Continued irrigation 
will result in the salinity of the soil water coming into equilibrium with the 
salinity of the irrigation water. The actual relationship will be dependent 
on the average salinity of the inigation water and the actual leaching 
fraction. 

Horpestad, Abe, Water Quality Technical Report, Water Quality Impacts from Coal Bed 
Methane Development in the Powder River Basin, Wyoming and Montana, Dec. 10, 
2001. Exhibit 9. 
17 Munn, Ex. 6. 
18 Wyoming Surface Water Quality Standards, Implementation Policies for 
Antidegredation Mixing Zones Turbidity and Use Attainability Analysis, p. 16, 3rd draft, 
November, 2005. http://deq.state.wy.us./wqd/surfacestandardsffriennial/Policies 3rd.pdf 
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are submitted with mixing calculations and water budgets. This is because they count on 

natural flows for dilution, and none of those calculations can be made without 

considering the quantity factor. WYPDES permits do in fact contain a limit to the 

quantity of water discharged under the permits. This is because the concentration of a 

particular constituent is only one factor in determination of the total load - quantity is 

essential to that calculation. DEQ is in the process of implementing a new policy to 

control total salt load in order to meet limits in flows to Montana. The Powder River 

Basin sodium management plan allocates total sodium discharges to producers, 

calculated by TDS ( quality) times quantity. Here again, DEQ cannot regulate load 

without regulating water quantity. Yet DEQ turns a blind eye to quantity in Chapter 2, 

Appendix H, and in doing so it hamstrings its own ability to effectively regulate CBM 

water. 

EPA has also recognized the various impacts that can result from both quantity 

and quality of CBM water, and advised DEQ that "large quantities of produced water 

discharged to small tributaries with erosive soils and geology can have unanticipated 

adverse impacts on wildlife habitat and/or agriculture."19 EPA has further explained: 

The many potential environmental impacts from CBM operations 
are diverse. Possible impacts include: reduced flow or loss of domestic 
water wells, mortality and reduced growth and vigor of vegetation, 
erosion, soil compaction, and loss of topsoil. One of the major concerns 
associated with CBM production in the Powder River Basin is disposal of 
the produced water. The surface di·sposal of CBM-produced water may 
result in erosion or damage to drainages and associated vegetation within 
the area. Even though CBM discharge is essentially sediment-free, 
discharge to streams and creeks can increase sediment loading due to 
increased erosion.20 

19 1/5/01 Reed letter to Krafft, Ex. 3. 
20 EPA Guidance for Developing Technology-Based Limits for Coalbed Methane 
Operations: Economic Analysis of the Powder River Basin, February, 2003. Interagency 
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May 8, 2006 

Mr. Bill DiRi:enzo 
;Wy:omi'.n.g D'epartmentof E:nvitomnental Quality - Water Quality .Dhiis{on 
Hersc:.1iler ]3tdJ:ding, 4W 
122 West :25th Street 
Cheyenne, WY 82002 

Re; Comments on Proposed \Vyoming Department of Environmental Quality 
Draft Agricultural Use Protecti.on :Policy (4th Dnrft, 20.06) 

Dear Mr. DiRie.nzo: 

WiH:i:ams Rro.duction RMT Cowp,rny (W,illiarns) a;ppreciate:s the opportm1hy to 
'p.n~;:;'.e+,1t 0011.to:i.en.ts to t\J:e W:yom.i:ng De..parttner1:t of Environme.ntaJ · QµaJ;ity (DBQ}, · Water 
QllaliJiJ' !0.iyisJ:011 r~g-ardi:i,:!g iuwletrtent'1;ti:<m o;f Chapter l, ;Section 20 of the Water 
Qha}ity. E4te;S' .(111:d. Re,gtiJ~tiqi:is. •cw:Q~) t4rou:ghDEQ's pr,opus.ea·. D:i:a'ft .AgrncuUura1 
:ds~ Ptotection 'Pb'1ico0 1 D'raft 'Polfo:i.h 'WilHams is a si'an'incant o:netatbt iii 'W,r.tnnfog. 
: . .- ··. ::· ,···/ ._,. ·. :.,. = ,~.- ·: .: ··:, :·- · .. : -~-.:· --.-~ :·;.~=~ :·>_.;: · .. :: < . ,._.: :::...~..-.. -:,.:_~.:1-· ·:: ,,.-: . ... _: .•.. : .· .. ·. ': ... _ /··.··.···Ji!. .. ·· .. /\ ... ,· .. :_· .. ·.·>·);.;· .'.--: ·<···'"- ,_, .. .' . . :.·)r-·. · ... /· 
trrrd, 1n pa:ttJctdat, s'tn tl':t:e Po:wder R1:verBastp :(£RJ3l V{:dfa~ms l§ ccfl:r.C'¢rlled a:po:u:t lhe 
potential of the Dralt .P:dl.i.cy to :affe.ct advers·eJy its coa1bec1. :nai;rr;r,,t:l g4s · {QB:J~;G) 
operations. 

As you know, a collaborative effort ·was undertaken last su11m1eT to define an 
implementation policy to afford protection under Section 20. Experts were qontacted 
and asked to participate w.ith WDEQ in drafting that ·policy, ano (hat version of the 
policy was p.t(bioi:slrnd in late summer,, 2005. At a meeting o:fthe Water and Waste 
Ad:Vis<Yry in Septe:mber~ 2005, the policy was discussed a:t length, a:nd a ded.sion was 
niacteto extend the public co:mmentpetiod into October, In Decembe:r of20'0'.5, 
c:pmi1ne1,1ts were rec~ived fron1 tw¢ ,p:ro'.fessors from the University of'WyomJng 
,.concerning this poli.cy. WDEQ the:n rn~de the decision to significantly alter the :pplicy 
base.d on those comments, even 'thorrgb they were .rec:e'ived after the co:mme:o:t ,period had 
ended. Those comments affected significant changes to the policy, 

In its current draft, the draft AgriculturaJ Use Protection PoJ:icrhas the pQ'tential 
to impose signi:ficant costs and techllica:I burdens upon CBNG operators. Yet, there is 
no e1rid:en.ce that DEQ considered these impacts., nor balanced tne burdens itn:posed 
5:ga'b~.st the purported environment~l effects sought to 'be protected. Our le,gi&latute 
expres$ly imposed suc1'1 a reqµ:itement ·upo . .11 tb:e DEQ with regard to any sta:ndards, 
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:rules., -orregula.tion.s prQ.posed l~y the Water Quality A:dmi11:istr.ator. Pursuant to :w.s.. 
35-11-302 (a}: 

"In recommendio.g .ilny standards, ruJe::;_, re.gulation~, o:r permits, fhe adm:i:nistrator 
and ?dyisory board sh~ll consider an the facts and drcumsta11ces bearing upon 
the :reaso11ab1eness ofthe pollution .involved .i.nc:Inding: 

(A} the. character and de:gr.ee of injury to or if!terfereuce with the health. 
a.mi w¢ll b.eing of people., animals, wildlife, aq:_o:atic life and pla:llt Ji.fe 
~ffected.: 

{C) The priority of]oc,a;ti.on :in the ar.ea in:v.oJved; 

(D) The technical ptacticability and ec-onmn:fo reasonableness of reducing 
or etiminati.n:gthe source-of pollution; and 

(E} The effect upo·n the environment." 

In proposing .the A,gl'ic.1iltura'I Protection :Policy_, vv1tlch impleme:nts existing rt1les, tlle 
'.DEQ .is ·d.uty-"bo11:nd to ,consid.er these same criteria. Yet., 'base,d upon this d.ra;ft, there is 
no tn'dicatiou th.e DEQ g.i°:\i;e s'erio;us c.on:sideration to this l~gis{ati:ve mandate, Had it 
t:ig:qe:sq? Wi;~1:i,1tJJ$ JJ.e:J;iey(is t)ie '.PoJ§'cy wo:uil·d, hi;: s:igni:t~oantlyu.iffenm-:till iit~ 

·~:1~111:'"a!;~~;~r!!t:::~~~;:~!=t!J!'.'n!~l:t:JJ::!~g 
where the reqi1u:::emeI;1t lS'OY/.:!:dy ccms~rvcit1ve; and lII?.Y 9:0.J.w P'e ~Pi~ .to be TIJ~t J!:trO'i+gh 
ex:penstve water trentiiteri:t :inetb:odolo,gies.. A,s, :the DEQ. ip-rontt\1gates its fi:na1 J~oJic-y 
based ,u41011. the coin:1.:x:rnn~s s9'.b1nitte.d 0n be:11;a1:f of'vVBltams and .. 0;thets., we.1:espectfl..1:l1y 
ask that DEQ do so fo the,context oftbe 6 criteria set for.th a,bpve. WiJ1ia:rtrs ,also 
questions the use of a «Policy'' to estahHsh effluent limitations more restriotive t'han 
those esta.blished t11:rougb formal rule-ro.aking, 

Our speci:t}c c,on:u:nents regardi.J..1,g the text of the po.licy follow. 

J.. P,m·pose., Chapter l, Sectio'.n.20 S'boli.ld Not be lm:phmient·ed to P,r,0,tect 
!Bega] 1,rrigatiort. · · 

We agree with DEQ that the purpose of Ch. 1, Section 20 is to protect irdgation 
that existed prior to ·an a:pplicatio11 for a WYPDES disc,harge :pe1:mit. As DEQ has 
noted, the language infers a pre-existing agricultural use prior to an application for a 

1 See comments on pa.ge 9 infra. 
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WY:PDES permit, v/hich can serve .as a haseJine from which a decrease in crop or 
livestock produ.ction could 'he measured. We also agree that, to be afforded the 
p1;otection of Section 20, a lando:wn:ermust have an existing irrigation structure or 
mechanism in place for ,divertin,g water. However, in its Draft Policy. DEQ proposes 
the co.ntinuation .of its historic practice of protecting iJ1egal diversions, i.e., irrigation 
'\vhich occu:rs in the absence of a vaJid .existing water tight. Willhms takes issue with 
this :practice, pctrticulfl.rly when DEQ recommends i:o w1:itti}n guidance that this illegal 
practice he followed by State personm,1 when translating the :Secti.o:n 20 nar.r,atjve ,goals 
in.to approp.riate vVYPDES permi:t limits. · 

If a landowner is irrigating with.out the benefit ofa water right from the office of 
the Stat<:: Engineer~ then foe irrigation is illegal. -Since there is no right to the use of the 
VvateT in the dn1inage, the irrigation co;µ:Jd 'be ordered to ceas.e and de~ist at any ti:m.e. 
Therefore, there isieally nothing.for the DEQ to proteci, 10:ore'ove:r, the PEQJ~ currenJ 
:practice of ;prdtectin,g illegal Irrfga,fiop is ·i:fl. direct co:nflict with the Wyoming law 
,fogn'htri:t1sg tlte.use of,water: 

Water'heing ·alwq,y:s the31roperty,,of the s!tate,, righ~s to ·its :use 
shall aftadh to the lanci:fo:r Ittigati.on) -orto such o'tb:er 
purposes o:r ~bjec't 'for whit;]:i acquired lll accordan.oe \yitb·the 
ben.ef;i_ciµ:1 us.e ·rpa!ie ;f'p,r ~'lbich t11e tightreceiye_s 1:rµp:lic 
rec9g1~iti0J1,, 11n9er .tb:e law and the administration pyoyid;ed 
··1 . ·'b· . TU ·s .~ 4·· 1 '." 10·1 r1ere y.. vv •• ?i:i .. . ·-;), . _.. 

By allowing 1m:aut!h0rized structures to trigger applicat:io:n of{p;y sta11da,rd,, ;(he 
DEQ protects trnJawful irrigation use~ sanctions the umlawfu1 co:nduct, and rewards tlx:e 
offe,nder for its offe11se. In effect, the .bepart1treilt :is aiding and :abetting tlre offending 
behaviox i:n di:rect conflio;t with :the req:uiri::111e.n.ts s.e.t out abo:ie .. \Ve submit th.at this 
:p:r~ctic.~ c.ons:ti;tutes ,egr~gio1{sl,y. had pJibli;c. pol.icy and ;prod,u.ces :a:.n absurd res tilt.in 
vi:olation of the canons of statuti:n:y and regulatory interpretation declared by tbe 
Wyoming Supreme Cou11t. See ln re KP v. State, 102 P.3d 217 (Wyo. 2004}, 2004 Wyo. 
LEXIS 2.13, *23 ("[TJhis Court will :n.ot i1tterpret a statute in a manner producii1g absurd 
.results''); Corkill v, Knowles, 955 P ,2d 438-, 444 (Wyo. 1998). 

Lastly, the Environmental Quality Act (EQA) expressly slates that the actions of 
the DEQ shall ·not limit ot interfere vvith the jurisdiction, duties ·or authority of the State 
Engi1101Drin a:dmi.nisteting Vl',1Jer rights. W;S,, §35-11-1] 04.a.(iii). Protection of illegal 
dive:rsiops could certa:inl.y be co1Jstrued as int~rfering with thesejuri:;sd:idio·11a1 · 
constraints, :as it aids conduct :airec'tly contrary to the requirements for use of water set 
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out a:bov:e.2 CBNG ,clischaI?gers should not be requfrei!l to protect .s\tch iJl~gl:l] practices. 
We there:fo1;e requ.es't the DEQ amend its Draft Policy to expte.s:sly state that in the 
future unauthmized irrigation use will no:tbe protected and that existing diversion 
structures not covered by an existing water right vs1il1 not tr.igger applicatfon of the 
agricultural standard. 

IJ. Presumption of .Natm:allv Irrigated Lands is Ove.rlv Broad 

The Dr.aft Policy implies the:re is a pre-existing agricultura1 rrs,e of a stream or 
drainage when ''a s11tsta:n:fial acreage of:n@:turally sub-inig.ated p.astu:re within a strean1 
:floodplain~' :exists. The Draft Policy stafe's that i11fr.:i..,r:e9 photography, su:rficial 
geologic m,aps, wetla:nd mapping, la.ndow,:tl.er testin19ny ;pr ~11y conibin.ation of these 
sources may be used to e.stabliih tb,at lands are naturally irrigated. Each of tbese 
information s.ourc.es presents a snapshot of corH:litions at a speci:fic time, and conditions 
m:ay have changed e,g., wetlands mapping. 3 In addition, a permit aP;plicant has no 
method by which it c.Qtild. dis:prmie the presm11pti0n oJ sub-:irrigation presented in the 
Draft Policy. The a:pp;licatipn of EC ap.d SAR effluent linrits sho1i1d npt b~ applied 
unless there js some presence ~no. evidence .of the .ability to irrfgate :\;vj:th .fl .. 'Slf):Eic:;ial flow 
---period. 

[he E:C: an.d. £AR -e:ffiw~nt limits Wi'.l:.l be '~P:P1ied ~v:b.e:te th.e 11atural].y irrigated 

J:t::;::1::;.;t~;:1:~.~:;:::t··:::~i~!~~aj~~!1;~!:;:n~;·n;~11~ii;'1!~~1:t:~ l~ntl 
greater than 20 acres or mdltiple ,pa;rce1s in near p:i;o;;,pi:0;1it:y'tliattot,a] more than 20 
acres." Give.n the size of parcels in Wyoming, the definition of agricultural 
significance co\tld be easily met through single parcels or the sum of srnaJler parcels. 
The :practical effect of this definitio:n combined with .an easily trigger~d (unref~tab1e) 
definition of s1ib-irrigated land is that the Draft Policy's irrigation effluent limits would 
be applied to discharges into virtlla!ly any and every drainage in fhe State. The Draft 
Policy, if implemented, would result in a gros'S o:ver .. e,xtens:ion oJth:e prior agricultural 
use presumption, wou1d be overly p:rotectfve of established agricultural uses ·which may 

2 The lack of .a water ri.ght is often an ind.kation that the d.rainage,did rrot maintain 
adequate flows or water quality to facilitate ln:i.gation or that the soils or other 
conditions were simply not supportive of irrigation adequate to allow the landowner to 
',i)tove up its heneficial use of water and thus obtain a valid water r,ight. And, in the 
absence of a val:id existing water right. a.pplfoants for .a discharge permit have no notice 
.of irrigation use oy such downstre.am lanoowners and no way to acoo'Qn:t for them in 
their WYPDES permit app1ications. 
3 The DBQ should not be able to rely s·oleJ_y upon landowner testimony which is 
inherently bias~d to establish the existence of naturally irrigated lands .. 
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;no longer exist and would significantly Testrict CBNG operators' ability to discharge 
into State walers without expensive t;re;atment of discharges to protect ·nominally useful 
parcels o:fla11d,. 

:UI. Irniga:tfon Data and Information 

The I)taft PoJicyindicates that.'' .. Abe goa1 is to ensure that preexisting irrigated 
.crop 'productio;n will not he a.lmin:ished as a tesi.tlt: oft1're1owe:r:in:K of \".v'.ater quality." 
The difficulty, o:fcourse, is in .assessing the preexistii1g or :baseline crop production that 
existed prior to any proposed discharge. 0:fien there ate :no tecotds of crop yield, 
stream flows, lristoric water quality, etc., making it very difficult for all parties to apply 
the ".no measurnb]e decrease" standard. TJ1i.s has caused DEQ to lustoricaUy take an 
overly co:rrser,;;,<1tive approach 1~ deveJoping nu;1nerci~ pennit effl.ue:nt Hm:itations to 
assure 110 m:~as:u.rahle d:ecrea,se IJ} cr~p pTO'<lU'CtJon. For .thfl:t r.e.1xson, we rec.o:mmend. that 
the fol1owing he addep to tJ;re data a:11d in;fnr.matim1required undet :Septjun III. B:· 

9. Exient of i;ttiga1li:qn _pertnitted :by ti:ffice of th<::State E11gi:ne'er under a valid and 
ex::isting vVy.oining water right.· 

• Rate of flow requinrd to activate irrigation under the .sysfem in place. 

• As to the season of use, DEQ should :further re:fine its d,ef'i11ition of Atrrigatio.n 
s:eason/' The EC ancl SAR limits will .apply during those p:el"iods when :crop 
gr.c;iwtl, is 00-0:u:t.riug and then or.rly when irtigahle flo.ws exist. Irrigable .flows are 
tl}o~e,in W:ti1¢!1 at,leefil'i:i:j;~ 'N~t.ef ~:X.1'SJ$ 'tp, ~pfrya;t,e;l $p;r:eade:f,u{ke :system tfbr 
arfj;'fj,eially iri.ig~:t:e¢1.Jc1rrcl$ 'o;r 'to. 9:~u.;~;e JlJL:tnia:1 tlG:'odlu;g b:r tJtib-itti,g~1tfon Qll 
nwt1:ima/t\y;i;;q;jg:?te;d 1,'1.µd~; It is 1J.0t :i:,~9'&JJp._aJt1e: tq]i$;.siJ..-i.fu:I:i tJt~t :th.:~ :irr:i;tat.5.:G"n rs;e5'a:sq);i 
is 1g:en;etall:y0c.o:nsidemed year:':J:OUTI:d.in W,y.o:wJn;gf:o:r p,fj:S;f;J-¥dJy ittigwlep l~n:d?, 
given the yar:htt'i;o1,1. .aud itn:tensity ·,ofsto:f:tn e'Verits siip:p.lying :water i:o epbemeral or 
intermittent .d;ra+nages used' fot ixrig1:1tion purpos\::~. 1n 1'l.1e i;lbSe.nce of $uch 
events, the naturally-occurring salju:ity in these draina.ges limits their utility for 
irrigation. V;/hen irrigation cannot occur, the wa:ter quality standards protective 
of irrigatimJ Bho.uld not be applied. Operators should not be required to make the 
\vater quality in the stream system better year round than mother nature 
provided. 

• Most irnportap~ly, in place o:f using published tQlerance valu~s fot the most 
s.ens+frv:e crops .gro:wn, we suggest ·u·se of the I:TansonDia,graOJ. to ma11ag~ the 
SAR,. l'i:ttrit for two ;reasons. First, the :published 'tolerance va1:ues for most crops 
gem~rally assume .conditions exist for attaining a 10:0% <::ro·p yield. Out 
experience throu.ghout the PRB -is that, given the growing conditions, e.g .. , a la:ck 
of precipitation., poor a1Jc~lh1e ~:P.d sa1ine soils., and intenn:ittent flows, etc., 
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irriga,:tprs ip the ?RB achieve a, crop yieH:l well helo.w the 100% value. Second, 
as J)EQ has npt:ed, tl1;e.·significant ttriga:tion-reJated dflr1ent limits in the PRB are 
EC and SAR. DEQ js mva,re tha;t, within certain :bmad limits, it is the ratio of EC 
and :SAR th;.1t determine the ,suitability of Nva:ter quality for ir.rigatinn purposes 
for any given c:rop. We therefore suggest that DEQ app1ythe Eanson Diagram in 
establishing SAR limits. As .state,d above, these limits should he ,3,'p.plie,d only 
when adequate wateris available to create an irrigable flow. At all other times, 
to apply effiuent limitations which ,are adeqirnteto irrigate the mo,st sensitive 
crop would require the dischargers to ml:ike the water in tl1e stream better than 
mother nature provides. That is an ttnd.ue burden, with no envh0nment?-l benefit, 
which will not in any meaningful way ,enhance the crop producti011. It will 011ly 
i,mpose u11necessaxy additional .ex,pense. and effo:rt .o.n dis,char,;:gers of water from 
GBNG operations. 

tv. Tiered Apf:!roach Sl10uld Protect Measurable 0.ec,,ease in Crop Production. 

The Draft Policy e:stablishe,s a tiered approach which is designed to establish 
appropriate efl:1uent limits to ensure there is no measurable decrease in crop production. 
Williams agrees that a tiered approach is absolutely necessary to address the variety of 
b~ckgro:und co:ndHions and quality of discharge.s in different drainages within the PRB. 
\Yil1ia111s he1Je'\jeS that d~fm:rlt EC :-a:nJi 'SAR Ttmit~ in Tier 1 teqtdre :revis:iei:i;:1. As 
di;s:ct1ssed aboY:,e,, WiTlh1ms d.p,es nofhe,lip:ve 'tJ:1at, :the t1s·e qf ·def~11lt .BG 1hn.it$ shp.tild h~ 
hasecd .on tolerance valu:es fo.r the r119s:t ;se:n:sj;ti;ye c..rop;qr ypon 109% yie~ld 'thr:e$hdld 
val:.u,es. To, the.,ex.te:iit DEQ idecLi:le,s lB :use,,.su<tih criteria, ,cak~J:ate:d values .shmild 'be 
hasetl on data Whi:chmor<e\i,c:Cl.ir.atefly:.rtifl.e;cts so'fl chemistry and .crop ptoducfro:n in the, 
PRB and Wyo~ning, :not :C~liftrtrii~. 'The Ii.er 1 a:p,ptQa:c,)1 is overly q:0;11servatiVe and 
protects ·against anv decreal.e in qrop productii;,n) :not merely a·measurable decrease :in 
such production. The Draft Policy proposes the application of effluent limjts to achieve 
an end beyond tbat described in t'be, narrative goals stated in Chapter 1, Section 20 and 
does so without suf:fideut st!pporting credible evidence. This point is well made and 
fully documented in letters dated May 5, 2006 submitted by Kevi11 C. Harvey on behalf 
of s,eve:ral CBM operators including Wi!Ti;:ims,, aI)rl we urge the,DEQ to carefo11y and 
folly consider Mr. Harvey's comments and conclusions and modify its drafi proposal 
accordi1Jgly. 

Tier 2 offe.r_s Wi11iams and other dischµ:rgers ,a viable permitting opticm in 
instances in which background water quality is worse than its CBNG effluent quality. 
In such circumstances, Tier 1 default limits shou.ld he inapp1icable. Willi.ams reguests 
that DEQ amend the Draft Policy to state that if such circumstances exist, EC and SAR 
effluent limits must be based upon those background conditions rather than tolerance 
values for the most sensitive crop. 
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V. T~e .:&QA l:)oes<Not Gi:ve .DEQ A'uthorit:v to ::Ret?lilate Water Qu:a:ntitv Per Se 

'While ;DE(fhas .-a~I:e.ted fbe previous -Secfio:t:rl:V, ;~Btrt:tor.n1and Poµge" from the 
D:ra;ft '.Pcm:~Y~ ~t pi.i:~s ~:ri ,sµ,1n:1ort of this deJ etfo11 fhe Environmental Q.ua:lity Cot1nci1 's 
(:EQC) Feb.ruary 16, 2006 decision to initiate rule:rnakjng con:cemi~gthe regulation of 
±he volume of wafer w11ich could be discharged into naturally low .fldw stream channels. 
Jn his February 3~ 2006 le:tter, to t)1e EQC, John Wagn~, Ad:tr.iir.dstrator., Water QuaHty 
Control Division> expressly siated that the DEQ did nor'11ave .the autJ1ority to regulate 
efflue:a.t quantity as pr-o.posed in. the peti'Qon to t11e EQC. A.ttachwent l. In his Apri1 12, 
20'05 opinion.relatfo_g. to the EQC's decisio.n to initiate rulerp;aki:n,g, 'Wyqnun,g 4"itomey 
GenYFa-17 'PatrickCh:ari~ confirmed-Mr- Wagner''$ ,intemre.tatiop, of+>E:~"s lµruted 
authority fo ,fogu1ate volu~es ,pf water discharged tindeF'the "WYPDES :peno:i:t program. 
Attacbml:mt :z. 

Wi11i~s a;gtees.th-e.t :th.r::$'.Q~f\. #1.1~ ~9tg@ti:t?tlli:: ?Q~ ,tj.:i:~ :~nttl:tqrity :to :aµiend:t)e 
WQJL'T{ :tore~J~te;wat~r qµa~tit}":perst\ anfs:mbie. fh:tn thif;E~A;gri!!11t~ii tlie JJ:E;Q tne 
ability<tc ~re,giilate ftow.s· Wltfo:.fri}teg!ll'd to water ·gu~1Jty'tp :prot~~'b():tto:n;il?,na. grazing 
ip ep'h<:nnet!iil :a.rai;nages in, pievjous i:t:eratio1:1s -of the :D.ra±"t Policy. ~oreover, 'Williams 
1akes ::tne posi"Pon .tnat fhetf'!'tf;, a:·flowage easement ,w;lricb ~ttaches _tc, ·all ~atural wa,ter 
-cpurses witbfa,the State of Wyoming. ,a.ntl th~:re is,:ritrbi!!.sis for eli:r.riiua::tint c,-r 
minilli.iim$t'4-~,µse of:tb.e :µ:ati.tiial stream ,ch:an:nel whexe:-prodµced \Jil.ate:r flcw.s .do 1101 
e~c®d the$etts :aJAa:b~li;s o,f:tJ)emeaw chan11e1. · 

\ViJlim:rJ.s",?iI?Plls~~~te~;I1:r'1 QpP:ortuni~y-fo 'ccrmmenti;Jn .-t~e)Eh.oa$t :Po]jcy zq1d 
9-:;gpreci_!ftt:}s_~tttt1?qi:frJsic1~~ti'.9P.'d.f9µ:r<Pomme~t;1;, 1lfe ~gµJiiibe.;pl~@e4 lo discuss ,our 
com'futbrtts fui;':Jler'\ufn¥c'1+ rit(d :re&p:bniL to a'riy qu®tip)i.S''.::)1,0,:u .may,,b:av:e. 

·~~ 
Facilities Engineer 
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May 4, 2006 

Mr. Bill DiRienzo 
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 
Water Quality Division 
Herschler Building, 4th Floor West 
122 West 25th Street 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002 

Subject: Comments pertaining to the derivation of default effluent limits for EC in the 
Draft Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy. 

Dear Mr. DiRienzo: 

I respectfully submit for your consideration the following comments regarding the fourth draft of 
the Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy as it pertains to the derivation of default 
effluent limits for EC. These comments are being submitted on behalf of Yates Petroleum 
Company, Williams Production RMT Company, Petro-Canada Resources (USA) Inc., Marathon 
Oil Company, Lance Oil & Gas Company, Inc., Fidelity Exploration & Production Company, 
Devon Energy Production Company L.P., Bill Barrett Corporation, and Anadarko Petroleum 
Corporation. I have submitted additional comments regarding the derivation of SAR limits and 
the proposed SAR cap to you in a separate letter. 

By way of introduction, I am a board-certified professional soil scientist having practiced as an 
environmental consultant in Montana and Wyoming, and throughout the world, for nearly 25 
years. For the past seven years, my practice has focused on water management and soil and 
water salinity/sodicity issues associated with oil and gas development. I am credited as the first 
to research, develop, and apply managed irrigation techniques for the beneficial use of coalbed 
natural gas produced water. I have directed or participated in over 75 separate projects related to 
produced water management, WPDES permitting, soil and water chemistry investigations, and 
reclamation for coalbed and conventional natural gas projects in Wyoming, Colorado, and 
Montana. I have a M.S. degree in land rehabilitation (soil science emphasis) from Montana State 
University, and a B.S. in Resource Conservation (soil science emphasis) from the University of 
Montana. 

I would like to comment on the proposed changes made to the Agricultural Use Protection Policy 
by the WDEQ subsequent to the January 26, 2006 meeting of the Water and Waste Advisory 
Board. My comments will focus on the comments provided by Dr. Larry Munn in his letter to 
the DEQ dated December 5, 2005. It is my understanding that Dr. Munn's comments resulted in 
the changes made to the proposed Policy. Specifically, I comment on Dr. Munn's request that 
the California-based soil salinity tolerance thresholds be used to establish default effluent limits 
for electrical conductivity (EC) under the Tier 1 process. 

233 EDELWEISS DRIVE, UNIT 11, BOZEMAN, MONTANA 5971 8 
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Summary of Findings 

The fourth draft of the Agricultural Use Protection Policy describes a 3-tiered decision making 
process for deriving appropriate effluent limits for EC and SAR whenever a proposed discharge 
may reach irrigated lands. The Tier 1 process would be followed for deriving "default" limits, 
and as such, this procedure would require a minimum of background information from the 
applicant. Specifically, the default EC limits would be based on the species-specific 100 percent 
yield potential values for soil EC reported by the USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS) 
Salt Tolerance Database (USDA ARS, 2006). 

Alfalfa is considered to be the most salt sensitive plant irrigated in northeastern Wyoming. 
Given this, my comments focus on the relevant information regarding alfalfa salinity tolerance. 
The ramifications of the concepts and data discussed herein for alfalfa can be applied to the more 
tolerant irrigated forage species commonly found in northeastern Wyoming, for example, 
western wheatgrass and smooth brome. 

A considerable amount of research went into preparing these comments, including three months 
searching and reviewing the relevant scientific literature, and compiling and analyzing available 
and relevant soil, plant, and water data. The key conclusions of the literature review and data 
analysis are presented below and will be substantiated by the discussion that follows. 

California Based Salinity Thresholds 

• The ARS Salt tolerance database relies on California based salinity thresholds developed 
to approximate the specific plant, soil and environmental variables associated with that 
region. 

• Regional differences in soil chemistry, climate and agricultural practices are likely to 
have a profound effect on the applicability of California based salinity threshold data to 
alfalfa growing in Wyoming. 

Chloridic Versus Sulfatic Soils 

• The natural soil salinity in the Powder River Basin is dominated by the sulfate ion; 
California soils are dominated by chloride. This conclusion is supported herein by the 
literature and by an evaluation of actual soil chemistry data provided by the USDA 
National Soil Survey Center. 

• The term "gypsiferous" refers to sulfatic soils and is applicable to the Powder River 
Basin of Wyoming. Numerous documents, including the ARS Salt Tolerance Database, 
indicate that in sulfatic ( or "gypsiferous") soils, plants will tolerate about 2 dS/m higher 
salinity than indicated. 

-2-
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The Influence of Soil Salinity on Alfalfa Yield 

• Alfalfa is considered the most salt sensitive plant irrigated in northeastern Wyoming. 
Conditions required for the growth of alfalfa at 100 percent of its physiological yield 
potential probably do not exist anywhere in northeastern Wyoming and place doubt on 
the application of this benchmark value there. 

• Sources of research and field guidance outside of California suggest alfalfa has a higher 
relative 100 percent yield soil EC tolerance than 2 dS/m, perhaps as high as 4 to 8 dS/m. 

• Alfalfa yield comparisons between California and Wyoming show actual harvest values 
independent of soil salinity. Identical yields were reported in Wyoming for soil EC 
values ranging from 1.8 dS/m to 6.5 dS/m. 

Based on the review summarized herein, we respectfully suggest that the WDEQ consider 
adopting an acceptable average root zone EC threshold of 4 dS/m for protection of alfalfa. This 
would equate to a default (Tier 1) effluent limit of 2.7 dS/m based on the 1.5 concentration factor 
cited by the draft Agricultural Use Protection Policy. The EC limits for protecting other species 
of concern in the Powder River Basin, e.g., western wheatgrass, should also be adjusted 
accordingly, based on the inherent differences in soil chemistry and climate between the northern 
Great Plans and the California agricultural areas. These conclusions and recommendations are 
substantiated by the discussion below. 

California-based Salinity Thresholds 

The majority of salinity tolerance data generated in the United States have been a product of field 
and laboratory trials conducted by the U.S. Salinity Laboratory (USSL) in Riverside, California. 
The salinity tolerance data generated by the USSL were prompted in response to agricultural 
production in the areas of the San Joaquin and Imperial Valleys of California. In 1977, Maas 
and Hoffman compiled the California research in a seminal article titled "Crop Salt Tolerance -
Current Assessment," listing salt tolerance levels for various crops. The subsequent year, 
Francois and Maas (1978) published an indexed bibliography of plant responses to salinity from 
1900 to 1977 with 2,357 references to about 1,400 species. These articles serve as the primary 
references regarding crop tolerance and yield potential of selected crops as influenced by 
irrigation water (ECw) or the average root zone soil salinity level (ECe). This information was 
updated by Mass (1990). The ARS Salt Tolerance Database relies entirely on the Mass (1990) 
summary as the primary source ofrelative salt tolerance levels among crops. With respect to 
alfalfa, the original salt tolerance listings remain unchanged from the original Mass and Hoffman 
(1977) article. 

The Mass and Hoffman ( 1977) and Mass (1990) listings of salt tolerance levels include the 
establishment of the 100 percent yield threshold for soil salinity. This value refers to the 
maximum allowable average root zone salinity level (ECe) that results in no yield reduction for 
crops grown in chloritic soils. The term chloritic soil refers to the dominant salt type found in 
California soils (see below). For alfalfa, Mass and Hoffman (1977) and Mass (1990) list the 100 
percent yield potential for alfalfa grown in chloritic soils as 2.0 dS/m (ECe). The Mass and 
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Hoffman (1977) and Mass (1990) assessments also contain a disclaimer that the yield potentials 
listed should only serve as a guide to relative tolerances among crops, and that the absolute salt 
tolerance of crops is not simply a function of soil EC but is dependent on "many plant, soil, 
water, and environmental variables." 

Six studies conducted at the US Salinity Laboratory in Riverside, California, served as the 
foundation for the determination of Maas and Hoffman's 2.0 dS/m threshold value (Gauch and 
Magistad, 1943; Brown and Hayward, 1956; Bernstein and Ogata, 1966; Bower et al., 1969; 
Bernstein and Francois, 1973; Hoffman et al., 1975). These studies vary in their methodology, 
including greenhouse and field experiments, different growth mediums (sand, gravel and soil), 
various watering regimes (automatic watering, tension-based watering), and multiple sources of 
chloritic salinity (NaCl, CaCh, and MgCh). These studies were designed to assess relative yield 
values, irrigation leaching fractions, root zone salt profiles, or salinity-ozone interactions. They 
were not specifically designed to determine a threshold salinity value for alfalfa. Usually, only 
four salinity levels were tested, with data used to produce a crop yield reduction line. 

Furthermore, the source of salinity in the six studies was consistently chloride dominated, with 
either NaCl or a blend of NaCl, CaCh, and MgCh added to the irrigation water. In Southern 
California, where these studies occurred, salts found in the soils are largely chloride-dominated. 
None of these studies were conducted using sulfate-dominated salts, such as are found in 
Wyoming soils (see below). Such regional differences in soil salinity are likely to have a 
profound effect on the application of existing salinity threshold data to alfalfa growing in the 
Northern Great Plains. Recognizing this, Mass (1990), Ayers and Westcot (1985), Hanson et al. 
(1999), as well as the ARS Salt Tolerance Database, all indicate that plants grown in sulfatic 
soils will tolerate average root zone ECe values about 2 dS/m higher than indicated by each of 
these references. For alfalfa, this would equate to a 100 percent yield threshold of approximately 
4 dS/m. This fact is discussed in detail below. 

Chloridic Versus Sulfatic Soils 

Research efforts of the USSL in California identified adjustments in effective plant salinity 
tolerance expressed or repressed in the field by physiological responses to climate, cultural 
practices, soil fertility, irrigation methods, physical condition of the soils and the distribution and 
speciation of salts within soil profiles. A critical difference between the environmental 
conditions in California and the northern Great Plains (including northeastern Wyoming) is soil 
chemistry and the primary salt constituents found in these soils. It is widely accepted that the 
soils of the agricultural areas of California are dominated by salts where chloride is the dominant 
anion, and that the soils of the northern Great Plains are dominated by salts where sulfate is the 
dominant anion. In earlier publications, sulfatic soils are sometimes termed "gypsiferous," 
referring to the most common sulfate salt found in semi-arid soils -- gypsum ( calcium sulfate 
dehydrate). The correct term used today is sulfatic soils. 

To incorporate the variation of salinity tolerance exhibited by plant response to different salt 
distributions and dominant salt species, the authors of salt tolerance research included a 
provision for sulfatic soils. Soils may contain amounts of sparingly soluble salts, such as 
gypsum and other sulfate salts, many times greater than can be held in solution in the field water-
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content range. Sulfatic soils may appear to be saline when exhaustively extracted in the lab (i.e., 
saturated paste extract), but the in-situ soil solution may be nonsaline because of the limited 
solubility of gypsum and other sulfate salts (Bernstein, 1975). Thus, the EC measured in a 
saturated paste extract is higher than the actual concentration of salts seen by plants in sulfatic 
soils. It was suggested originally by Bernstein (1962) that plants will tolerate about 2 dS/m 
higher soil salinity (ECe) than indicated in sulfatic soils due to this solubility effect. Since 
calcium sulfate is disproportionately dissolved in preparing saturated-soil extracts, the ECe of 
sulfatic soils will range an average of 2 dS/m higher than that of chloritic soils with the same 
water conductivity at field capacity (Bernstein 1962). Therefore, plants grown in sulfatic soils 
will tolerate an ECe of approximately 2 dS/m higher than those grown where chloride is the 
predominant ion (Maas, 1990). This narrative provision for sulfatic soils is included in the ARS 
Salt Tolerance Database, and the classic irrigation guidelines presented in Ayers and Wescot 
(1985). 

Sulfatic soils are the rule not the exception in Wyoming and the northern Great Plains. Sulfatic 
soils identified by salinity tolerance references are characterized by the presence and influence of 
gypsum, or calcium sulfate dihydrate (CaS04·2H20), within the soil profile, as well as the 
geological and climactic prerequisites for sulfatic soil conditions. Soil gypsum may stem from 
one of several sources. Soils formed from geologic material containing anhydrite or gypsum 
often contains gypsum. The amount of rainfall and the topographic setting will strongly 
influence the amount and location of gypsum in the soil (Dixon and Weed, 1989). 
Accumulations of soluble salts, including sulfates in the surface layers, are characteristic of 
saline soils of arid and semiarid regions (Brady, 1974), including Wyoming. Research 
conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey confirms the presence of gypsiferous parent materials 
in the Powder River Basin (Johnson, 1993). At this point, it is importantto differentiate between 
the soil taxonomic terms "gypsic" or "petrogypsic," which are used to describe significant 
gypsum accumulation within soil horizons, from the terms "gypsiferous" or "sulfatic" soils 
which refer to the dominate salt type in soils of Wyoming and the northern Great Plains. 

Published research has addressed the issue of prevailing salt distribution and climate influenced 
salt dominance. In Springer et al. (1999), Curtin et al. (1993) and Trooien (2001), northern Great 
Plains prairie soil chemistry is comparatively summarized and/or contrasted to soils of 
California. Research suggests that recommendations developed for the western United States, 
where chloride is the major anion in soil and water chemistry, may not be appropriate for sulfatic 
soils (Springer et al., 1999). Trooien (2001) notes that most plant salinity tolerance information 
is developed in California and that the chemistry of salinity is different in the northern Great 
Plains (i.e., sulfate dominated salinity). Therefore, Trooien (2001) indicates that salinity 
thresholds are greater and yield losses are somewhat smaller in the Northern Great Plains 
compared to those of California (i.e., chloride dominated salinity). Research in Canadian prairie 
soils by Curtin et al. (1993) and Wentz (2001) suggest that salt tolerance testing at the Swift 
Current, Saskatchewan, salinity laboratory (and also at the US Salinity Laboratory) has mostly 
involved the determination of crop responses to chloride salinity. However, there is reason to 
suspect that responses to sulfate salinity, which is the predominant form of salinity in prairie 
soils, may differ from those observed in chloride salt systems. Wentz (2001) summarizes that 
crop tolerances developed for chloride dominated soils, such as those in California, may not be 
applicable to crops grown on the sulfate dominated soils typically found in western Canada. 
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Comparison of actual soil analytical data from the NSSC Soil Survey Laboratory, Lincoln, 
Nebraska, supports the chloride and sulfate salt dominance designations suggested by Springer et 
al. (1999), Curtin et al. (1993), Trooien (2001), and Wentz (2001). Analyses from the U.S. Soil 
Survey Laboratory are available online at httP://ssldata.nrcs.usda.gov/ and organized by soil 
pedon. Data from selected counties in Wyoming and California were obtained from the NSSC 
Soil Survey Laboratory Research Database in order to determine the dominance of chloride or 
sulfate soil chemistry in the respective regions. Soil chemistry data were downloaded for use in 
this study for counties of the Powder River Basin in Wyoming (Sheridan, Campbell and Johnson 
Counties). Soil chemistry data were also downloaded for counties in California where intensive 
agricultural production takes place (Imperial, Fresno, Kem, Kings and Tulare). 

Data pertaining to soil chloride and sulfate in the saturated paste extract are arranged and 
averaged by county and state in Table 1 below. These values are based on all of the available 
data provided by the U.S. Soil Survey Laboratory. 

Table 1 
A Comparison of Average Soil Saturated Paste Extract Sulfate and Chloride Levels from 

Counties in Wyoming and California. 

County 
Average Soil Sulfate Level Average Soil Chloride Level 

(meq/L) (meq/L) 
Sheridan, WY 14.9 4.1 
Campbell, WY 130.4 3.0 
Johnson, WY 30.9 1.8 
Wyomin2 Average 58.7 2.9 
Imperial, CA 48.4 295.7 
Fresno, CA 98.6 26.3 
Kem, CA 44.3 73.0 
Kings, CA 110.7 23.9 
Tulare, CA 9.3 21.6 
California A vera2e 62.3 88.1 

The summary data suggest that the relative proportion of chloride salts in the selected California 
counties outweigh the proportion of sulfate salts and verify the chloride dominance suggested by 
the literature summarized above. In northeastern Wyoming, the relative proportion of sulfate 
salts in selected counties outweigh the proportion of chloride by an order of magnitude and 
verify the sulfate dominance and sulfatic conditions implied by the literature. Therefore, the 
recommendation by the ARS Salt Tolerance Database signifying that plants grown in sulfatic 
soils will tolerate average root zone ECe values about 2 dS/m higher than indicated, is valid for 
the Powder River Basin, and probably all of Wyoming. For alfalfa, this would equate to a 100 
percent yield threshold of 4 dS/m. 
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The Influence of Soil Salinity on Alfalfa Yield 

As indicated above, the relative 100 percent yield potential reported for alfalfa in the ARS Salt 
Tolerance Database is 2 dS/m (ECe). As such, alfalfa is regarded in the California-based 
literature as "moderately sensitive" to salinity. An absolute salinity tolerance would reflect 
predictable inherent physiological responses by plants, but cannot be determined because 
interactions among plant, salt, water and environmental factors influence the plant's ability to 
tolerate salt. Relative salt tolerance is a value based on the climatic and cultural conditions under 
which a crop is grown (Maas and Hoffman, 1977). Research generated outside the U.S. Salinity 
Laboratory in the U.S. and Canada has introduced alternative salinity tolerance values for alfalfa 
influenced by these climatic and cultural conditions. 

In a study based on field trials in western Canada, McKenzie (1988) reported the "relative 
maximum salinity crops will tolerate when combined with intermittent moisture stress 
throughout the growing season." McKenzie (1988) places alfalfa within a moderate tolerance 
category, as opposed to moderate sensitivity, and extends alfalfa's 100 percent yield tolerance to 
an EC range of 4-8 dS/m, as opposed to 2 dS/m. Similar tolerance descriptors and EC values for 
alfalfa can be found associated with Britton et al. (1977), who supports moderate salt tolerance 
and an EC range of 5-10 dS/m for alfalfa. Likewise, Milne and Rapp (1968) present alfalfa with 
a moderate tolerance and an EC range of 4-8 dS/m. Cavers (2002); Wentz (2001); Schafer 
(1983); Holzworth and Wiesner (1990) and Dodds and Vasey (1985) also contribute to a 
departure from the established Maas classification of alfalfa salinity tolerance and threshold 
values. Bower et al., suggests an alfalfa tolerance somewhat between the previous authors and 
Maas (1990), suggesting maximum alfalfa yield is obtained when the average ECe value for the 
root zone is 3 dS/m. Using salinized field plots in southern Saskatchewan, Holm (1983) reported 
a small, 0.037 ton/acre, reduction in alfalfa yields resulting from an increase in the surface ECe 
(0 to 15 cm sample) from a O to 4 dS/m range to a 4 to 8 dS/m range. Holm presented these 
scales as representative oflow and medium EC levels. 

Relative salinity tolerances reported outside of peer reviewed literature stem from professional 
observations and judgments, roundtable discussions, experience in the field, and experience with 
the region, culture and climate; not from experimental data. Incorporation of field experience, 
observation, and limited data into supporting documents of the Salt Tolerance Database is 
acknowledged in Ayers and Wescot (1985). Alternative sources listed herein do not always 
report EC values in terms of 100 percent yield thresholds for alfalfa, but should not be 
discounted, as they pertain to what is realistic in the field. As an example, the Montana Salinity 
Control Association reports forage salt tolerances in terms of marginal establishment levels, not 
100 percent yield potentials. Conditions allowing alfalfa to produce at 100 percent of its 
physiochemical yield potential probably do not exist anywhere within the northern Great Plains. 

A suggested field-yield value corresponding to the 100 percent yield of alfalfa has never been 
reported by authors of salinity literature. Specifically, what yield of alfalfa, in tons per acre, 
could one expect ifit was grown under conditions supporting 100 percent yield? Conditions 
supporting 100 percent alfalfa yields recommended by the ARS Salt Tolerance Database and its 
supporting documents would be: a soil ECe of 2 dS/m or less, an irrigation water ECw less than 
or equal to 1.3 dS/m, water contents maintained at field capacity, available N, P and K nutrient 
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levels maximized for alfalfa growth, a sufficiently long growing season, no associated 
phytotoxicity or pest issues, etc. This data limitation precludes the direct comparison of alfalfa 
yields generated in an agricultural area to the potential yields theoretically available under 
optimized conditions. The only available analysis is to compare an alfalfa yield to the average 
yield generated in its area, or generated between areas. 

Using data available from the National Agricultural Statistics Service, selected county 
agricultural commissioner's data, and the U.S. Census of Agriculture (2002, 1997), irrigated 
alfalfa yield data were obtained for periods of interest. Alfalfa yield data for Wyoming counties 
are available from 1959 through 2005, but were averaged from 1970-2005 to reflect the 
integration of new irrigation technologies. Alfalfa yield data were summarized for the area 
encompassing the Powder River Basin: Sheridan, Johnson and Campbell counties. Alfalfa yield 
data for California counties are available from 1980-2004 so the entire dataset was averaged. 
Alfalfa data were summarized for counties in California related to intensive agriculture: 
Imperial, Fresno, Kem, Kings and Tulare counties. 

Soil salinity data (as measured by EC) collected by the USDA National Soil Survey and 
analyzed by the National Soil Survey Center (NSSC) Soil Survey Laboratory were also obtained 
and summarized for the aforementioned counties. Average root zone EC values were calculated 
to a maximum depth of five feet. The county alfalfa yield and average root zone EC summaries 
are presented in Table 2 below. 

Table 2 
Comparison of Average Root Zone Soil Salinity (EC) Values with Historical Alfalfa Yields 

for Selected Counties in Wyoming and California. 

County 
Average Root Zone Soil Historical Average Alfalfa 

Salinity (EC as dS/m) Yield (tons/acre) 
Sheridan, WY 1.5 2.7 
Johnson, WY 1.9 2.4 
Campbell,WY 2.0 2.4 
Wyoming Average 1.8 2.5 
Tulare, CA 2.8 8.4 
Kings, CA 6.9 6.9 
Kem,CA 4.6 8.0 
Fresno, CA 6.7 7.9 
Imperial, CA 6.7 7.8 
California Average 5.5 8.0 

Values expressed in Table 2 show substantially higher average root zone salinities in California 
than in Wyoming. Alfalfa yields reported in California are three times greater than those in 
Wyoming, even though, on average, the soil salinity values are nearly three times higher than 
those reported for the Wyoming counties. The values generated in this exercise suggest that 
environmental factors other than salinity, e.g., climate, may be dictating the obtainable degree of 
alfalfa yield produced. However, the data also suggest that the California-based I 00 percent 
yield threshold of 2 dS/m may not be appropriate for even the chloritic soils of California. For 
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example, the historical average yield of alfalfa in Tulare County is 8.4 tons per acre with a 
corresponding average root zone EC of2.8 dS/m. The yield from Tulare County is actually 
slightly greater than the yields from Fresno and Imperial Counties where the corresponding 
average root zone EC values are substantially higher at 6.7 and 6.7 dS/m, respectively. 
Regardless, there does not appear to be a substantial difference in yields reported by the 
California counties with soil EC values ranging from 2.8 to 6.7 dS/m. 

Other field data from Wyoming have been reviewed that also suggest an alternative to the 
California-based salinity tolerance values. The Use Attainability Analysis (UAA) report for 
Cottonwood Creek (SWWRC et al., 2002) was downloaded from the Wyoming Department of 
Quality, Water Quality Division webpage. Cottonwood Creek is located in Hot Springs County 
within the Bighorn Basin of Wyoming. This is an area of extensive conventional oil and gas 
production. According to the UAA report, discharge of produced water from the Hamilton 
Dome oil field to Cottonwood Creek constitutes the majority of flow to the ephemeral stream 
and constitutes the only irrigation water source for approximately 35 ranching operations. The 
waters of Cottonwood Creek exhibit an ECw between 4.1 and 4.5 dS/m. At an average ECw of 
4.3 dS/m, an average root zone soil ECe value can be calculated using the widely accepted 
relationship: ECe = 1.5 ECw (Ayers and Wescot, 1985). This relationship is expressed in the 
draft Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy. From this relationship, an average root zone 
soil EC value of 6.5 is estimated for the fields irrigated long-term with water from Cottonwood 
Creek. Average alfalfa hay yields reported in the UAA amount to 2.5 tons per acre. This yield is 
identical to the average of the three Wyoming counties reported in Table 2 above. This is 
compelling given that the average soil EC value for the three other Wyoming counties is 1.8 
dS/m, while the estimated soil EC for the fields irrigated with water from Cottonwood Creek is 
6.5. 

Closing Statement 

Based on the review summarized herein, we respectfully suggest that the WDEQ consider 
adopting an acceptable average root zone EC threshold of 4 dS/m for protection of alfalfa. This 
would equate to a default (Tier 1) effluent limit of 2.7 dS/m based on the 1.5 concentration factor 
cited by the draft Agricultural Use Protection Policy. Other species of concern, including 
western wheatgrass, should be given equal consideration.due to the inherent differences in soil 
chemistry between the northern Great Plains and the California agricultural areas for which the 
ARS Salt Tolerance Database is based. Factors such as extreme climate, periodic drought, soil 
moisture regime, duration of growing season, soil depth, and fertility limitations can collectively 
exert an overriding regional influence on the yield potential of forage crops. Based on this, we 
ask that the WDEQ exercise caution interpreting the applicability of specific salinity tolerances 
outlined by the ARS Salt Tolerance Database and thoughtfully consider the difficulty in 
detecting a "measurable" change in plant production due to soil salinity alone. 
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* * * * * 

Thank you very much for your time and consideration of this review and the recommendations 
stemming from it. If you, your WDEQ colleagues, or the members of the Water and Waste 
Advisory Board have any questions or comments regarding our findings, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin C. Harvey, M.Sc., CPSSc. 
Principal Soil Scientist 
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May 4, 2006 

Mr. Bill DiRienzo 
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 
Water Quality Division 
Herschler Building, 4th Floor West 
122 West 25th Street 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002 

Subject: Comments pertaining to the proposed default SAR effluent limit cap of 10 in the 
Draft Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy. 

Dear Mr. DiRienzo: 

I respectfully submit for your consideration the following comments regarding the fourth draft of 
the Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy as it pertains to the derivation of effluent limits 
for SAR, particularly the proposed SAR cap of 10. These comments are being submitted on 
behalf of Yates Petroleum Company, Williams Production RMT Company, Petro-Canada 
Resources (USA)Inc., Marathon Oil Company, Lance Oil & Gas Company, Inc., Fidelity 
Exploration & Production Company, Devon Energy Production Company L.P., Bill Barrett 
Corporation, and Anadarko Petroleum Corporation. I have submitted additional comments 
regarding the derivation of EC limits in a separate letter. 

By way of introduction, I am a board-certified professional soil scientist having practiced as an 
environmental consultant in Montana and Wyoming, and throughout the world, for nearly 25 
years. For the past seven years, my practice has focused on water management and soil and 
water salinity/sodicity issues associated with oil and gas development. I am credited as the first 
to research, develop, and apply managed irrigation techniques for the beneficial use of coalbed 
natural gas produced water. I have directed or participated in over 75 separate projects related to 
produced water management, WPDES permitting, soil and water chemistry investigations, and 
reclamation for coalbed and conventional natural gas projects in Wyoming, Colorado, and 
Montana. I have a M.S. degree in land rehabilitation (soil science emphasis) from Montana State 
University and a B.S. in Resource Conservation (soil science emphasis) from the University of 
Montana. 

I would like to comment on the proposed changes made to the Agricultural Use Protection Policy 
by the WDEQ subsequent to the January 26, 2006 meeting of the Water and Waste Advisory 
Board. My comments will focus on the comments provided by Dr. Larry Munn in his letter to 
the DEQ dated December 5, 2005. It is my understanding that Dr. Munn's comments resulted in 
the changes made to the proposed Policy. Specifically, I comment on Dr. Munn's proposal that 
all WPDES default effluent limits for SAR be capped at 10 under the Tier 1 process. 
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Summary of Findings 

The fourth draft of the Agricultural Use Protection Policy describes a 3-tiered decision making 
process for deriving appropriate effluent limits for EC and SAR whenever a proposed discharge 
may reach irrigated lands. The Tier I process would be followed for deriving "default" limits, 
and as such, this procedure would require a minimum of background information from the 
applicant. The default SAR limits would be extrapolated from the Hanson et al. (1999) chart 
relating the established EC effluent limit to SAR, up to a maximum default value of 10. The 
effluent limit for SAR will be determined in conjunction with EC so that the relationship of SAR 
to EC remains within the "no reduction in rate of infiltration" zone of the Hanson et al. (1999) 
diagram. 

Two key concerns arise from Dr. Munn's letter regarding sodicity and the discharge of CBNG 
produced water in the Powder River Basin: (1) the potential impacts on the hydraulic function of 
irrigated soils during produced water discharge; and (2) the potential impacts of residual 
adsorbed sodium on the hydraulic function of irrigated fields after produced water discharge has 
ceased and rainfall/snowmelt leaches salts from the upper root zone. It is assumed that these 
concerns led Dr. Munn and the WDEQ to propose the SAR effluent limit cap of 10 under the 
Tier 1 process. 

In addressing these concerns, I performed a considerable amount of research, including three 
months searching and reviewing the relevant scientific literature, and compiling and analyzing 
available and relevant soil, plant, and water data. The key conclusions of the literature review 
and data analysis are presented below and will be substantiated by the discussion that follows. 

Review of Soil Sodicity 

• Plant growth problems associated with excess sodium adsorption are in response to 
negative changes in soil structure resulting in reduced air exchange, water infiltration and 
hydraulic conductivity. 

• The universally applied sodic soil threshold is an exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) 
greater than 15. 

• SAR is a measure of the sodicity risk in irrigation water. The higher the salinity of 
irrigation water, the higher the SAR can be without impacting soil structure and 
impairing soil infiltration and permeability. 

The ESP-SAR Relationship for Soils in Northeastern Wyoming 

• Using regression analysis, the relationship between ESP and soil SAR was determined 
for the Powder River Basin (n=382, R2=.74). 

• A 1: 1 relationship of soil SAR to water SAR exists for soils in equilibrium with irrigation 
water. This relationship is widely accepted and confirmed by recent research led by Dr. 
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James Bauder at Montana State University. The relationship of ESP to soil SAR is 
therefore equivalent to the relationship of ESP to water SAR. 

• Based on the regional specific relationship of ESP and SAR, an effluent limit of SAR= 
16 corresponds to an ESP of 10, and provides a 3 3 % margin of safety against the 
formation of sodic conditions (i.e., exceeding an ESP of 15). The proposed default SAR 
cap of 10 is, therefore, unnecessarily conservative. 

The Effect of Rainwater Leaching on Soils Irrigated with Produced Water 

• Concern has been raised that subsequent rainfall/snowmelt leaching of residual soil 
salinity may lower the electrolyte concentration and naturally raise the ESP past the 
dispersive sodic soil threshold. 

• Research demonstrates that arid land soils can release 0.3 to 0.5 dS/m of Ca and Mg to 
solution as a result of the dissolution of primary minerals and the inherent calcium 
carbonate content of surface soils. Shainberg et al. (1981) indicates that these 
concentrations are sufficient to counter the deleterious effects of exchangeable sodium, 
even when the soil is leached with rainwater. 

A Review of Soil Sodicity 

The physical and chemical phenomena associated with soil sodicity are complex. Therefore, a 
brief summary is provided regarding the soil and water chemistry associated with the physical 
affects of soil sodicity. 

A large body of research concerning sodic, or "black alkali" soils has been generated in response 
to the negative effects of high sodium concentrations on soils. Toxicity effects of sodium are 
rarely expressed in forage and grass crops, but do cause injury to selected woody plants (Lilleand 
et al., 1945; Ayers et al., 1951; Brown et al., 1953). Plant growth problems associated with high 
concentrations of sodium are generally a response to negative changes in soil structure. Sadie 
soils are "nonsaline soils containing sufficient exchangeable sodium to adversely affect crop 
production and soil structure (Soil Science Society of America, 2001)." High levels of adsorbed 
sodium tend to disperse soil particles thereby sealing the soil. The result can produce clogged 
soil pores, hard surface crusts, reduced infiltration, reduced permeability, and reduced oxygen 
diffusion rates, all of which interfere with or prevent plant growth. By definition, sodic soils are 
those that have an exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) greater than 15. The universally 
applied ESP threshold of 15 percent is acknowledged in numerous publications, including Levy 
et al. (1998), Abrol et al., (1988), Evangelou (1998), McNeal and Coleman (1966), Sparks 
(1995), Sumner et al. (1998), Shainberg et al. (1971), the Soil Improvement Committee (2002), 
university extension publications, etc. 

Clay minerals are the most physically and chemically reactive components of the sand, silt, and 
clay matrix in soil. The structural arrangement of clay minerals in soil is akin to a deck of cards; 
the clay mineral itself can be thought of as the deck, and the cards as individual layers. The 
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properties of the deck depend upon the arrangement of the cards and the electrochemical 
interlayer forces holding the cards together. 

Clay minerals in soils are negatively charged and consequently attract ions with a positive charge 
such as calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium. Positively charged ions are called cations. 
Each cation competes with others in the soil solution for access to the bonding sites based on its 
valence and hydrated size. Every soil has a definite capacity to adsorb the positively charged 
cations. This is termed the cation exchange capacity (CEC). The various adsorbed cations (such 
as calcium and sodium) can be exchanged one for another and the extent of exchange depends 
upon their relative concentrations in the soil solution (dissolved), the ionic charge (valence), the 
nature and amount of other cations, etc. ESP is, accordingly, the amount of adsorbed sodium on 
the soil exchange complex expressed in percent of the cation exchange capacity in 
milliequivalents per 100 grams of soil (meq/100 g). Thus, 

ESP = ( exchangeable sodium/ cation exchange capacity) x 100. 

Sodic soil conditions arise when greater than 15 percent of the ions bonded to the deck are 
sodium, which has a+ 1 valence and a large hydrated radius. When the ESP exceeds 15, the 
large hydrated sodium ions can wedge in-between the individual cards and cause "swelling" of 
the deck (Levy et al., 1998). This causes negative effects on the physical structure of the soil. 
Upon re-wetting, the individual decks may disperse and settle into soil pores, effectively 
clogging them and reducing the efficiency of air exchange, water infiltration, and permeability 
(i.e., hydraulic conductivity). In general, soils with moderately high, to high, clay contents are at 
higher risk. 

Excessive adsorbed or exchangeable sodium can result from sustained use of irrigation water that 
is high in sodium and low in calcium and magnesium. Consequently, the ratio of sodium to 
calcium and magnesium ions in water is an important property affecting the infiltration and 
permeability hazard. The water quality index used to measure the hazard related to sodium 
abundance or sodicity in irrigation water is the sodium adsorption ratio or SAR. 

The SAR is the ratio of the dissolved sodium concentration in water divided by the square root of 
the average calcium plus magnesium concentration. The SAR can be calculated from the 
sodium, calcium and magnesium concentrations via the formula: 

SAR= [sodium]/ (([calcium]+ [magnesium])/2)112 

where the concentrations are in milliequivalents per liter (meq/L). 

What is not apparent from the SAR formula is the fact that the higher the salinity of the water, 
the higher the SAR can be without impacting soil structure and impairing soil infiltration and 
permeability. Put another way, for a given SAR, infiltration rates generally increase as salinity 
(measured by the EC) increases. The changes in soil infiltration and permeability occur at 
varying SAR levels, higher if the salinity is high, and lower if the salinity is low. Therefore, in 
order to evaluate the sodicity risk of irrigation water, the EC must be considered. To this end, 
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the SAR-EC guidelines presented in Ayers and Westcot (1985) and Hanson et al. (1999) are used 
to assess the potential sodicity risk of irrigation water. 

The ESP-SAR Relationship for Soils in Northeastern Wyoming 

In addition to measuring the SAR of irrigation water, one can also measure the SAR of the soil 
solution via a saturated paste extract (i.e., the dissolved concentrations of sodium, calcium, and 
magnesium are measured in a saturated paste extract and applied via the SAR formula presented 
above). The soil SAR was developed to serve as a rapid and relatively inexpensive index of 
ESP. It is widely accepted that the SAR of the soil in equilibrium with the SAR of the irrigation 
water is equal to the long-term average SAR of the irrigation water. 

The fourth draft of the Agricultural Use Protection Policy includes a proposed SAR cap of 10 for 
Tier 1 default effluent limits. To evaluate the appropriateness of the proposed cap, an analysis 
was performed using 382 ESP-SAR data pairs generated from ongoing soils assessment work in 
the Powder River Basin of Wyoming (KC Harvey LLC, 2006). This database represents flood 
plain soils associated with tributaries to the Powder River and the Tongue River, including 
spreader dike irrigated fields. This database represents baseline soil chemical conditions. In no 
case were any of these soils irrigated with or influenced by coalbed natural gas produced water. 
The soil samples from which the analyses were made were collected during soil profile 
descriptions to five feet, and with a Giddings hydraulic probe up to eight feet in depth. The 
numerous soil investigations involved were required for various coalbednatural gas water 
management planning, permitting, and design purposes. 

The ESP-SAR data pairs were graphed in Microsoft Excel using simple scatter-plot and trend 
line analysis. The best fit line resulted in a linear regression which yielded the equation: 

ESP= 0.5(SAR) + 1.96, with an R2 value of 0.74. 

The regional-specific "Powder River Basin" relationship, based on 382 soil samples, is shown on 
Figure 1. According to the Powder River Basin equation, a soil SAR of 26 corresponds to the 
critical ESP threshold of 15 percent. 
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Figure 1: Powder River Basin ESP/ SAR Relationship 
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represents the SAR of the applied water. The 1: 1 soil SAR to water SAR relationship allows one 
to relate the SAR of discharge water to the SAR of the soil in the Powder River Basin ESP-SAR 
graph and equation described above. For example, after long-term irrigation with water 
exhibiting an SAR of 15, the equilibrated ESP of the irrigated soil would be approximately 9.5 
percent. The proposed SAR cap of 10 would equate to a corresponding ESP of 7. An ESP cap 
of 7 appears to be unnecessarily conservative given the regional specific relationship of ESP and 
SAR. While an ESP threshold of 15 is widely accepted to be the point at which clay swelling 
and dispersion occurs, we respectfully suggest that the WDEQ consider establishing a Tier 1 
default SAR effluent limit cap of 16, which corresponds to an ESP of 10. An ESP value of 10 
provides a 33 percent margin of safety. 

The Effect of Rainwater Leaching on Soils Irrigated with Produced Water 

In his December 5, 2005 letter, Dr. Munn indicates his concern about the potential effects of 
rainwater leaching of fields that had received produced water due to upstream permitted 
discharges. In particular, what is the effect ofleaching on the sodicity status and hydraulic 
function of soils after discharge and irrigation with produced water ceases? Fortunately, the 
considerable research on this subject has been well documented in the scientific literature. 

Discontinuation of produced water discharge in the Powder River Basin will effectively reduce 
the EC and SAR of irrigation waters from tributaries and mainstems so long as the surface water 
is of higher quality than the produced water. In the case of fields that are irrigated 
opportunistically ( e.g., in response to runoff events that are captured behind spreader dike 
systems), there can be three sources of water supplying soil moisture: (1) meteoric water (rain 
and snowmelt); (2) natural runoff water; and (3) subirrigation from a shallow aquifer. In the case 
ofrainfall and snowmelt, the EC of these waters will be similar to that of distilled water, i.e., 
they will exhibit very low dissolved solids. Owing to the dissolution of soluble constituents 
within the watershed, natural runoff EC values can range up to 5 dS/m or higher. Regarding 
subirrigation, shallow aquifers can be relatively saline due to the entrainment of dissolved 
minerals along the groundwater flowpath. 

The concern arises from leaching of residual surface soil salinity with rainfall and snowmelt. 
Intermittent rainfall and snowmelt may lower the electrolyte concentration (i.e., EC) sufficiently 
to promote clay dispersion, depending on soil properties (Levy et al., 1998). Conversely, when 
the electrolyte concentration in the soil solution reaches a moderate level (1-2 dS/m), high 
sodicity levels (ESP between 10 and 30) cause only small to moderate changes in the physical 
and hydraulic properties of the soils, which are mostly reversible (Levy et al., 1998). Shainberg 
et al. (1981) showed that a major factor causing differences among various sodic soils in their 
susceptibility to hydraulic failure when leached with low electrolyte concentrations (i.e., a low 
EC) was their rate of salt release from mineral dissolution. 

Arid land soils can release 0.3 to 0.5 dS/m of calcium and magnesium to solution as a result of 
the dissolution of plagioclase, feldspars, homblends and other sparingly soluble minerals within 
the soil matrix (Rhoades et al. 1968). The solution composition of a calcareous soil at a given 
ESP in contact with distilled water (i.e., rainwater or snowmelt) can be calculated (Shainberg et 
al., 1981). As calcium carbonate (CaC03) dissolves, the EC of the soil solution increases and 
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calcium replaces sodium on exchange sites until the solution is in equilibrium with the cation 
exchange system and the CaC03 solid phase. Shainberg et al. (1981) calculated that the EC 
values of solutions in equilibrium with soils having ESP values of 5, 10, and 20 are 0.4, 0.6, and 
1.2 dS/m, respectively. Shainberg et al. (1981) indicates that these concentrations are sufficient 
to counter the deleterious effects of exchangeable sodium, even when the soil is leached with 
rainwater. 

It is evident that water equilibrated with a calcareous soil can never be a very low salinity 
(Shainberg et al., 1981). Using the same database discussed above for evaluation of the ESP
SAR relationship in 382 soil samples from the Powder River Basin, we can compute an average 
percent lime (CaC03) content in surface soil samples (n=81), which is 5.1 percent. This 
represents a considerable reserve of calcium. Other sources of calcium include residual gypsum 
(CaS04) which we know to be prevalent in Wyoming soils. 

Various soil SAR-EC relationships (not to be confused with irrigation water SAR-EC 
relationships) have been reported in the literature by introducing low electrolyte concentration 
waters to sodic soils. Felhendler et al. (1974) measured the hydraulic conductivity of two 
montmorillonitic soils as a function of the SAR and found that both were only slightly affected 
by the SAR of the percolating solution up to a SAR of 20 as long as the concentration of the 
percolating solution exceeded 1 dS/m. Shainberg et al. (1981) studied the effects ofleaching a 
1: 1 sand-soil column with distilled water and increasing concentrations of a weak electrolyte 
solution. His findings concluded that an electrolyte concentration of 0.3 dS/m in the percolating 
solution was adequate to prevent the adverse effects of a SAR of 15 on the hydraulic 
conductivity of the soil-sand mixture. These findings are very similar to the conclusions of the 
U.S. Salinity Laboratory Staff (1954) who used electrolyte concentrations equal to or greater 
than 0.3 dS/m in their regression analysis to determine the sodic soils threshold of ESP= 15. 

As a review, an electrolyte concentration of 0.3 dS/m is the minimum value .of calcium and 
magnesium contributions to soil solution associated solely to arid soil weathering. This suggests 
that an arid Powder River Basin soil with a SAR of 16 (ESP = 10), will have no sodicity related 
impacts to the hydraulic conductivity, even when the salt concentration of the irrigation or 
rainwater is equal to that of distilled water. 

Of course, irrigation water in the Powder River Basin has an intrinsic electrical conductivity 
greater than that of distilled water. Use of surface water for irrigation will actually supplement 
the inputs of calcium and magnesium from weathering and carbonate dissolution alone. 

Using the aforementioned Powder River Basin soils assessment database (KC Harvey LLC, 
2006), an average surface soil ECe of 1.64 dS/m was calculated from 81 individual surface soil 
samples. This value suggests that electrolyte concentrations in surface soils of the Powder River 
Basin, in equilibrium with mineral dissolution, the salinity of runoff irrigation water, and 
rainwater/snowmelt, is about 1.6 dS/m, or five times (1.6 dS/m divided by 0.3 dS/m) the 
concentration required to maintain the hydraulic conductivity of a soil at an ESP of 16. 
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Closing Statement 

Results of the Powder River Basin regression analysis indicates that a relationship between ESP 
and soil/water SAR exists, which allows the calculation of one parameter from the other. Using 
the proposed, default ESP cap of 10 percent, the scientific literature indicates that water with a 
SAR of 16 can be effectively used for irrigation without adverse effects on the physical structure 
or hydraulic conductivity of Powder River Basin soils during irrigation. Furthermore, it has been 
shown that inputs of Ca and Mg from the natural dissolution of plagioclase, feldspars, 
hornblends and other sparingly soluble minerals, especially calcium carbonate and gypsum, will 
provide an effective buffer to residual soil sodicity after the discontinuation of produced water 
discharge and the transition back to native irrigation, precipitation, and runoff regimes. 
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* * * * * 

Thank you very much for your time and consideration of this review and the recommendations 
stemming from it. If you, your WDEQ colleagues, or the members of the Water and Waste 
Advisory Board have any questions or comments regarding our findings, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin C. Harvey, M.Sc., CPSSc. 
Principal Soil Scientist 
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February 14, 2007 

Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 
Water Quality Division 
Herschler Building - 4W 
122 West 25th Street 
Cheyenne, WY 82002 
Attn: Bill DiRienzo 

Williams Production RMT Company 
300 North Works Avenue 
Gillette, WY 82716 
307.686.1636 
307.686.7574 (fax) 

Re: Comments on Proposed Revisions to Chapter 1 of the Wyoming Water 
Quality Rules and Regulations, Appendix H, Agricultural Use Protection 

Dear Mr. DiRienzo: 

Williams Production RMT Company (Williams) 1;1ppreciates the opportunity to 
submit comments to the Environmental Quality Council (EQC) regarding the adoption 
of Appendix H, Agricultural Use Protection standards, as part of the revisions to 
Chapter 1 of the Wyoming Water Quality Rules and Regulations. Williams is a 
significant operator in Wyoming and, in partfoular, in the Powder River Basin (PRB). 
Williams is concerned about Appendix H's potential to affect its coalbed natural gas 
(CBNG) operations adversely. 

Appendix H has undergone significant changes over two _years and four public 
comment periods. Throughout that time, the agricultural use protection standards in 
Appendix H were proposed as a Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) 
implementing policy. It was only in the last several months that DEQ decided to submit 
the Agricultural Use Protection Policy to the EQC as a rule rather than a policy. DEQ 
has failed to consider the mandatory factors specified in the Environmental Quality Act 
(EQA) for proposing Appendix Has a rule to the EQC. W.S. § 35-11-302 (a)(vi). 

The Agricultural Use Protection standards in Appendix H have the potential to 
impose significant costs and technical burdens upon CBNG operators. Yet, DEQ failed 
to consider these impacts, and failed to balance the burdens imposed against the 
purported environmental effects sought to be protected, prior to recommending the 
adoption of Appendix H as a rule. Williams believes Appendix H would be · 
significantly different in its requirements and breadth if the DEQ had thoroughly 
considered the factors set forth in W.S. § 35-l 1-302(a)(vi). 
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Williams' specific comments regarding the text of the proposed Appendix H 
follow. In addition, Williams encourages the EQC to consider seriously the 
development of a risk-based approach to implementation of the agricultural protection 
narrative standard, as opposed to the one-size-fits-all approach of the currently 
proposed Appendix H. 

I. Purpose - Chapter 1, Section 20 Should Not be Implemented to Protect 
Illegal Irrigation. 

We agree with DEQ that the purpose of Ch. 1, Section 20 is to protect irrigation 
that existed prior to an application for a WYPDES discharge permit. As the DEQ has 
noted, the language infers a pre-existing agricultural use prior to an application for a 
WYPDES permit, which can serve as a baseline from which a decrease in crop or 
livestock production could be measured. We also agree that, to be afforded the 
protection of Section 20, a landowner must have an existing irrigation structure or 
mechanism in place for diverting water. However, in Appendix H, the DEQ proposes 
the continuation of its historic practice of protecting illegal diversions, i.e., irrigation 
which occurs in the absence of a valid existing water right. Williams takes issue with 
this practice, particularly when the DEQ endorses in a rule this illegal practice be 
followed by State personnel when translating the Section 20 narrative goals into 
appropriate WYPDES permit limits. 

If a landowner is irrigating without the benefit of a water right from the office of 
the State Engineer, then the irrigation is illegal. Since there is no right to the use of the 
water in the drainage, the irrigation could be ordered to cease and desist at any time. 
Therefore, there is really nothing for the DEQ to protect. Moreover, the DEQ's current 
practice of protecting illegal irrigation is in direct conflict with the Wyoming law 
regulating the use of water: 

Water being always the property of the state, rights to its use 
shall attach to the land for irrigation, or to such other 
purposes or object for which acquired in accordance with the 
beneficial use made for which the right receives public 
recognition, under the law and the administration provided 
thereby. W.S. § 41-3-101. 

By allowing unauthorized structures to trigger application of the standard, 
Appendix H protects unlawful irrigation use, sanctions the unlawful conduct, and 
rewards the offender for its offense. We submit that this practice constitutes 
egregiously bad public policy and produces an absurd result in violation of the canons 
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of statutory and regulatory interpretation declared by the Wyoming Supreme Court. See 
In re KP v. State, 102 P .3d 21 7, 224 (Wyo. 2004) ("[T]his Court will not interpret a 
statute in a manner producing absurd results"); Corkill v. Knowles, 955 P.2d 438, 444 
(Wyo. 1998). 

Lastly, the EQA expressly states that the actions of the DEQ shall not limit or 
interfere with the jurisdiction, duties or authority of the State Engineer in administering 
water rights. W.S. §35-I 1-l 104(a)(iii). Protection of illegal diversions could certainly 
be construed as interfering with these jurisdictional constraints, as it aids conduct 
directly contrary to the requirements for use of water set out above. 1 CBNG dischargers 
should not be required to protect such illegal practices. Appendix H should expressly 
state that in the future unauthorized irrigation use will not be protected and that existing 
diversion structures not covered by an existing water right will not trigger application 
of the agricultural standard. 

II. Presumption of Naturally Irrigated Lands is Overly Broad 

Appendix H implies there is a pre-existing agricultural use of a stream or 
drainage when '"a substantial acreage of naturally sub-irrigated pasture within a stream 
floodplain" exists. Appendix H states that infra-red photography, surficial geologic 
maps, wetland mapping, landowner testimony or any combination of these sources may 
be used to establish that lands are naturally irrigated. Each of these information sources. 
presents a snapshot of conditions at a specific time, and conditions may have changed 
e.g., wetlands mapping. 2 In addition, a permit applicant has no method by which it 
could disprove the presumption of sub-irrigation presented in Appendix H. The 
application of EC and SAR effluent limits should not be applied unless there is some 
presence and evidence of the ability to irrigate with a surficial flow. 

The EC and SAR effluent limits will be applied where the naturally irrigated 
land reaches a threshold deemed "agriculturally significant." This threshold is 
triggered when a stream segment contains "single parcels of naturally irrigated land 

1 The lack of a water right is often an indication that the drainage did not maintain 
adequate flows or water quality to facilitate irrigation or that the soils or other 
conditions were simply not supportive of irrigation adequate to allow the landowner to 
prove up its beneficial use of water and thus obtain a valid water right. And, in the 
absence of a valid existing water right, applicants for a discharge permit have no notice 
of irrigation use by such downstream landowners and no way to account for them in 
their WYPDES permit applications. 

2 The DEQ should not b~ able to rely solely upon landowner testimony which is 
inherently biased to establish the existence of naturally irrigated lancis. 
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greater than 20 acres or multiple parcels in near proximity that total more than 20 
acres." Given the size of parcels in Wyoming, the definition of agricultural 
significance could be easily met through single parcels or the sum of smaller parcels. 
The practical effect of this definition combined with an easily triggered (unrefutable) 
definition of sub-irrigated land is that Appendix H's irrigation effluent limits would be 
applied to discharges into virtually any and every drainage in the State. The 
agricultural protection standards in Appendix H, if implemented, would result in a gross 
over-extension of the prior agricultural use presumption, would be overly protective of 
established agricultural uses which may no longer exist and would significantly restrict 
CBNG operators' ability to discharge into State waters without expensive treatment of 
discharges to protect nominally useful parcels of land. 

III. Irrigation Data and Information 

Appendix H indicates that "the goal is to ensure that preexisting irrigated crop 
production will not be diminished as a result of the lowering of water quality." The 
difficulty, of course, is in assessing the preexisting or baseline crop production that 
existed prior to any proposed discharge. Often there are no records of crop yield, 
stream flows, historic water quality, etc., making it very difficult for all parties to apply 
the "no measurable decrease" standard. This has caused DEQ to historically take an 
overly conservative approach in developing numeric permit effluent limitations to 
assure no measurable decrease in crop production. For that reason, we recommend that 
the following be added to the data and information required under Section d: 

• Extent of irrigation permitted by Office of the State Engineer under a valid and 
existing Wyoming water right. 

• Rate of flow required to activate irrigation under the system in place. 

• As to the season of use, the EQC should further refine the definition of 
"irrigation season." The EC and SAR limits will apply during those periods 
when crop growth is occurring and then only when irrigable flows exist. 
Irrigable flows are those in which adequate water exists to activate a spreader 
dike system for artificially irrigated lands or to cause natural flooding or sub
irrigation on naturally irrigated lands. It is not reasonable to assume that the 
irrigation season is generally considered year-round in Wyoming for-passively 
irrigated lands. given the variation and intensity of storm events supplying water 
to ephemeral or intermittent drainages used for irrigation purposes. In the 
absence of such events, the naturally-occurring salinity in these drainages limits 
their utility for irrigation. When irrigation cannot occur, the water quality 
standards protective of irrigation should not be applied. Operators should not be 
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required to make the water quality in the stream system better year round than 
mother nature provided. 

• Most importantly, in place of using published tolerance values for the most 
sensitive crops grown, we suggest use of the Hanson Diagram to manage the 
SAR limit for two reasons. First, the published tolerance values for most crops 
generally assume conditions exist for attaining a I 00% crop yield. Our 
experience throughout the PRB is that, given the growing conditions, e.g., a lack 
of precipitation, poor alkaline and saline soils, and intermittent flows~ etc., 
irrigators in the PRB achieve a crop yield well below the 100% value. Second, 
as Appendix H acknowledges, the significant irrigation-related effluent limits in 
the PRB are EC a.T1d SAR. The EQC is aware that, within certain broad limits, it 
is the ratio of EC and SAR that determine the suitability of water quality for 
irrigation purposes for any given crop. We therefore suggest that the EQC apply 
the Hanson Diagram in establishing SAR limits. As stated above, these limits 
should be applied only when adequate water is available to create an irrigable 
flow. At all other times, to apply effluent limitations which are adequate to 
irrigate the most sensitive crop would require the dischargers to make the water 
in the stream better than mother nature provides. That is an undue burden, with 
no environmental benefit, which will not in any meaningful way enhance the· 
crop production. It will only impose unnecessary additional expense and effort 
on dischargers of water from CBNG operations. 

IV. Tiered Approach Should Protect Measurable Decrease in Crop Production. 

The agricultural protection standards in Appendix H establish a tiered approach 
which is designed to establish appropriate effluent limits to ensure there is no 
measurable decrease in crop production. While a tiered approach is absolutely 
necessary to address the variety of background conditions and quality of discharges in 
different drainages within the PRB, the default EC and SAR limits in Tier 1 require 
revision. As discussed above, Williams does not believe that the use of default EC 
limits should be based on tolerance values for the most sensitive crop or upon 100% 
yield threshold values. To the extent the EQC decides to use such criteria, calculated 
values should be based on data which more accurately reflects soil chemistry and crop 
production in the PRB and Wyoming, not California. The Tier I approach is overly 
conservative and protects against any decrease in crop production, not merely a 
measurable decrease in such production. Appendix H proposes the application of 
effluent limits to achieve an end beyond that described in the narrative goals stated in 
Chapter 1, Section 20 and does so without sufficient supporting credible evidence. This 
point is well made and fully documented in letters dated May 5, 2006 submitted to the 
Water and Waste Advisory Board by Kevin C. Harvey on behalf of several CBMG 
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operators including Williams, and we urge the EQC to carefully and fully consider Mr. 
Harvey's comments and conclusions and modify Appendix H accordingly. See attached 
letters. 

Tier 2 offers dischargers a viable permitting option in instances in which 
background water quality is worse than its CBNG effluent quality. In such 
circumstances, Tier 1 default limits should be inapplicable. Williams requests that the 
EQC amend Appendix H to state that if such circumstances exist, EC and SAR effluent 
limits must be based upon those background conditions rather than tolerance values for 
the most sensitive crop. 

v. A New Approach 

The agricultural protection standards in Appendix H have undergone a number of 
changes over the past two years as DEQ and the Water and Waste Advisory Board have 
struggled with how best to implement Chapter 1, Section 20's prohibition against 
measurable decrease in crop or livestock production. The agricultural use protection 
standards were originally contemplated as internal policy guidance, giving DEQ 
sufficient flexibility to change the standards as needed. Given the renewed 
consideration of the standard as a rule rather than a policy, Williams believes it is time 
for the EQC and DEQ to step back and consider whether Appendix H truly addresses its 
originally intended purpose-to provide a practical, workable, and predictable solution 
for applying the narrative measurable decrease standard in Chapter 1, Section 20. The 
last two years of consideration by the Water and Waste Advisory Board, DEQ, and the 
public has culminated in proposed rule that Williams believes fails to achieve that 
purpose. Appendix H does not in any practical or realistic way define what is a 
"measurable decrease" and what is the best way to avoid it. 

Williams suggests that the EQC and DEQ take a fresh look at the no measurable 
decrease standard and work with all stakeholders to develop a new rule that reflects the 
realities of agricultural production in an arid environment. Measurable decrease must 
be considered in the context of the background conditions. Not all waters of the State 
have the same quality and not all agricultural use has the same value. For example, 
where water quality is poor and agricultural use is limited to low-yield production from 
naturally irrigated native plants, less protection may be necessary than in situations 
where the background water quality is high and artificial irrigation supports high-yield 
commercial crops. Any new rule should take into account site-specific conditions and 
uses of water in each drainage, rather than applying blanket standards which are derived 
from data generated in California. 

Williams recommends that the newly drafted rule take a risk-based approach to 
measurable decrease. Effluent limits should reflect that agricultural production in most 
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areas of Wyoming is not at 100% yield under natural conditions due to lack of 
precipitation, poor alkaline and saline soils, and intermittent flows. EC and SAR 
standards should not be set to protect 100% yield, but should reflect the actual yield 
where produced water may actually be applied. Further, in many cases, stream 
conditions are such that there is little risk that produced water will reach irrigated acres 
unless mixed with substantial quantities of natural flows. Any rule should require 
consideration of whether the water being discharged will be applied to irrigated 
acreage, the impact of irrigation practices (the amount of water necessary to activate 
artificial and natural irrigation systems), and the condition of the soil being irrigated. 
Though Appendix H as currently drafted attempts to address these issues, it does so in 
an inflexible manner that does not acknowledge varied applications in the field. 

Williams appreciates the opportunity to comment on the agricultural use 
protection standards in Appendix H and appreciates your consideration of our 
comments. We would be pleased to discuss our comments further with you and respond 
to any questions you may have. 

Attachments 

3668614_1.DOC 

Sincerely, 

Isl 

Joe Olson 
Facilities Engineer 
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May 4, 2006 

Mr. Bill DiRienzo 
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 
Water Quality Division 
Herschler Building, 4th Floor West 
122 West 25th Street 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002 

Subject: Comments pertaining to the derivation of default effluent limits for EC in the 
Draft Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy. 

Dear Mr. DiRienzo: 

I respectfully submit for your consideration the following comments regarding the fourth draft of 
the Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy as it pertains to the derivation of default 
effluent limits for EC. These comments are being submitted on behalf of Yates Petroleum 
Company, Williams Production RMT Company, Petro-Canada Resources (USA) Inc., Marathon 
Oil Company, Lance Oil & Gas Company, Inc., Fidelity Exploration & Production Company, 
Devon Energy Production Company L.P ., Bill Barrett Corporation, and Anadarko Petroleum 
Corporation. I have submitted additional comments regarding the derivation of SAR limits and 
the proposed SAR cap to you in a separate letter. 

By way of introduction, I am a board-certified professional soil scientist having practiced as an 
environmental consultant in Montana and Wyoming, and throughout the world, for nearly 25 
years. For the past seven years, my practice has focused on water management and soil and 
water salinity/sodicity issues associated with oil and gas development. I am credited as the first 
to research, develop, and apply managed irrigation techniques for the beneficial use of coalbed 
natural gas produced water. I have directed or participated in over 75 separate projects related to 
produced water management, WPDES permitting, soil and water chemistry investigations, and 
reclamation for coalbed and conventional natural gas projects in Wyoming, Colorado, and 
Montana. I have a M.S. degree in land rehabilitation (soil science emphasis) from Montana State 
University, and a B.S. in Resource Conservation (soil science emphasis) from the University of 
Montana. 

I would like to comment on the proposed changes made to the Agricultural Use Protection Policy 
by the WDEQ subsequent to the January 26, 2006 meeting of the Water and Waste Advisory 
Board. My comments will focus on the comments provided by Dr. Larry Munn in his letter to 
the DEQ dated December 5, 2005. It is my understanding that Dr. Munn's comments resulted in 
the changes made to the proposed Policy. Specifically, I comment on Dr. Munn's request that 
the California-based soil salinity tolerance thresholds be used to establish default effluent limits 
for electrical conductivity (EC) under the Tier 1 process. 

233 EDELWEISS DRIVE, UNIT 1 1, BOZEMAN, MONTANA 59718 
VOICE: 406/585-7402, FAX: 406/585-7428, EMAIL: INFO@KCHARVEY.COM 
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Summary of Findings 

The fourth draft of the Agricultural Use Protection Policy describes a 3-tiered decision making 
process for deriving appropriate effluent limits for EC and SAR whenever a proposed discharge 
may reach irrigated lands. The Tier 1 process would be followed for deriving "default" limits, 
and as such, this procedure would require a minimum of background information from the 
applicant. Specifically, the default EC limits would be based on the species-specific 100 percent 
yield potential values for soil EC reported by the USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS) 
Salt Tolerance Database (USDA ARS, 2006). 

Alfalfa is considered to be the most salt sensitive plant irrigated in northeastern Wyoming. 
Given this, my comments focus on the relevant information regarding alfalfa salinity tolerance. 
The ramifications of the concepts and data discussed herein for alfalfa can be applied to the more 
tolerant irrigated forage species commonly found in northeastern Wyoming, for example, 
western wheatgrass and smooth brome. 

A considerable amount of research went into preparing these comments, including three months 
searching and reviewing the relevant scientific literature, and compiling and analyzing available 
and relevant soil, plant, and water data. The key conclusions of the literature review and data 
analysis are presented below and will be substantiated by the discussion that follows. 

California Based Salinity Thresholds 

• The ARS Salt tolerance database relies on California based salinity thresholds developed 
to approximate the specific plant, soil and environmental variables associated with that 
region. 

• Regional differences in soil chemistry, climate and agricultural practices are likely to 
have a profound effect on the applicability of California based salinity threshold data to 
alfalfa growing in Wyoming. 

Chloridic Versus Sulfatic Soils 

• The natural soil salinity in the Powder River Basin is dominated by the sulfate ion; 
California soils are dominated by chloride. This conclusion is supported herein by the 
literature and by an evaluation of actual soil chemistry data provided by the USDA 
National Soil Survey Center. 

• The term "gypsiferous" refers to sulfatic soils and is applicable to the Powder River 
Basin of Wyoming. Numerous documents, including the ARS Salt Tolerance Database, 
indicate that in sulfatic (or "gypsiferous") soils, plants will tolerate about 2 dS/m higher 
salinity than indicated. 
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The Influence of Soil Salinity on Alfalfa Yield 

• Alfalfa is considered the most salt sensitive plant irrigated in northeastern Wyoming. 
Conditions required for the growth of alfalfa at 100 percent of its physiological yield 
potential probably do not exist anywhere in northeastern Wyoming and place doubt on 
the application of this benchmark value there. 

• Sources of research and field guidance outside of California suggest alfalfa has a higher 
relative 100 percent yield soil EC tolerance than 2 dS/m, perhaps as high as 4 to 8 dS/m. 

• Alfalfa yield comparisons between California and Wyoming show actual harvest values 
independent of soil salinity. Identical yields were reported in Wyoming for soil EC 
values ranging from 1.8 dS/m to 6.5 dS/m. 

Based on the review summarized herein, we respectfully suggest that the WDEQ consider 
adopting an acceptable average root zone EC threshold of 4 dS/m for protection of alfalfa. This 
would equate to a default (Tier 1) effluent limit of 2.7 dS/m based on the 1.5 concentration factor 
cited by the draft Agricultural Use Protection Policy. The EC limits for protecting other species 
of concern in the Powder River Basin, e.g., western wheatgrass, should also be adjusted 
accordingly, based on the inherent differences in soil chemistry and climate between the northern 
Great Plans and the California agricultural areas. These conclusions and recommendations are 
substantiated by the discussion below. 

California-based Salinity Thresholds 

The majority of salinity tolerance data generated in the United States have been a product of field 
and laboratory trials conducted by the U.S. Salinity Laboratory (USSL) in Riverside, California. 
The salinity tolerance data generated by the USSL were prompted in response to agricultural 
production in the areas of the San Joaquin and Imperial Valleys of California. In 1977, Maas 
and Hoffman compiled the California research in a seminal article titled "Crop Salt Tolerance -
Current Assessment," listing salt tolerance levels for various crops. The subsequent year, 
Francois and Maas (1978) published an indexed bibliography of plant responses to salinity from 
1900 to 1977 with 2,357 references to about 1,400 species. These articles serve as the primary 
references regarding crop tolerance and yield potential of selected crops as influenced by 
irrigation water (ECw) or the average root zone soil salinity level (ECe). This information was 
updated by Mass (1990). The ARS Salt Tolerance Database relies entirely on the Mass (1990) 
summary as the primary source ofrelative salt tolerance levels among crops. With respect to 
alfalfa, the original salt tolerance listings remain unchanged from the original Mass and Hoffman 
(1977) article. 

The Mass and Hoffman (1977) and Mass (1990) listings of salt tolerance levels include the 
establishment of the 100 percent yield threshold for soil salinity. This value refers to the 
maximum allowable average root zone salinity level (ECe) that results in no yield reduction for 
crops grown in chloritic soils. The term chloritic soil refers to the dominant salt type found in 
California soils (see below). For alfalfa, Mass and Hoffman (1977) and Mass (1990) list the 100 
percent yield potential for alfalfa grown in chloritic soils as 2.0 dS/m (ECe)- The Mass and 
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Hoffman (1977) and Mass (1990) assessments also contain a disclaimer that the yield potentials 
listed should only serve as a guide to relative tolerances among crops, and that the absolute salt 
tolerance of crops is not simply a function of soil EC but is dependent on "many plant, soil, 
water, and environmental variables." 

Six studies conducted at the US Salinity Laboratory in Riverside, California, served as the 
foundation for the determination of Maas and Hoffman's 2.0 dS/m threshold value (Gauch and 
Magistad, 1943; Brown and Hayward, 1956; Bernstein and Ogata, 1966; Bower et al., 1969; 
Bernstein and Francois, 1973; Hoffman et al., 1975). These studies vary in their methodology, 
including greenhouse and field experiments, different growth mediums (sand, gravel and soil), 
various watering regimes (automatic watering, tension-based watering), and multiple sources of 
chloritic salinity (NaCl, CaCh, and MgCb). These studies were designed to assess relative yield 
values, irrigation leaching fractions, root zone salt profiles, or salinity-ozone interactions. They 
were not specifically designed to determine a threshold salinity value for alfalfa. Usually, only 
four salinity levels were tested, with data used to produce a crop yield reduction line. 

Furthermore, the source of salinity in the six studies was consistently chloride dominated, with 
either NaCl or a blend of NaCl, CaCh, and MgCb added to the irrigation water. In Southern 
California, where these studies occurred, salts found in the soils are largely chloride-dominated. 
None of these studies were conducted using sulfate-dominated salts, such as are found in 
Wyoming soils (see below). Such regional differences in soil salinity are likely to have a 
profound effect on the application of existing salinity threshold data to alfalfa growing in the 
Northern Great Plains. Recognizing this, Mass (1990), Ayers and Westcot (1985), Hanson et al. 
(1999), as well as the ARS Salt Tolerance Database, all indicate that plants grown in sulfatic 
soils will tolerate average root zone ECe values about 2 dS/m higher than indicated by each of 
these references. For alfalfa, this would equate to a 100 percent yield threshold of approximately 
4 dS/m. This fact is discussed in detail below. 

Chloridic Versus Sulfatic Soils 

Research efforts of the USSL in California identified adjustments in effective plant salinity 
tolerance expressed or repressed in the field by physiological responses to climate, cultural 
practices, soil fertility, irrigation methods, physical condition of the soils and the distribution and 
speciation of salts within soil profiles. A critical difference between the environmental 
conditions in California and the northern Great Plains (including northeastern Wyoming) is soil 
chemistry and the primary salt constituents found in these soils. It is widely accepted that the 
soils of the agricultural areas of Cahfornia are dominated by salts where chloride is the dominant 
anion, and that the soils of the northern Great Plains are dominated by salts where sulfate is the 
dominant anion. In earlier publications, sulfatic soils are sometimes termed "gypsiferous," 
referring to the most common sulfate salt found in semi-arid soils -- gypsum ( calcium sulfate 
dehydrate). The correct term used today is sulfatic soils. 

To incorporate the variation of salinity tolerance exhibited by plant response to different salt 
distributions and dominant salt species, the authors of salt tolerance research included a 
provision for sulfatic soils. Soils may contain amounts of sparingly soluble salts, such as 
gypsum and other sulfate salts, many times greater than can be held in solution in the field water-
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content range. Sulfatic soils may appear to be saline when exhaustively extracted in the lab (i.e., 
saturated paste extract), but the in-situ soil solution may be nonsaline because of the limited 
solubility of gypsum and other sulfate salts (Bernstein, 1975). Thus, the EC measured in a 
saturated paste extract is higher than the actual concentration of salts seen by plants in sulfatic 
soils. It was suggested originally by Bernstein (1962) that plants will tolerate about 2 dS/m 
higher soil salinity (ECe) than indicated in sulfatic soils due to this solubility effect. Since 
calcium sulfate is disproportionately dissolved in preparing saturated-soil extracts, the ECe of 
sulfatic soils will range an average of 2 dS/m higher than that of chloritic soils with the same 
water conductivity at field capacity (Bernstein 1962). Therefore, plants grown in sulfatic soils 
will tolerate an ECe of approximately 2 dS/m higher than those grown where chloride is the 
predominant ion (Maas, 1990). This narrative provision for sulfatic soils is included in the ARS 
Salt Tolerance Database, and the classic irrigation guidelines presented in Ayers and Wescot 
(1985). 

Sulfatic soils are the rule not the exception in Wyoming and the northern Great Plains. Sulfatic 
soils identified by salinity tolerance references are characterized by the presence and influence of 
gypsum, or calcium sulfate dihydrate (CaS04·2H20), within the soil profile, as well as the 
geological and climactic prerequisites for sulfatic soil conditions. Soil gypsum may stem from 
one of several sources. Soils formed from geologic material containing anhydrite or gypsum · 
often contains gypsum. The amount of rainfall and the topographic setting will strongly 
influence the amount and location of gypsum in the soil (Dixon and Weed, 1989). 
Accumulations of soluble salts, including sulfates in the surface layers, are characteristic of 
saline soils of arid and semiarid regions (Brady, 1974), including Wyoming. Research 
conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey confirms the presence of gypsiferous parent materials 
in the Powder River Basin (Johnson, 1993). At this point, it is important to differentiate between 
the soil taxonomic terms "gypsic" or "petrogypsic," which are used to describe significant 
gypsum accumulation within soil horizons, from the terms "gypsiferous" or "sulfatic" soils 
which refer to the dominate salt type in soils of Wyoming and the northern Great Plains. 

Published research has addressed the issue of prevailing salt distribution and climate influenced 
salt dominance. In Springer et al. (1999), Curtin et al. (1993) and Trooien (2001), northern Great 
Plains prairie soil chemistry is comparatively summarized and/or contrasted to soils of 
California. Research suggests that recommendations developed for the western United States, 
where chloride is the major anion in soil and water chemistry, may not be appropriate for sulfatic 
soils (Springer et al., 1999). Trooien (2001) notes that most plant salinity tolerance information 
is developed in California and that the chemistry of salinity is different in the northern Great 
Plains (i.e., sulfate dominated salinity). Therefore, Trooien (2001) indicates that salinity 
thresholds are greater and yield losses are somewhat smaller in the Northern Great Plains 
compared to those of California (i.e., chloride dominated salinity). Research in Canadian prairie 
soils by Curtin et al. (1993) and Wentz (2001) suggest that salt tolerance testing at the Swift 
Current, Saskatchewan, salinity laboratory (and also at the US Salinity Laboratory) has mostly 
involved the determination of crop responses to chloride salinity. However, there is reason to 
suspect that responses to sulfate salinity, which is the predominant form of salinity in prairie 
soils, may differ from those observed in chloride salt systems. Wentz (2001) summarizes that 
crop tolerances developed for chloride dominated soils, such as those in California, may not be 
applicable to crops grown on the sulfate dominated soils typically found in western Canada. 
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Comparison of actual soil analytical data from the NSSC Soil Survey Laboratory, Lincoln, 
Nebraska, supports the chloride and sulfate salt dominance designations suggested by Springer et 
al. (1999), Curtin et al. (1993), Trooien (2001), and Wentz (2001). Analyses from the U.S. Soil 
Survey Laboratory are available online at http://ssldata.nrcs.usda.gov/ and organized by soil 
pedon. Data from selected counties in Wyoming and California were obtained from the NSSC 
Soil Survey Laboratory Research Database in order to determine the dominance of chloride or 
sulfate soil chemistry in the respective regions. Soil chemistry data were downloaded for use in 
this study for counties of the Powder River Basin in Wyoming (Sheridan, Campbell and Johnson 
Counties). Soil chemistry data were also downloaded for counties in California where intensive 
agricultural production takes place (Imperial, Fresno, Kern, Kings and Tulare). 

Data pertaining to soil chloride and sulfate in the saturated paste extract are arranged and 
averaged by county and state in Table 1 below. These values are based on all of the available 
data provided by the U.S. Soil Survey Laboratory. 

Table 1 
A Comparison of Average Soil Saturated Paste Extract Sulfate and Chloride Levels from 

Counties in Wyoming and California. 

County 
Average Soil Sulfate Level Average Soil Chloride Level 

(meq/L) (meq/L) 
Sheridan, WY 14.9 4.1 
Campbell, WY 130.4 3.0 
Johnson, WY 30.9 1.8 
Wyomin2 A vera2e 58.7 2.9 
Imperial, CA 48.4 295.7 
Fresno, CA 98.6 26.3 
Kem, CA 44.3 73.0 
Kings, CA 110.7 23.9 
Tulare, CA 9.3 21.6 
California A vera2e 62.3 88.1 

The summary data suggest that the relative proportion of chloride salts in the selected California 
counties outweigh the proportion of sulfate salts and verify the chloride dominance suggested by 
the literature summarized above. In northeastern Wyoming, the relative proportion of sulfate 
salts in selected counties outweigh the proportion of chloride by an order of magnitude and 
verify the sulfate dominance and sulfatic conditions implied by the literature. Therefore, the 
recommendation by the ARS Salt Tolerance Database signifying that plants grown in sulfatic 
soils will tolerate average root zone ECe values about 2 dS/m higher than indicated, is valid for 
the Powder River Basin, and probably all of Wyoming. For alfalfa, this would equate to a 100 
percent yield threshold of 4 dS/m. 
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The Influence of Soil Salinity on Alfalfa Yield 

As indicated above, the relative l 00 percent yield potential reported for alfalfa in the ARS Salt 
Tolerance Database is 2 dS/m (ECe), As such, alfalfa is regarded in the California-based 
literature as "moderately sensitive" to salinity. An absolute salinity tolerance would reflect 
predictable inherent physiological responses by plants, but cannot be determined because 
interactions among plant, salt, water and environmental factors influence the plant's ability to 
tolerate salt. Relative salt tolerance is a value based on the climatic and cultural conditions under 
which a crop is grown (Maas and Hoffman, 1977). Research generated outside the U.S. Salinity 
Laboratory in the U.S. and Canada has introduced alternative salinity tolerance values for alfalfa 
influenced by these climatic and cultural conditions. 

In a study based on field trials in western Canada, McKenzie (1988) reported the "relative 
maximum salinity crops will tolerate when combined with intermittent moisture stress 
throughout the growing season." McKenzie (1988) places alfalfa within a moderate tolerance 
category, as opposed to moderate sensitivity, and extends alfalfa's 100 percent yield tolerance to 
an EC range of 4-8 dS/m, as opposed to 2 dS/m. Similar tolerance descriptors and EC values for 
alfalfa can be found associated with Britton et al. (1977), who supports moderate salt tolerance 
and an EC range of 5-10 dS/m for alfalfa. Likewise, Milne and Rapp (1968) present alfalfa with 
a moderate tolerance and an EC range of 4-8 dS/m. Cavers (2002); Wentz (2001); Schafer 
(1983); Holzworth and Wiesner (1990) and Dodds and Vasey (1985) also contribute to a 
departure from the established Maas classification of alfalfa salinity tolerance and threshold 
values. Bower et al., suggests an alfalfa tolerance somewhat between the previous authors and 
Maas (1990), suggesting maximum alfalfa yield is obtained when the average ECe value for the 
root zone is 3 dS/m. Using salinized field plots in southern Saskatchewan, Holm (1983) reported 
a small, 0.037 ton/acre, reduction in alfalfa yields resulting from an increase in the surface ECe 
(0 to 15 cm sample) from a O to 4 dS/m range to a 4 to 8 dS/m range. Holm presented these 
scales as representative of low and medium EC levels. 

Relative salinity tolerances reported outside of peer reviewed literature stem from professional 
observations and judgments, roundtable discussions, experience in the field, and experience with 
the region, culture and climate; not from experimental data. Incorporation of field experience, 
observation, and limited data into supporting documents of the Salt Tolerance Database is 
acknowledged in Ayers and Wescot (1985). Alternative sources listed herein do not always 
report EC values in terms of 100 percent yield thresholds for alfalfa, but should not be 
discounted, as they pertain to what is realistic in the field. As an example, the Montana Salinity 
Control Association reports forage salt tolerances in terms of marginal establishment levels, not 
100 percent yield potentials. Conditions allowing alfalfa to produce at 100 percent of its 
physiochemical yield potential probably do not exist anywhere within the northern Great Plains. 

A suggested field-yield value corresponding to the 100 percent yield of alfalfa has never been 
reported by authors· of salinity literature. Specifically, what yield of alfalfa, in tons per acre, 
could one expect if it was grown under conditions supporting 100 percent yield? Conditions 
supporting 100 percent alfalfa yields recommended by the ARS Salt Tolerance Database and its 
supporting documents would be: a soil ECe of 2 dS/m or less, an irrigation water ECw less than 
or equal to 1.3 dS/m, water contents maintained at field capacity, available N, P and K nutrient 
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levels maximized for alfalfa growth, a sufficiently long growing season, no associated 
phytotoxicity or pest issues, etc. This data limitation precludes the direct comparison of alfalfa 
yields generated in an agricultural area to the potential yields theoretically available under 
optimized conditions. The only available analysis is to compare an alfalfa yield to the average 
yield generated in its area, or generated between areas. 

Using data available from the National Agricultural Statistics Service, selected county 
agricultural commissioner's data, and the U.S. Census of Agriculture (2002, 1997), irrigated 
alfalfa yield data were obtained for periods of interest. Alfalfa yield data for Wyoming counties 
are available from 1959 through 2005, but were averaged from 1970-2005 to reflect the 
integration of new irrigation technologies. Alfalfa yield data were summarized for the area 
encompassing the Powder River Basin: Sheridan, Johnson and Campbell counties. Alfalfa yield 
data for California counties are available from 1980-2004 so the entire dataset was averaged. 
Alfalfa data were summarized for counties in California related to intensive agriculture: 
Imperial, Fresno, Kern, Kings and Tulare counties. 

Soil salinity data (as measured by EC) collected by the USDA National Soil Survey and 
analyzed by the National Soil Survey Center (NSSC) Soil Survey Laboratory were also obtained 
and summarized for the aforementioned counties. Average root zone EC values were calculated 
to a maximum depth of five feet. The county alfalfa yield and average root zone EC summaries 
are presented in Table 2 below. 

Table 2 
Comparison of Average Root Zone Soil Salinity (EC) Values with Historical Alfalfa Yields 

for Selected Counties in Wyoming and California. 

County 
Average Root Zone Soil Historical Average Alfalfa 
Salinity (EC as dS/m) Yield (tons/acre) 

Sheridan, WY 1.5 2.7 
Johnson, WY 1.9 2.4 
Campbell,WY 2.0 2.4 
Wyoming Average 1.8 2.5 
Tulare, CA 2.8 8.4 
Kings, CA 6.9 6.9 
Kem, CA 4.6 8.0 
Fresno, CA 6.7 7.9 
Imperial, CA 6.7 7.8 
California Average 5.5 8.0 

Values expressed in Table 2 show substantially higher average root zone salinities in California 
than in Wyoming. Alfalfa yields reported in California are three times greater than those in 
Wyoming, even though, on average, the soil salinity values are nearly three times higher than 
those reported for the Wyoming counties. The values generated in this exercise suggest that 
environmental factors other than salinity, e.g., climate, may be dictating the obtainable degree of 
alfalfa yield produced. However, the data also suggest that the California-based 100 percent 
yield threshold of 2 dS/m may not be appropriate for even the chloritic soils of California. For 
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example, the historical average yield of alfalfa in Tulare County is 8.4 tons per acre with a 
corresponding average root zone EC of 2.8 dS/m. The yield from Tulare County is actually 
slightly greater than the yields from Fresno and Imperial Counties where the corresponding 
average root zone EC values are substantially higher at 6.7 and 6.7 dS/m, respectively. 
Regardless, there does not appear to be a substantial difference in yields reported by the 
California counties with soil EC values ranging from 2.8 to 6.7 dS/m. 

Other field data from Wyoming have been reviewed that also suggest an alternative to the 
California-based salinity tolerance values. The Use Attainability Analysis (UAA) report for 
Cottonwood Creek (SWWRC et al., 2002) was downloaded from the Wyoming Department of 
Quality, Water Quality Division webpage. Cottonwood Creek is located in Hot Springs County 
within the Bighorn Basin of Wyoming. This is an area of extensive conventional oil and gas 
production. According to the UAA report, discharge of produced water from the Hamilton 
Dome oil field to Cottonwood Creek constitutes the majority of flow to the ephemeral stream 
and constitutes the only irrigation water source for approximately 35 ranching operations. The 
waters of Cottonwood Creek exhibit an ECw between 4.1 and 4.5 dS/m. At an average ECw of 
4.3 dS/m, an average root zone soil ECe value can be calculated using the widely accepted 
relationship: ECe = 1.5 ECw (Ayers and Wescot, 1985). This relationship is expressed in the 
draft Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy. From this relationship, an average root zone 
soil EC value of 6.5 is estimated for the fields irrigated long-term with water from Cottonwood 
Creek. Average alfalfa hay yields reported in the UAA amount to 2.5 tons per acre. This yield is 
identical to the average of the three Wyoming counties reported in Table 2 above. This is 
compelling given that the average soil EC value for the three other Wyoming counties is 1. 8 
dS/m, while the estimated soil EC for the fields irrigated with water from Cottonwood Creek is 
6.5. 

Closing Statement 

Based on the review summarized herein, we respectfully suggest that the WDEQ consider 
adopting an acceptable average root zone EC threshold of 4 dS/m for protection of alfalfa. This 
would equate to a default (Tier 1) effluent limit of 2.7 dS/m based on the 1.5 concentration factor 
cited by the draft Agricultural Use Protection Policy. Other species of concern, including 
western wheatgrass, should be given equal consideration due to the inherent differences in soil 
chemistry between the northern Great Plains and the California agricultural areas for which the 
ARS Salt Tolerance Database is based. Factors such as extreme climate, periodic drought, soil 
moisture regime, duration of growing season, soil depth, and fertility limitations can collectively 
exert an overriding regional influence on the yield potential of forage crops. Based on this, we 
ask that the WDEQ exercise caution interpreting the applicability of specific salinity tolerances 
outlined by the ARS Salt Tolerance Database and thoughtfully consider the difficulty in 
detecting a "measurable" change in plant production due to soil salinity alone. 
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* * * * * 

Thank you very much for your time and consideration of this review and the recommendations 
stemming from it. If you, your WDEQ colleagues, or the members of the Water and Waste 
Advisory Board have any questions or comments regarding our findings, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin C. Harvey, M.Sc., CPSSc. 
Principal Soil Scientist 
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Mr. Bill DiRienzo 
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 
Water Quality Division 
Herschler Building, 4th Floor West 
122 West 25th Street 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002 

Subject: Comments pertaining to the proposed default SAR effluent limit cap of 10 in the 
Draft Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy. 

Dear Mr. DiRienzo: 

I respectfully submit for your consideration the following comments regarding the fourth draft of 
the Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy as it pertains to the derivation of effluent limits 
for SAR, particularly the proposed SAR cap of 10. These comments are being submitted on 
behalf of Yates Petroleum Company, Williams Production RMT Company, Petro-Canada 
Resources (USA) Inc., Marathon Oil Company, Lance Oil & Gas Company, Inc., Fidelity 
Exploration & Production Company, Devon Energy Production Company L.P., Bill Barrett 
Corporation, and Anadarko Petroleum Corporation. I have submitted additional comments 
regarding the derivation of EC limits in a separate letter. 

By way of introduction, I am a board-certified professional soil scientist having practiced as an 
environmental consultant in Montana and Wyoming, and throughout the world, for nearly 25 
years. For the past seven years, my practice has focused on water management and soil and 
water salinity/sodicity issues associated with oil and gas development. I am credited as the first 
to research, develop, and apply managed irrigation techniques for the beneficial use of coalbed 
natural gas produced water. I have directed or participated in over 75 separate projects related to 
produced water management, WPDES permitting, soil and water chemistry investigations, and 
reclamation for coalbed and conventional natural gas projects in Wyoming, Colorado, and 
Montana. I have a M.S. degree in land rehabilitation (soil science emphasis) from Montana State 
University and a B.S. in Resource Conservation (soil science emphasis) from the University of 
Montana. 

I would like to comment on the proposed changes made to the Agricultural Use Protection Policy 
by the WDEQ subsequent to the January 26, 2006 meeting of the Water and Waste Advisory 
Board. My comments will focus on the comments provided by Dr. Larry Munn in his letter to 
the DEQ dated December 5, 2005. It is my understanding that Dr. Munn's comments resulted in 
the changes made to the proposed Policy. Specifically, I comment on Dr. Munn's proposal that 
all WPDES default effluent limits for SAR be capped at 10 under the Tier 1 process. 
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Summary of Findings 

The fourth draft of the Agricultural Use Protection Policy describes a 3-tiered decision making 
process for deriving appropriate effluent limits for EC and SAR whenever a proposed discharge 
may reach irrigated lands. The Tier 1 process would be followed for deriving "default" limits, 
and as such, this procedure would require a minimum of background information from the 
applicant. The default SAR limits would be extrapolated from the Hanson et al. (1999) chart 
relating the established EC effluent limit to SAR, up to a maximum default value of 10. The 
effluent limit for SAR will be determined in conjunction with EC so that the relationship of SAR 
to EC remains within the "no reduction in rate of infiltration" zone of the Hanson et al. (1999) 
diagram. 

Two key concerns arise from Dr. Munn's letter regarding sodicity and the discharge of CBNG 
produced water in the Powder River Basin: (1) the potential impacts on the hydraulic function of 
irrigated soils during produced water discharge; and (2) the potential impacts of residual 
adsorbed sodium on the hydraulic function of irrigated fields after produced water discharge has 
ceased and rainfall/snowmelt leaches salts from the upper root zone. It is assumed that these 
concerns led Dr. Munn and the WDEQ to propose the SAR effluent limit cap of 10 under the 
Tier 1 process. 

In addressing these concerns, I performed a considerable amount of research, including three 
months searching and reviewing the relevant scientific literature, and compiling and analyzing 
available and relevant soil, plant, and water data. The key conclusions of the literature review 
and data analysis are presented below and will be substantiated by the discussion that follows. 

Review of Soil Sodicity 

• Plant growth problems associated with excess sodium adsorption are in response to 
negative changes in soil structure resulting in reduced air exchange, water infiltration and 
hydraulic conductivity. 

• The universally applied sodic soil threshold is an exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) 
greater than 15. 

• SAR is a measure of the sodicity risk in irrigation water. The higher the salinity of 
irrigation water, the higher the SAR can be without impacting soil structure and 
impairing soil infiltration and permeability. 

The ESP-SAR Relationship for Soils in Northeastern Wyoming 

• Using regression analysis, the relationship between ESP and soil SAR was determined 
for the Powder River Basin (n=382, R2=.74). 

• A 1: 1 relationship of soil SAR to water SAR exists for soils in equilibrium with irrigation 
water. This relationship is widely accepted and confirmed by recent research led by Dr. 
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James Bauder at Montana State University. The relationship of ESP to soil SAR is 
therefore equivalent to the relationship of ESP to water SAR. 

• Based on the regional specific relationship of ESP and SAR, an effluent limit of SAR= 
16 corresponds to an ESP of 10, and provides a 33% margin of safety against the 
formation of sodic conditions (i.e., exceeding an ESP of 15). The proposed default SAR 
cap of 10 is, therefore, unnecessarily conservative. 

The Effect of Rainwater Leaching on Soils Irrigated with Produced Water 

• Concern has been raised that subsequent rainfall/snowmelt leaching of residual soil 
salinity may lower the electrolyte concentration and naturally raise the ESP past the 
dispersive sodic soil threshold. 

• Research demonstrates that arid land soils can release 0.3 to 0.5 dS/m of Ca and Mg to 
solution as a result of the dissolution of primary minerals and the inherent calcium 
carbonate content of surface soils. Shainberg et al. (1981) indicates that these 
concentrations are sufficient to counter the deleterious effects of exchangeable sodium, 
even when the soil is leached with rainwater. 

A Review of Soil Sodicity 

The physical and chemical phenomena associated with soil sodicity are complex. Therefore, a 
brief summary is provided regarding the soil and water chemistry associated with the physical 
affects of soil sodicity. 

A large body of research concerning sodic, or "black alkali" soils has been generated in response 
to the negative effects of high sodium concentrations on soils. Toxicity effects of sodium are 
rarely expressed in forage and grass crops, but do cause injury to selected woody plants (Lilleand 
et al., 1945; Ayers et al., 1951; Brown et al., 1953). Plant growth problems associated with high 
concentrations of sodium are generally a response to negative changes in soil structure. Sodic 
soils are "nonsaline soils containing sufficient exchangeable sodium to adversely affect crop 
production and soil structure (Soil Science Society of America, 2001 ). " High levels of adsorbed 
sodium tend to disperse soil particles thereby sealing the soil. The result can produce clogged 
soil pores, hard surface crusts, reduced infiltration, reduced permeability, and reduced oxygen 
diffusion rates, all of which interfere with or prevent plant growth. By definition, sodic soils are 
those that have an exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) greater than 15. The universally 
applied ESP threshold of 15 percent is acknowledged in numerous publications, including Levy 
et al. (1998), Abrol et al., (1988), Evangelou (1998), McNeal and Coleman (1966), Sparks 
(1995), Sumner et al. (1998), Shainberg et al. (1971), the Soil Improvement Committee (2002), 
university extension publications, etc. 

Clay minerals are the most physically and chemically reactive components of the sand, silt, and 
clay matrix in soil. The structural arrangement of clay minerals in soil is akin to a deck of cards; 
the clay mineral itself can be thought of as the deck, and the cards as individual layers. The 
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properties of the deck depend upon the arrangement of the cards and the electrochemical 
interlayer forces holding the cards together. 

Clay minerals in soils are negatively charged and consequently attract ions with a positive charge 
such as calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium. Positively charged ions are called cations. 
Each cation competes with others in the soil solution for access to the bonding sites based on its 
valence and hydrated size. Every soil has a definite capacity to adsorb the positively charged 
cations. This is termed the cation exchange capacity (CBC). The various adsorbed cations (such 
as calcium and sodium) can be exchanged one for another and the extent of exchange depends 
upon their relative concentrations in the soil solution (dissolved), the ionic charge (valence), the 
nature and amount of other cations, etc. ESP is, accordingly, the amount of adsorbed sodium on 
the soil exchange complex expressed in percent of the cation exchange capacity in 
milliequivalents per 100 grams of soil (meq/100 g). Thus, 

ESP= (exchangeable sodium/ cation exchange capacity) x 100. 

Sadie soil conditions arise when greater than 15 percent of the ions bonded to the deck are 
sodium, which has a+ 1 valence and a large hydrated radius. When the ESP exceeds 15, the 
large hydrated sodium ions can wedge in-between the individual cards and cause "swelling" of 
the deck (Levy et al., 1998). This causes negative effects on the physical structure of the soil. 
Upon re-wetting, the individual decks may disperse and settle into soil pores, effectively 
clogging them and reducing the efficiency of air exchange, water infiltration, and permeability 
(i.e., hydraulic conductivity). In general, soils with moderately high, to high, clay contents are at 
higher risk. 

Excessive adsorbed or exchangeable sodium can result from sustained use of irrigation water that 
is high in sodium and low in calcium and magnesium. Consequently, the ratio of sodium to 
calcium and magnesium ions in water is an important property affecting the infiltration and 
permeability hazard. The water quality index used to measure the hazard related to sodium 
abundance or sodicity in irrigation water is the sodium adsorption ratio or SAR. 

The SAR is the ratio oftbe dissolved sodium concentration in water divided by the square root of 
the average calcium plus magnesium concentration. The SAR can be calculated from the 
sodium, calcium and magnesium concentrations via the formula: 

SAR= [sodium]/ (([calcium]+ [magnesium])/2)112 

where the concentrations are in milliequivalents per liter (meq/L). 

What is not apparent from the SAR formula is the fact that the higher the salinity of the water, 
the higher the SAR can be without impacting soil structure and impairing soil infiltration and 
permeability. Put another way, for a given SAR, infiltration rates generally increase as salinity 
(measured by the EC) increases. The changes in soil infiltration and permeability occur at 
varying SAR levels, higher if the salinity is high, and lower if the salinity is low. Therefore, in 
order to evaluate the sodicity risk of irrigation water, the EC must be considered. To this end, 
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the SAR-EC guidelines presented in Ayers and Westcot (1985) and Hanson et al. (1999) are used 
to assess the potential sodicity risk of irrigation water. 

The ESP-SAR Relationship for Soils in Northeastern Wyoming 

In addition to measuring the SAR of irrigation water, one can also measure the SAR of the soil 
solution via a saturated paste extract (i.e., the dissolved concentrations of sodium, calcium, and 
magnesium are measured in a saturated paste extract and applied via the SAR formula presented 
above). The soil SAR was developed to serve as a rapid and relatively inexpensive index of 
ESP. It is widely accepted that the SAR of the soil in equilibrium with the SAR of the irrigation 
water is equal to the long-term average SAR of the irrigation water. 

The fourth draft of the Agricultural Use Protection Policy includes a proposed SAR cap of 10 for 
Tier 1 default effluent limits. To evaluate the appropriateness of the proposed cap, an analysis 
was performed using 382 ESP-SAR data pairs generated from ongoing soils assessment work in 
the Powder River Basin of Wyoming (KC Harvey LLC, 2006). This database represents flood 
plain soils associated with tributaries to the Powder River and the Tongue River, including 
spreader dike irrigated fields. This database represents baseline soil chemical conditions. In no 
case were any of these soils irrigated with or influenced by coalbed natural gas produced water. 
The soil samples from which the analyses were made were collected during soil profile 
descriptions to five feet, and with a Giddings hydraulic probe up to eight feet in depth. The 
numerous soil investigations involved were required for various coalbed natural gas water 
management planning, permitting, and design purposes. 

The ESP-SAR data pairs were graphed in Microsoft Excel using simple scatter-plot and trend 
line analysis. The best fit line resulted in a linear regression which yielded the equation: 

ESP= 0.5(SAR) + 1.96, with an R2 value of0.74. 

The regional-specific "Powder River Basin" relationship, based on 382 soil samples, is shown on 
Figure 1. According to the Powder River Basin equation, a soil SAR of 26 corresponds to the 
critical ESP threshold of 15 percent. 

Figure 1: Powder River Basin ESP/ SAR Relationship 
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represents the SAR of the applied water. The 1: 1 soil SAR to water SAR relationship allows one 
to relate the SAR of discharge water to the SAR of the soil in the Powder River Basin ESP-SAR 
graph and equation described above. For example, after long-term irrigation with water 
exhibiting an SAR of 15, the equilibrated ESP of the irrigated soil would be approximately 9.5 
percent. The proposed SAR cap of 10 would equate to a corresponding ESP of 7. An ESP cap 
of 7 appears to be unnecessarily conservative given the regional specific relationship of ESP and 
SAR. While an ESP threshold of 15 is widely accepted to be the point at which clay swelling 
and dispersion occurs, we respectfully suggest that the WDEQ consider establishing a Tier 1 
default SAR effluent limit cap of 16, which corresponds to an ESP of 10. An ESP value of 10 
provides a 33 percent margin of safety. 

The Effect of Rainwater Leaching on Soils Irrigated with Produced Water 

In his December 5, 2005 letter, Dr. Munn indicates his concern about the potential effects of 
rainwater leaching of fields that had received produced water due to upstream permitted 
discharges. In particular, what is the effect ofleaching on the sodicity status and hydraulic 
function of soils after discharge and irrigation with produced water ceases? Fortunately, the 
considerable research on this subject has been well documented in the scientific literature. 

Discontinuation of produced water discharge in the Powder River Basin will effectively reduce 
the EC and SAR of irrigation waters from tributaries and mainstems so long as the surface water 
is of higher quality than the produced water. In the case of fields that are irrigated 
opportunistically ( e.g., in response to runoff events that are captured behind spreader dike 
systems), there can be three sources of water supplying soil moisture: (1) meteoric water (rain 
and snowmelt); (2) natural runoff water; and (3) subirrigation from a shallow aquifer. In the case 
ofrainfall and snowmelt, the EC of these waters will be similar to that of distilled water, i.e., 
they will exhibit very low dissolved solids. Owing to the dissolution of soluble constituents 
within the watershed, natural runoff EC values can range up to 5 dS/m or higher. Regarding 
subirrigation, shallow aquifers can be relatively saline due to the entrainment of dissolved 
minerals along the groundwater flowpath. 

The concern arises from leaching of residual surface soil salinity with rainfall and snowmelt. 
Intermittent rainfall and snowmelt may lower the electrolyte concentration (i.e., EC) sufficiently 
to promote clay dispersion, depending on soil properties (Levy et al., 1998). Conversely, when 
the electrolyte concentration in the soil solution reaches a moderate level (1-2 dS/m), high 
sodicity levels (ESP between 10 and 30) cause only small to moderate changes in the physical 
and hydraulic properties of the soils, which are mostly reversible (Levy et al., 1998). Shainberg 
et al. (1981) showed that a major factor causing differences among various sodic soils in their 
susceptibility to hydraulic failure when leached with low electrolyte concentrations (i.e., a low 
EC) was their rate of salt release from mineral dissolution. 

Arid land soils can release 0.3 to 0.5 dS/m of calcium and magnesium to solution as a result of 
the dissolution of plagioclase, feldspars, hornblends and other sparingly soluble minerals within 
the soil matrix (Rl1oades et al. 1968). The solution composition of a calcareous soil at a given 
ESP in contact with distilled water (i.e., rainwater or snowmelt) can be calculated (Shainberg et 
al., 1981). As calcium carbonate (CaC03) dissolves, the EC of the soil solution increases and 
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calcium replaces sodium on exchange sites until the solution is in equilibrium with the cation 
exchange system and the CaC03 solid phase. Shainberg et al. (1981) calculated that the EC 
values of solutions in equilibrium with soils having ESP values of 5, 10, and 20 are 0.4, 0.6, and 
1.2 dS/m, respectively. Shainberg et al. (1981) indicates that these concentrations are sufficient 
to counter the deleterious effects of exchangeable sodium, even when the soil is leached with 
rainwater. 

It is evident that water equilibrated with a calcareous soil can never be a very low salinity 
(Shainberg et al., 1981). Using the same database discussed above for evaluation of the ESP
SAR relationship in 382 soil samples from the Powder River Basin, we can compute an average 
percent lime (CaC03) content in surface soil samples (n=81), which is 5.1 percent. This 
represents a considerable reserve of calcium. Other sources of calcium include residual gypsum 
(CaS04) which we know to be prevalent in Wyoming soils. 

Various soil SAR-EC relationships (not to be confused with irrigation water SAR-EC 
relationships) have been reported in the literature by introducing low electrolyte concentration 
waters to sodic soils. Felhendler et al. (1974) measured the hydraulic conductivity of two 
montmorillonitic soils as a function of the SAR and found that both were only slightly affected 
by the SAR of the percolating solution up to a SAR of 20 as long as the concentration of the 
percolating solution exceeded 1 dS/m. Shainberg et al. (1981) studied the effects ofleaching a 
1: 1 sand-soil column with distilled water and increasing concentrations of a weak electrolyte 
solution. His findings concluded that an electrolyte concentration of 0.3 dS/m in the percolating 
solution was adequate to prevent the adverse effects of a SAR of 15 on the hydraulic 
conductivity of the soil-sand mixture. These findings are very similar to the conclusions of the 
U.S. Salinity Laboratory Staff (1954) who used electrolyte concentrations equal to or greater 
than 0.3 dS/m in their regression analysis to determine the sodic soils threshold of ESP= 15. 

As a review, an electrolyte concentration of 0.3 dS/m is the minimum value of calcium and 
magnesium contributions to soil solution associated solely to arid soil weathering. This suggests 
that an arid Powder River Basin soil with a SAR of 16 (ESP= 10), will have no sodicity related 
impacts to the hydraulic conductivity, even when the salt concentration of the irrigation or 
rainwater is equal to that of distilled water. 

Of course, irrigation water in the Powder River Basin has an intrinsic electrical conductivity 
greater than that of distilled water. Use of surface water for irrigation will actually supplement 
the inputs of calcium and magnesium from weathering and carbonate dissolution alone. 

Using the aforementioned Powder River Basin soils assessment database (KC Harvey LLC, 
2006), an average surface soil ECe of 1.64 dS/m was calculated from 81 individual surface soil 
samples. This value suggests that electrolyte concentrations in surface soils of the Powder River 
Basin, in equilibrium with mineral dissolution, the salinity of runoff irrigation water, and 
rainwater/snowmelt, is about 1.6 dS/m, or five times (1.6 dS/m divided by 0.3 dS/m) the 
concentration required to maintain the hydraulic conductivity of a soil at an ESP of 16. 
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Closing Statement 

Results of the Powder River Basin regression analysis indicates that a relationship between ESP 
and soil/water SAR exists, which allows the calculation of one parameter from the other. Using 
the proposed, default ESP cap of 10 percent, the scientific literature indicates that water with a 
SAR of 16 can be effectively used for irrigation without adverse effects on the physical structure 
or hydraulic conductivity of Powder River Basin soils during irrigation. Furthermore, it has been 
shown that inputs of Ca and Mg from the natural dissolution of plagioclase, feldspars, 
homblends and other sparingly soluble minerals, especially calcium carbonate and gypsum, will 
provide an effective buffer to residual soil sodicity after the discontinuation of produced water 
discharge and the transition back to native irrigation, precipitation, and runoff regimes. 
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* * * * * 

Thank you very much for your time and consideration of this review and the recommendations 
stemming from it. If you, your WDEQ colleagues, or the members of the Water and Waste 
Advisory Board have any questions or comments regarding our findings, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin C. Harvey, M.Sc., CPSSc. 
Principal Soil Scientist 
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June 1:L 2007 

David Walerstree.l 
H,c;rsc;hler Building- 4'\'V 
j 22 \Vest 25th Street 
Cheyenne. WY 82002 

Williams Production RMT Company 
:wo North Work~;.\ venu:;: 
Gilkn.e. WY 82716 
307,68/L 1636 
307.686.7574 (fax) 

Re: Comments (Hl Revisions to Appendix H, Agric~1Itural Use 
Protection and Associated l,1mguage In Section 20 of Chapter I 

Dear Mr. Waters1ree1: 

WiUiams hoduc1.ion Rl\llT Company (''Witlbms") appreciat~~s the opportunity to 
submir comments 10 the Wyoming Water and Waste Advisory Board {_"WW/\B'') 
r¢garding revisions to Appendix FL Agrlcultu:ral Use Protection an<l assooiated language 
in Section 20 of ·Chapter l of th?, \'i./yoming Water Quality R.ult::s and Regulations. 
\ViHiams is a sigl1'ificant operator in Wyoming and. in particular. in the: Pov>'er R.iver 
Bcasin. \ViHiam.s is concerned about Appendix H's potential lo alTccl its coalbed natural 
gas operations adversely. 

Appendix fl has undergone sig11ifican1 changes over tbe past two and a half years 
and mulliple public comment peri.ods. \Villiams cont'inues to have concerns about 
m.ultip.le provisions of Appendix H vvhich is currently under c.011sider:1ttion by the 
W\VAB. Williams incorporates by reference its nrnst recent cor:nments .i)n February l 4. 
2007 to ihe \Vyoming Environmental Quality Council. See Anachn1ent J. However. at 
this time, Williams w.ishes to focus its commen1s on l) the definition of histori.cal 
di.schacges \Vbich would n.ot be subjee-l lo Appendix H: and 2) clarification of the effect 
of a landowner's dcni,iJ of acct.:Sf:i on an npplicnnl''s daH1 colle.c-tinn and application 
nbligi1tior1s. 

The revised Appendix H es·tablishcs a bright line nf applicability. Tht:: Wyoming 
l'krar1ment or Environment,il Qm1lity ("·DEQ··1 ,.vii.I not ust: Appt~ndix JI 10 t'stublish 
new 1:.'.f"tlucnt limit:; on discht1rges of produced water that began prior lo January I. l 997. 
DEQ hns issi.:1cd permits with effluent limit:-:. on Lii.st.:liargcs of produced waler both privr 
to and since January I, 1997. To dute. disclrnrge!> of produl'ed waler pursu1.1nl. lo valid. 
exisring permits have protected ngriciiJtural uses. h,rving m.el Lhi.· narrat.ivc standard of 
Scc1inn 20 i.e, no mca:,;urahk decre<1se in e~:is1ing Jives100k or crop produc1ion. As 
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June 12, 2007 

Page 2 

cu:rre11tly drafted. Appendix B arbitTarily protects ccrrniiJ historical co:nvemioni:rl oil and 
gas discharges while express]y targeting cnalbed na1unil gas µpera'l\L1ns for application 
of the new .. more stringent standards. DEQ docs not present any rationale for the 
selection or the January l, 1997 cutoff date or for the selective application of the new, 
more stringe.m standards 10 ci'..wlbed runuraJ gas operations~ nor conld it. The historical 
discharges or record are tbe best empirical evidence thai no measurable decrease to 
cxi.sting livestock and crop production has oceurrcd. Therefore. Appendix H should not 
apply 10 cstab!.isll emuent limits on discharges which hnve be-en occurring pursuant to a 
valid and e:x1sting permit as of tbe date of foe adoption of Appendb; H. See 
Ahachment 2.. 

Appe.n.dix H inclw:les a section entitled "R.easonnble Access Requirement.·· To 
the extent the appllcarnt .for a ·discharge pi::,rrnil seeks :d'fiuent lim.ii.cs other than Lhc Tier 1 
defarnlt limits, thG appJiquri h,1,s the burden 9fprclc1f to provide data snpporting the us.e 
of Tiers 2 and 3 -0fAppe11dix H . .t\ppendix H shoulda¢k1;:ovdud.gi:: that the applicant 
can devi;::lnp oiJJy sc, inu¢:h data for .i'\ Secti011 20 girnlysis without.landowner cooperation 
on access isstws. In ord~r Li) pi·ove 1hat no mc.as:urable dcerea:sce in agricuhural 
producticm will o.ccuT, the applicant must have acc.ess :tei co'Jlect data to rneet that 
lmr.den. Williams believes that Reasonable Access R.equfrement section requires some 
minimal but i.mportu.nt revisions to ensure that t.he applicant .,..vm be a:ble to obt-uin a 
penni1 based upon lhe best information that can reasonably be obtained by the 
applicant. Similarly. the iden!ificati<."rn of rnituraJJy :i.rdgated 'lands shtrnld not he rnade 
solely on the basis of landowner testimony in the absence of granting an applicant 
reasonable acce.ss to determ..ine the extent of the claimed naturally irrigated lands. Sec 
Attachment 2. 

Williams appreciaie:1 th~. opportunity to comment on the Agricultural l.be 
Pro1ection Standards in Appendix lL and n.ppreciates your et)nsidenition nf om 
co.r:nments. We would be pleased to discuss our comrne::nts further with you and respond 
to any quc!>tions -ypu may have, 

Sincerely. 

Attac,hmcnt.s 

:n.)O.lK,. I !l( IC 

·----·-··----



February 14, 2007 

Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 
Water Quality Division 
Herschler Building - 4 W 
122 West 25th Street 
Cheyenne, WY 82002 
Attn: Bill DiRienzo 

ATTACHMENT 1 

IJll"III.~ rr/11'/ams_ 
~ 

Williams Production RMT Company 
300 North Works Avenue 
Gillette, WY 82716 
307.686.1636 
307.686.7574 (fax) 

Re: Comments on Proposed Revisions to Chapter 1 of the Wyoming Water 
Quality Rules and Regulations, Appendix H, Agricultural Use Protection 

Dear Mr. DiRienzo: 

Williams Production RMT Company (Williams) appreciates the opportunity to 
submit comments to the Environmental Quality Council (EQC) regarding the adoption 
of Appendix H, Agricultural Use Protection standards, as part of the revisions to 
Chapter 1 of the Wyoming Water Quality Rules and Regulations. Williams is a 
significant operator in Wyoming and, in particular, in the Powder River Basin (PRB). 
Williams is concerned about Appendix H's potential to affect its coalbed natural gas 
(CBNG) operations adversely. 

Appendix H has undergone significant changes over two years and four public 
comment periods. Throughout that time, the agricultural use protection standards in 
Appendix H were proposed as a Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) 
implementing policy. It was only in the last several months that DEQ decided to submit 
the Agricultural Use Protection Policy to the EQC as a rule rather than a policy. DEQ 
has failed to consider the mandatory factors specified in the Environmental Quality Act 
(EQA) for proposing Appendix Has a rule to the EQC. W.S. § 35-11-302 (a)(vi). 

The Agricultural Use Protection standards in Appendix H have the potential to 
impose significant costs and technical burdens upon CBNG operators. Yet, DEQ failed 
to consider these impacts, and failed to balance the burdens imposed against the 
purported environmental effects sought to be protected, prior to recommending the 
adoption of Appendix H as a rule. Williams believes Appendix H would be 
significantly different in its requirements and breadth if the DEQ had thoroughly 
considered the factors set forth in W.S. § 35-1 l-302(a)(vi). 
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Williams' specific comments regarding the text of the proposed Appendix H 
follow. In addition, Williams encourages the EQC to consider seriously the 
development of a risk-based approach to implementation of the agricultural protection 
narrative standard, as opposed to the one-size-fits-all approach of the currently 
proposed Appendix H. 

I. Purpose - Chapter 1, Section 20 Should Not be Implemented to Protect 
Illegal Irrigation. 

We agree with DEQ that the purpose of Ch. 1, Section 20 is to protect irrigation 
that existed prior to an application for a WYPDES discharge permit. As the DEQ has 
noted, the language infers a pre-existing agricultural use prior to an application for a 
WYPDES permit, which can serve as a baseline from which a decrease in crop or 
livestock production could be measured. We also agree that, to be afforded the 
protection of Section 20, a landowner must have an existing irrigation structure or 
mechanism in place for diverting water. However, in Appendix H, the DEQ proposes 
the continuation of its historic practice of protecting illegal diversions, i.e., irrigation 
which occurs in the absence of a valid existing water right. Williams takes issue with 
this practice, particularly when the DEQ endorses in a rule this illegal practice be 
followed by State personnel when translating the Section 20 narrative goals into 
appropriate WYPDES permit limits. 

If a landowner is irrigating without the benefit of a water right from the office of 
the State Engineer, then the irrigation is illegal. Since there is no right to the use of the 
water in the drainage, the irrigation could be ordered to cease and desist at any time. 
Therefore, there is really nothing for the DEQ to protect. Moreover, the DEQ' s current 
practice of protecting illegal irrigation is in direct conflict with the Wyoming law 
regulating the use of water: 

Water being always the property of the state, rights to its use 
shall attach to the land for irrigation, or to such other 
purposes or object for which acquired in accordance with the 
beneficial use made for which the right receives public 
recognition, under the law and the administration provided 
thereby. W.S. § 41-3-101. 

By allowing unauthorized structures to trigger application of the standard, 
Appendix H protects unlawful irrigation use, sanctions the unlawful conduct, and 
rewards the offender for its offense. We submit that this practice constitutes 
egregiously bad public policy and produces an absurd result in violation of the canons 
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of statutory and regulatory interpretation declared by the Wyoming Supreme Court. See 
In re KP v. State, 102 P.3d 217, 224 (Wyo. 2004) ("[T]his Court will not interpret a 
statute in a manner producing absurd results"); Corkill v. Knowles, 955 P.2d 438, 444 
(Wyo. 1998). 

Lastly, the EQA expressly states that the actions of the DEQ shall not limit or 
interfere with the jurisdiction, duties or authority of the State Engineer in administering 
water rights. W.S. §35-1 l-1104(a)(iii). Protection of illegal diversions could certainly 
be construed as interfering with these jurisdictional constraints, as it aids conduct 
directly contrary to the requirements for use of water set out above. 1 CBNG dischargers 
should not be required to protect such illegal practices. Appendix H should expressly 
state that in the future unauthorized irrigation use will not be protected and that existing 
diversion structures not covered by an existing water right will not trigger application 
of the agricultural standard. 

II. Presumption of Naturally Irrigated Lands is Overly Broad 

Appendix H implies there is a pre-existing agricultural use of a stream or 
drainage when "a substantial acreage of naturally sub-irrigated pasture within a stream 
floodplain" exists. Appendix H states that infra-red photography, surficial geologic 
maps, wetland mapping, landowner testimony or any combination of these sources may 
be used to establish that lands are naturally irrigated. Each of these information sources 
presents a snapshot of conditions at a specific time, and conditions may have changed 
e.g., wetlands mapping. 2 In addition, a permit applicant has no method by which it 
could disprove the presumption of sub-irrigation presented in Appendix H. The 
application of EC and SAR effluent limits should not be applied unless there is some 
presence and evidence of the ability to irrigate with a surficial flow. 

The EC and SAR effluent limits will be applied where the naturally irrigated 
land reaches a threshold deemed "agriculturally significant." This threshold is 
triggered when a stream segment contains "single parcels of naturally irrigated land 

1 The lack of a water right is often an indication that the drainage did not maintain 
adequate flows or water quality to facilitate irrigation or that the soils or other 
conditions were simply not supportive of irrigation adequate to allow the landowner to 
prove up its beneficial use of water and thus obtain a valid water right. And, in the 
absence of a valid existing water right, applicants for a discharge permit have no notice 
of irrigation use by such downstream landowners and no way to account for them in 
their WYPDES permit applications. 

2 The DEQ should not be able to rely solely upon landowner testimony which is 
inherently biased to establish the existence of naturally irrigated lands. 
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greater than 20 acres or multiple parcels in near proximity that total more than 20 
acres." Given the size of parcels in Wyoming, the definition of agricultural 
significance could be easily met through single parcels or the sum of smaller parcels. 
The practical effect of this definition combined with an easily triggered (unrefutable) 
definition of sub-irrigated land is that Appendix H's irrigation effluent limits would be 
applied to discharges into virtually any and every drainage in the State. The 
agricultural protection standards in Appendix H, if implemented, would result in a gross 
over-extension of the prior agricultural use presumption, would be overly protective of 
established agricultural uses which may no longer exist and would significantly restrict 
CBNG operators' ability to discharge into State waters without expensive treatment of 
discharges to protect nominally useful parcels of land. 

III. Irrigation Data and Information 

Appendix H indicates that "the goal is to ensure that preexisting irrigated crop 
production will not be diminished as a result of the lowering of water quality." The 
difficulty, of course, is in assessing the preexisting or baseline crop production that 
existed prior to any proposed discharge. Often there are no records of crop yield, 
stream flows, historic water quality, etc., making it very difficult for all parties to apply 
the "no measurable decrease" standard. This has caused DEQ to historically take an 
overly conservative approach in developing numeric permit effluent limitations to 
assure no measurable decrease in crop production. For that reason, we recommend that 
the following be added to the data and information required under Section d: 

• Extent of irrigation permitted by Office of the State Engineer under a valid and 
existing Wyoming water right. 

• Rate of flow required to activate irrigation under the system in place. 

• As to the season of use, the EQC should further refine the definition of 
"irrigation season." The EC and SAR limits will apply during those periods 
when crop growth is occurring and then only when irrigable flows exist. 
Irrigable flows are those in which adequate water exists to activate a spreader 
dike system for artificially irrigated lands or to cause natural flooding or sub
irrigation on naturally irrigated lands. It is not reasonable to assume that the 
irrigation season is generally considered year-round in Wyoming for passively 
irrigated lands, given the variation and intensity of storm events supplying water 
to ephemeral or intermittent drainages used for irrigation purposes. In the 
absence of such events, the naturally-occurring salinity in these drainages limits 
their utility for irrigation. When irrigation cannot occur, the water quality 
standards protective of irrigation should not be applied. Operators should not be 
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required to make the water quality in the stream system better year round than 
mother nature provided. 

• Most importantly, in place of using published tolerance values for the most 
sensitive crops grown, we suggest use of the Hanson Diagram to manage the 
SAR limit for two reasons. First, the published tolerance values for most crops 
generally assume conditions exist for attaining a 100% crop yield. Our 
experience throughout the PRB is that, given the growing conditions, e.g., a lack 
of precipitation, poor alkaline and saline soils, and intermittent flows, etc., 
irrigators in the PRB achieve a crop yield well below the 100% value. Second, 
as Appendix H acknowledges, the significant irrigation-related effluent limits in 
the PRB are EC and SAR. The EQC is aware that, within certain broad limits, it 
is the ratio of EC and SAR that determine the suitability of water quality for 
irrigation purposes for any given crop. We therefore suggest that the EQC apply 
the Hanson Diagram in establishing SAR limits. As stated above, these limits 
should be applied only when adequate water is available to create an irrigable 
flow. At all other times, to apply effluent limitations which are adequate to 
irrigate the most sensitive crop would require the dischargers to make the water 
in the stream better than mother nature provides. That is an undue burden, with 
no environmental benefit, which will not in any meaningful way enhance the 
crop production. It will only impose unnecessary additional expense and effort 
on dischargers of water from CBNG operations. 

IV. Tiered Approach Should Protect Measurable Decrease in Crop Production. 

The agricultural protection standards in Appendix H establish a tiered approach 
which is designed to establish appropriate effluent limits to ensure there is no 
measurable decrease in crop production. While a tiered approach is absolutely 
necessary to address the variety of background conditions and quality of discharges in 
different drainages within the PRB, the default EC and SAR limits in Tier 1 require 
revision. As discussed above, Williams does not believe that the use of default EC 
limits should be based on tolerance values for the most sensitive crop or upon 100% 
yield threshold values. To the extent the EQC decides to use such criteria, calculated 
values should be based on data which more accurately reflects soil chemistry and crop 
production in the PRB and Wyoming, not California. The Tier 1 approach is overly 
conservative and protects against any decrease in crop production, not merely a 
measurable decrease in such production. Appendix H proposes the application of 
effluent limits to achieve an end beyond that described in the narrative goals stated in 
Chapter 1, Section 20 and does so without sufficient supporting credible evidence. This 
point is well made and fully documented in letters dated May 5, 2006 submitted to the 
Water and Waste Advisory Board by Kevin C. Harvey on behalf of several CBMG 
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operators including Williams, and we urge the EQC to carefully and fully consider Mr. 
Harvey's comments and conclusions and modify Appendix H accordingly. See attached 
letters. 

Tier 2 offers dischargers a viable permitting option in instances in which 
background water quality is worse than its CBNG effluent quality. In such 
circumstances, Tier 1 default limits should be inapplicable. Williams requests that the 
EQC amend Appendix H to state that if such circumstances exist, EC and SAR effluent 
limits must be based upon those background conditions rather than tolerance values for 
the most sensitive crop. 

V. A New Approach 

The agricultural protection standards in Appendix H have undergone a number of 
changes over the past two years as DEQ and the Water and Waste Advisory Board have 
struggled with how best to implement Chapter 1, Section 20' s prohibition against 
measurable decrease in crop or livestock production. The agricultural use protection 
standards were originally contemplated as internal policy guidance, giving DEQ 
sufficient flexibility to change the standards as needed. Given the renewed 
consideration of the standard as a rule rather than a policy, Williams believes it is time 
for the EQC and DEQ to step back and consider whether Appendix H truly addresses its 
originally intended purpose-to provide a practical, workable, and predictable solution 
for applying the narrative measurable decrease standard in Chapter 1, Section 20. The 
last two years of consideration by the Water and Waste Advisory Board, DEQ, and the 
public has culminated in proposed rule that Williams believes fails to achieve that 
purpose. Appendix H does not in any practical or realistic way define what is a 
"measurable decrease" and what is the best way to avoid it. 

Williams suggests that the EQC and DEQ take a fresh look at the no measurable 
decrease standard and work with all stakeholders to develop a new rule that reflects the 
realities of agricultural production in an arid environment. Measurable decrease must 
be considered in the context of the background conditions. Not all waters of the State 
have the same quality and not all agricultural use has the same value. For example, 
where water quality is poor and agricultural use is limited to low-yield production from 
naturally irrigated native plants, less protection may be necessary than in situations 
where the background water quality is high and artificial irrigation supports high-yield 
commercial crops. Any new rule should take into account site-specific conditions and 
uses of water in each drainage, rather than applying blanket standards which are derived 
from data generated in California. 

Williams recommends that the newly drafted rule take a risk-based approach to 
measurable decrease. Effluent limits should reflect that agricultural production in most 
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areas of Wyoming is not at 100% yield under natural conditions due to lack of 
precipitation, poor alkaline and saline soils, and intermittent flows. EC and SAR 
standards should not be set to protect 100% yield, but should reflect the actual yield 
where produced water may actually be applied. Further, in many cases, stream 
conditions are such that there is little risk that produced water will reach irrigated acres 
unless mixed with substantial quantities of natural flows. Any rule should require 
consideration of whether the water being discharged will be applied to irrigated 
acreage, the impact of irrigation practices (the amount of water necessary to activate 
artificial and natural irrigation systems), and the condition of the soil being irrigated. 
Though Appendix H as currently drafted attempts to address these issues, it does so in 
an inflexible manner that does not acknowledge varied applications in the field. 

Williams appreciates the opportunity to comment on the agricultural use 
protection standards in Appendix H and appreciates your consideration of our 
comments. We would be pleased to discuss our comments further with you and respond 
to any questions you may have. 

Attachments 

3668614_1.DOC 

Sincerely, 

Isl 

Joe Olson 
Facilities Engineer 
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May 4, 2006 

Mr. Bill DiRienzo 
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 
Water Quality Division 
Herschler Building, 4th Floor West 
122 West 25th Street 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002 

Subject: Comments pertaining to the derivation of default effluent limits for EC in the 
Draft Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy. 

Dear Mr. DiRienzo: 

I respectfully submit for your consideration the following comments regarding the fourth draft of 
the Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy as it pertains to the derivation of default 
effluent limits for EC. These comments are being submitted on behalf of Yates Petroleum 
Company, Williams Production RMT Company, Petro-Canada Resources (USA) Inc., Marathon 
Oil Company, Lance Oil & Gas Company, Inc., Fidelity Exploration & Production Company, 
Devon Energy Production Company L.P., Bill Barrett Corporation, and Anadarko Petroleum 
Corporation. I have submitted additional comments regarding the derivation of SAR limits and 
the proposed SAR cap to you in a separate letter. 

By way of introduction, I am a board-certified professional soil scientist having practiced as an 
environmental consultant in Montana and Wyoming, and throughout the world, for nearly 25 
years. For the past seven years, my practice has focused on water management and soil and 
water salinity/sodicity issues associated with oil and gas development. I am credited as the first 
to research, develop, and apply managed irrigation techniques for the beneficial use of coalbed 
natural gas produced water. I have directed or participated in over 75 separate projects related to 
produced water management, WPDES permitting, soil and water chemistry investigations, and 
reclamation for coalbed and conventional natural gas projects in Wyoming, Colorado, and 
Montana. I have a M.S. degree in land rehabilitation (soil science emphasis) from Montana State 
University, and a B.S. in Resource Conservation (soil science emphasis) from the University of 
Montana. 

I would like to comment on the proposed changes made to the Agricultural Use Protection Policy 
by the WDEQ subsequent to the January 26, 2006 meeting of the Water and Waste Advisory 
Board. My comments will focus on the comments provided by Dr. Larry Munn in his letter to 
the DEQ dated December 5, 2005. It is my understanding that Dr. Munn's comments resulted in 
the changes made to the proposed Policy. Specifically, I comment on Dr. Munn's request that 
the California-based soil salinity tolerance thresholds be used to establish default effluent limits 
for electrical conductivity (EC) under the Tier 1 process. 

233 EDELWEISS DRIVE, UNIT 1 1, BOZEMAN, MONTANA 59718 
VOICE: 406/585-7402, FAX: 406/585-7428, EMAIL: INFO@KCHARVEY.COM 
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Summary of Findings 

The fourth draft of the Agricultural Use Protection Policy describes a 3-tiered decision making 
process for deriving appropriate effluent limits for EC and SAR whenever a proposed discharge 
may reach irrigated lands. The Tier 1 process would be followed for deriving "default" limits, 
and as such, this procedure would require a minimum of background information from the 
applicant. Specifically, the default EC limits would be based on the species-specific 100 percent 
yield potential values for soil EC reported by the USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS) 
Salt Tolerance Database (USDA ARS, 2006). 

Alfalfa is considered to be the most salt sensitive plant irrigated in northeastern Wyoming. 
Given this, my comments focus on the relevant information regarding alfalfa salinity tolerance. 
The ramifications of the concepts and data discussed herein for alfalfa can be applied to the more 
tolerant irrigated forage species commonly found in northeastern Wyoming, for example, 
western wheatgrass and smooth brome. 

A considerable amount of research went into preparing these comments, including three months 
searching and reviewing the relevant scientific literature, and compiling and analyzing available 
and relevant soil, plant, and water data. The key conclusions of the literature review and data 
analysis are presented below and will be substantiated by the discussion that follows. 

California Based Salinity Thresholds 

• The ARS Salt tolerance database relies on California based salinity thresholds developed 
to approximate the specific plant, soil and environmental variables associated with that 
region. 

• Regional differences in soil chemistry, climate and agricultural practices are likely to 
have a profound effect on the applicability of California based salinity threshold data to 
alfalfa growing in Wyoming. 

Chloridic Versus Sulfatic Soils 

• The natural soil salinity in the Powder River Basin is dominated by the sulfate ion; 
California soils are dominated by chloride. This conclusion is supported herein by the 
literature and by an evaluation of actual soil chemistry data provided by the USDA 
National Soil Survey Center. 

• The term "gypsiferous" refers to sulfatic soils and is applicable to the Powder River 
Basin of Wyoming. Numerous documents, including the ARS Salt Tolerance Database, 
indicate that in sulfatic (or "gypsiferous") soils, plants will tolerate about 2 dS/m higher 
salinity than indicated. 

-2-
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The Influence of Soil Salinity on Alfalfa Yield 

• Alfalfa is considered the most salt sensitive plant irrigated in northeastern Wyoming. 
Conditions required for the growth of alfalfa at 100 percent of its physiological yield 
potential probably do not exist anywhere in northeastern Wyoming and place doubt on 
the application of this benchmark value there. 

• Sources of research and field guidance outside of California suggest alfalfa has a higher 
relative 100 percent yield soil EC tolerance than 2 dS/m, perhaps as high as 4 to 8 dS/m. 

• Alfalfa yield comparisons between California and Wyoming show actual harvest values 
independent of soil salinity. Identical yields were reported in Wyoming for soil EC 
values ranging from 1.8 dS/m to 6.5 dS/m. 

Based on the review summarized herein, we respectfully suggest that the WDEQ consider 
adopting an acceptable average root zone EC threshold of 4 dS/m for protection of alfalfa. This 
would equate to a default (Tier 1) effluent limit of 2. 7 dS/m based on the 1. 5 concentration factor 
cited by the draft Agricultural Use Protection Policy. The EC limits for protecting other species 
of concern in the Powder River Basin, e.g., western wheatgrass, should also be adjusted 
accordingly, based on the inherent differences in soil chemistry and climate between the northern 
Great Plans and the California agricultural areas. These conclusions and recommendations are 
substantiated by the discussion below. 

California-based Salinity Thresholds 

The majority of salinity tolerance data generated in the United States have been a product of field 
and laboratory trials conducted by the U.S. Salinity Laboratory (USSL) in Riverside, California. 
The salinity tolerance data generated by the USSL were prompted in response to agricultural 
production in the areas of the San Joaquin and Imperial Valleys of California. In 1977, Maas 
and Hoffman compiled the California research in a seminal article titled "Crop Salt Tolerance -
Current Assessment," listing salt tolerance levels for various crops. The subsequent year, 
Francois and Maas (1978) published an indexed bibliography of plant responses to salinity from 
1900 to 1977 with 2,357 references to about 1,400 species. These articles serve as the primary 
references regarding crop tolerance and yield potential of selected crops as influenced by 
irrigation water (ECw) or the average root zone soil salinity level (ECe), This information was 
updated by Mass (1990). The ARS Salt Tolerance Database relies entirely on the Mass (1990) 
summary as the primary source ofrelative salt tolerance levels among crops. With respect to 
alfalfa, the original salt tolerance listings remain unchanged from the original Mass and Hoffman 
( 1977) article. 

The Mass and Hoffman ( 1977) and Mass ( 1990) listings of salt tolerance levels include the 
establishment of the 100 percent yield threshold for soil salinity. This value refers to the 
maximum allowable average root zone salinity level (ECe) that results in no yield reduction for 
crops grown in chloritic soils. The term chloritic soil refers to the dominant salt type found in 
California soils (see below). For alfalfa, Mass and Hoffman (1977) and Mass (1990) list the 100 
percent yield potential for alfalfa grown in chloritic soils as 2.0 dS/m (ECe), The Mass and 
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Hoffman (1977) and Mass (1990) assessments also contain a disclaimer that the yield potentials 
listed should only serve as a guide to relative tolerances among crops, and that the absolute salt 
tolerance of crops is not simply a function of soil EC but is dependent on "many plant, soil, 
water, and environmental variables." 

Six studies conducted at the US Salinity Laboratory in Riverside, California, served as the 
foundation for the determination of Maas and Hoffman's 2.0 dS/m threshold value (Gauch and 
Magistad, 1943; Brown and Hayward, 1956; Bernstein and Ogata, 1966; Bower et al., 1969; 
Bernstein and Francois, 1973; Hoffman et al., 1975). These studies vary in their methodology, 
including greenhouse and field experiments, different growth mediums (sand, gravel and soil), 
various watering regimes (automatic watering, tension-based watering), and multiple sources of 
chloritic salinity (NaCl, CaCh, and MgCh). These studies were designed to assess relative yield 
values, irrigation leaching fractions, root zone salt profiles, or salinity-ozone interactions. They 
were not specifically designed to determine a threshold salinity value for alfalfa. Usually, only 
four salinity levels were tested, with data used to produce a crop yield reduction line. 

Furthermore, the source of salinity in the six studies was consistently chloride dominated, with 
either NaCl or a blend of NaCl, CaCh, and MgClz added to the irrigation water. In Southern 
California, where these studies occurred, salts found in the soils are largely chloride-dominated. 
None of these studies were conducted using sulfate-dominated salts, such as are found in 
Wyoming soils (see below). Such regional differences in soil salinity are likely to have a 
profound effect on the application of existing salinity threshold data to alfalfa growing in the 
Northern Great Plains. Recognizing this, Mass (1990), Ayers and Westcot (1985), Hanson et al. 
(1999), as well as the ARS Salt Tolerance Database, all indicate that plants grown in sulfatic 
soils will tolerate average root zone ECe values about 2 dS/m higher than indicated by each of 
these references. For alfalfa, this would equate to a 100 percent yield threshold of approximately 
4 dS/m. This fact is discussed in detail below. 

Chloridic Versus Sulfatic Soils 

Research efforts of the USSL in California identified adjustments in effective plant salinity 
tolerance expressed or repressed in the field by physiological responses to climate, cultural 
practices, soil fertility, irrigation methods, physical condition of the soils and the distribution and 
speciation of salts within soil profiles. A critical difference between the environmental 
conditions in California and the northern Great Plains (including northeastern Wyoming) is soil 
chemistry and the primary salt constituents found in these soils. It is widely accepted that the 
soils of the agricultural areas of California are dominated by salts where chloride is the dominant 
anion, and that the soils of the northern Great Plains are dominated by salts where sulfate is the 
dominant anion. In earlier publications, sulfatic soils are sometimes termed "gypsiferous," 
referring to the most common sulfate salt found in semi-arid soils -- gypsum ( calcium sulfate 
dehydrate). The correct term used today is sulfatic soils. 

To incorporate the variation of salinity tolerance exhibited by plant response to different salt 
distributions and dominant salt species, the authors of salt tolerance research included a 
provision for sulfatic soils. Soils may contain amounts of sparingly soluble salts, such as 
gypsum and other sulfate salts, many times greater than can be held in solution in the field water-
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content range. Sulfatic soils may appear to be saline when exhaustively extracted in the lab (i.e., 
saturated paste extract), but the in-situ soil solution may be nonsaline because of the limited 
solubility of gypsum and other sulfate salts (Bernstein, 1975). Thus, the EC measured in a 
saturated paste extract is higher than the actual concentration of salts seen by plants in sulfatic 
soils. It was suggested originally by Bernstein (1962) that plants will tolerate about 2 dS/m 
higher soil salinity (ECe) than indicated in sulfatic soils due to this solubility effect. Since 
calcium sulfate is disproportionately dissolved in preparing saturated-soil extracts, the ECe of 
sulfatic soils will range an average of 2 dS/m higher than that of chloritic soils with the same 
water conductivity at field capacity (Bernstein 1962). Therefore, plants grown in sulfatic soils 
will tolerate an ECe of approximately 2 dS/m higher than those grown where chloride is the 
predominant ion (Maas, 1990). This narrative provision for sulfatic soils is included in the ARS 
Salt Tolerance Database, and the classic irrigation guidelines presented in Ayers and Wescot 
(1985). . 

Sulfatic soils are the rule not the exception in Wyoming and the northern Great Plains. Sulfatic 
soils identified by salinity tolerance references are characterized by the presence and influence of 
gypsum, or calcium sulfate dihydrate (CaS04·2H20), within the soil profile, as well as the 
geological and climactic prerequisites for sulfatic soil conditions. Soil gypsum may stem from 
one of several sources. Soils formed from geologic material containing anhydrite or gypsum 
often contains gypsum. The amount of rainfall and the topographic setting will strongly 
influence the amount and location of gypsum in the soil (Dixon and Weed, 1989). 
Accumulations of soluble salts, including sulfates in the surface layers, are characteristic of 
saline soils of arid and semiarid regions (Brady, 1974), including Wyoming. Research 
conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey confirms the presence of gypsiferous parent materials 
in the Powder River Basin (Johnson, 1993). At this point, it is important to differentiate between 
the soil taxonomic terms "gypsic" or "petrogypsic," which are used to describe significant 
gypsum accumulation within soil horizons, from the terms "gypsiferous" or "sulfatic" soils 
which refer to the dominate salt type in soils of Wyoming and the northern Great Plains. 

Published research has addressed the issue of prevailing salt distribution and climate influenced 
salt dominance. In Springer et al. (1999), Curtin et al. (1993) and Trooien (2001), northern Great 
Plains prairie soil chemistry is comparatively summarized and/or contrasted to soils of 
California. Research suggests that recommendations developed for the western United States, 
where chloride is the major anion in soil and water chemistry, may not be appropriate for sulfatic 
soils (Springer et al., 1999). Trooien (2001) notes that most plant salinity tolerance information 
is developed in California and that the chemistry of salinity is different in the northern Great 
Plains (i.e., sulfate dominated salinity). Therefore, Trooien (2001) indicates that salinity 
thresholds are greater and yield losses are somewhat smaller in the Northern Great Plains 
compared to those of California (i.e., chloride dominated salinity). Research in Canadian prairie 
soils by Curtin et al. (1993) and Wentz (2001) suggest that salt tolerance testing at the Swift 
Current, Saskatchewan, salinity laboratory (and also at the US Salinity Laboratory) has mostly 
involved the determination of crop responses to chloride salinity. However, there is reason to 
suspect that responses to sulfate salinity, which is the predominant form of salinity in prairie 
soils, may differ from those observed in chloride salt systems. Wentz (2001) summarizes that 
crop tolerances developed for chloride dominated soils, such as those in California, may not be 
applicable to crops grown on the sulfate dominated soils typically found in western Canada. 
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Comparison of actual soil analytical data from the NSSC Soil Survey Laboratory, Lincoln, 
Nebraska, supports the chloride and sulfate salt dominance designations suggested by Springer et 
al. (1999), Curtin et al. (1993), Trooien (2001), and Wentz (2001). Analyses from the U.S. Soil 
Survey Laboratory are available online at http://ssldata.nrcs.usda.gov/ and organized by soil 
pedon. Data from selected counties in Wyoming and California were obtained from the NSSC 
Soil Survey Laboratory Research Database in order to determine the dominance of chloride or 
sulfate soil chemistry in the respective regions. Soil chemistry data were downloaded for use in 
this study for counties of the Powder River Basin in Wyoming (Sheridan, Campbell and Johnson 
Counties). Soil chemistry data were also downloaded for counties in California where intensive 
agricultural production takes place (Imperial, Fresno, Kern, Kings and Tulare). 

Data pertaining to soil chloride and sulfate in the saturated paste extract are arranged and 
averaged by county and state in Table 1 below. These values are based on all of the available 
data provided by the U.S. Soil Survey Laboratory. 

Table 1 
A Comparison of Average Soil Saturated Paste Extract Sulfate and Chloride Levels from 

Counties in Wyoming and California. 

County 
Average Soil Sulfate Level Average Soil Chloride Level 

(meq/L) (meq/L) 
Sheridan, WY 14.9 4.1 
Campbell, WY 130.4 3.0 
Johnson, WY 30.9 1.8 
Wyoming Average 58.7 2.9 
Imperial, CA 48.4 295.7 
Fresno, CA 98.6 26.3 
Kern,CA 44.3 73.0 
Kings, CA 110.7 23.9 
Tulare, CA 9.3 21.6 
California Average 62.3 88.1 

The summary data suggest that the relative proportion of chloride salts in the selected California 
counties outweigh the proportion of sulfate salts and verify the chloride dominance suggested by 
the literature summarized above. In northeastern Wyoming, the relative proportion of sulfate 
salts in selected counties outweigh the proportion of chloride by an order of magnitude and 
verify the sulfate dominance and sulfatic conditions implied by the literature. Therefore, the 
recommendation by the ARS Salt Tolerance Database signifying that plants grown in sulfatic 
soils will tolerate average root zone ECe values about 2 dS/m higher. than indicated, is valid for 
the Powder River Basin, and probably all of Wyoming. For alfalfa, this would equate to a 100 
percent yield threshold of 4 dS/m. 
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The Influence of Soil Salinity on Alfalfa Yield 

As indicated above, the relative I 00 percent yield potential reported for alfalfa in the ARS Salt 
Tolerance Database is 2 dS/m (ECe), As such, alfalfa is regarded in the California-based 
literature as "moderately sensitive" to salinity. An absolute salinity tolerance would reflect 
predictable inherent physiological responses by plants, but cannot be determined because 
interactions among plant, salt, water and environmental factors influence the plant's ability to 
tolerate salt. Relative salt tolerance is a value based on the climatic and cultural conditions under 
which a crop is grown (Maas and Hoffman, 1977). Research generated outside the U.S. Salinity 
Laboratory in the U.S. and Canada has introduced alternative salinity tolerance values for alfalfa 
influenced by these climatic and cultural conditions. 

In a study based on field trials in western Canada, McKenzie (1988) reported the "relative 
maximum salinity crops will tolerate when combined with intermittent moisture stress 
throughout the growing season." McKenzie (1988) places alfalfa within a moderate tolerance 
category, as opposed to moderate sensitivity, and extends alfalfa's 100 percent yield tolerance to 
an EC range of 4-8 dS/m, as opposed to 2 dS/m. Similar tolerance descriptors and EC values for 
alfalfa can be found associated with Britton et al. (1977), who supports moderate salt tolerance 
and an EC range of 5-10 dS/m for alfalfa. Likewise, Milne and Rapp ( 1968) present alfalfa with 
a moderate tolerance and an EC range of 4-8 dS/m. Cavers (2002); Wentz (2001); Schafer 
(1983); Holzworth and Wiesner (1990) and Dodds and Vasey (1985) also contribute to a 
departure from the established Maas classification of alfalfa salinity tolerance and threshold 
values. Bower et al., suggests an alfalfa tolerance somewhat between the previous authors and 
Maas (1990), suggesting maximum alfalfa yield is obtained when the average ECe value for the 
root zone is 3 dS/m. Using salinized field plots in southern Saskatchewan, Holm (1983) reported 
a small, 0.037 ton/acre, reduction in alfalfa yields resulting from an increase in the surface ECe 
(0 to 15 cm sample) from a Oto 4 dS/m range to a 4 to 8 dS/m range. Holm presented these 
scales as representative oflow and medium EC levels. 

Relative salinity tolerances reported outside of peer reviewed literature stem from professional 
observations and judgments, roundtable discussions, experience in the field, and experience with 
the region, culture and climate; not from experimental data. Incorporation of field experience, 
observation, and limited data into supporting documents of the Salt Tolerance Database is 
acknowledged in Ayers and Wescot (1985). Alternative sources listed herein do not always 
report EC values in terms of 100 percent yield thresholds for alfalfa, but should not be 
discounted, as they pertain to what is realistic in the field. As an example, the Montana Salinity 
Control Association reports forage salt tolerances in terms of marginal establishment levels, not 
100 percent yield potentials. Conditions allowing alfalfa to produce at 100 percent of its 
physiochemical yield potential probably do not exist anywhere within the northern Great Plains. 

A suggested field-yield value corresponding to the I 00 percent yield of alfalfa has never been 
reported by authors of salinity literature. Specifically, what yield of alfalfa, in tons per acre, 
could one expect if it was grown under conditions supporting 100 percent yield? Conditions 
supporting 100 percent alfalfa yields recommended by the ARS Salt Tolerance Database and its 
supporting documents would be: a soil ECe of 2 dS/m or less, an irrigation water ECw less than 
or equal to 1.3 dS/m, water contents maintained at field capacity, available N, P and K nutrient 
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levels maximized for alfalfa growth, a sufficiently long growing season, no associated 
phytotoxicity or pest issues, etc. This data limitation precludes the direct comparison of alfalfa 
yields generated in an agricultural area to the potential yields theoretically available under 
optimized conditions. The only available analysis is to compare an alfalfa yield to the average 
yield generated in its area, or generated between areas. 

Using data available from the National Agricultural Statistics Service, selected county 
agricultural commissioner's data, and the U.S. Census of Agriculture (2002, 1997), irrigated 
alfalfa yield data were obtained for periods of interest. Alfalfa yield data for Wyoming counties 
are available from 1959 through 2005, but were averaged from 1970-2005 to reflect the 
integration of new irrigation technologies. Alfalfa yield data were summarized for the area 
encompassing the Powder River Basin: Sheridan, Johnson and Campbell counties. Alfalfa yield 
data for California counties are available from 1980-2004 so the entire dataset was averaged. 
Alfalfa data were summarized for counties in California related to intensive agriculture: 
Imperial, Fresno, Kem, Kings and Tulare counties. 

Soil salinity data (as measured by EC) collected by the USDA National Soil Survey and 
analyzed by the National Soil Survey Center (NSSC) Soil Survey Laboratory were also obtained 
and summarized for the aforementioned counties. Average root zone EC values were calculated 
to a maximum depth of five feet. The county alfalfa yield and average root zone EC summaries 
are presented in Table 2 below. 

Table 2 
Comparison of Average Root Zone Soil Salinity (EC) Values with Historical Alfalfa Yields 

for Selected Counties in Wyoming and California. 

County 
Average Root Zone Soil Historical Average Alfalfa 

Salinity (EC as dS/m) Yield (tons/acre) 
Sheridan, WY 1.5 2.7 
Johnson, WY 1.9 2.4 
Campbell, WY 2.0 2.4 
Wyomin~ A vera2e 1.8 2.5 
Tulare, CA 2.8 8.4 
Kings, CA 6.9 6.9 
Kem, CA 4.6 8.0 
Fresno, CA 6.7 7.9 
Imperial, CA 6.7 7.8 
California A vera2e 5.5 8.0 

Values expressed in Table 2 show substantially higher average root zone salinities in California 
than in Wyoming. Alfalfa yields reported in California are three times greater than those in 
Wyoming, even though, on average, the soil salinity values are nearly three times higher than 
those reported for the Wyoming counties. The values generated in this exercise suggest that 
environmental factors other than salinity, e.g., climate, may be dictating the obtainable degree of 
alfalfa yield produced. However, the data also suggest that the California-based 100 percent 
yield threshold of 2 dS/m may not be appropriate for even the chloritic soils of California. For 
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example, the historical average yield of alfalfa in Tulare County is 8.4 tons per acre with a 
corresponding average root zone EC of 2.8 dS/m. The yield from Tulare County is actually 
slightly greater than the yields from Fresno and Imperial Counties where the corresponding 
average root zone EC values are substantially higher at 6.7 and 6.7 dS/m, respectively. 
Regardless, there does not appear to be a substantial difference in yields reported by the 
California counties with soil EC values ranging from 2.8 to 6.7 dS/m. 

Other field data from Wyoming have been reviewed that also suggest an alternative to the 
California-based salinity tolerance values. The Use Attainability Analysis (UAA) report for 
Cottonwood Creek (SWWRC et al., 2002) was downloaded from the Wyoming Department of 
Quality, Water Quality Division webpage. Cottonwood Creek is located in Hot Springs County 
within the Bighorn Basin of Wyoming. This is an area of extensive conventional oil and gas 
production. According to the UAA report, discharge of produced water from the Hamilton 
Dome oil field to Cottonwood Creek constitutes the majority of flow to the ephemeral stream 
and constitutes the only irrigation water source for approximately 35 ranching operations. The 
waters of Cottonwood Creek exhibit an ECw between 4.1 and 4.5 dS/m. At an average ECw of 
4.3 dS/m, an average root zone soil ECe value can be calculated using the widely accepted 
relationship: ECe = 1.5 ECw (Ayers and Wescot, 1985). This relationship is expressed in the 
draft Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy. From this relationship, an average root zone 
soil EC value of 6.5 is estimated for the fields irrigated long-term with water from Cottonwood 
Creek. Average alfalfa hay yields reported in the UAA amount to 2.5 tons per acre. This yield is 
identical to the average of the three Wyoming counties reported in Table 2 above. This is 
compelling given that the average soil EC value for the three other Wyoming counties is 1.8 
dS/m, while the estimated soil EC for the fields irrigated with water from Cottonwood Creek is 
6.5. 

Closing Statement 

Based on the review summarized herein, we respectfully suggest that the WDEQ consider 
adopting an acceptable average root zone EC threshold of 4 dS/m for protection of alfalfa. This 
would equate to a default (Tier 1) effluent limit of 2. 7 dS/m based on the 1. 5 concentration factor 
cited by the draft Agricultural Use Protection Policy. Other species of concern, including 
western wheatgrass, should be given equal consideration due to the inherent differences in soil 
chemistry between the northern Great Plains and the California agricultural areas for which the 
ARS Salt Tolerance Database is based. Factors such as extreme climate, periodic drought, soil 
moisture regime, duration of growing season, soil depth, and fertility limitations can collectively 
exert an overriding regional influence on the yield potential of forage crops. Based on this, we 
ask that the WDEQ exercise caution interpreting the applicability of specific salinity tolerances 
outlined by the ARS Salt Tolerance Database and thoughtfully consider the difficulty in 
detecting a "measurable" change in plant production due to soil salinity alone. 
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* * * * * 

Thank you very much for your time and consideration of this review and the recommendations 
stemming from it. If you, your WDEQ colleagues, or the members of the Water and Waste 
Advisory Board have any questions or comments regarding our findings, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin C. Harvey, M.Sc., CPSSc. 
Principal Soil Scientist 
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May 4, 2006 

Mr. Bill DiRienzo 
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 
Water Quality Division 
Herschler Building, 4th Floor West 
122 West 25th Street 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002 

Subject: Comments pertaining to the proposed default SAR effluent limit cap of 10 in the 
Draft Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy. 

Dear Mr. DiRienzo: 

I respectfully submit for your consideration the following comments regarding the fourth draft of 
the Section 20 Agricultural Use Protection Policy as it pertains to the derivation of effluent limits 
for SAR, particularly the proposed SAR cap of 10. These comments are being submitted on 
behalf of Yates Petroleum Company, Williams Production RMT Company, Petro-Canada 
Resources (USA) Inc., Marathon Oil Company, Lance Oil & Gas Company, Inc., Fidelity 
Exploration & Production Company, Devon Energy Production Company L.P., Bill Barrett 
Corporation, and Anadarko Petroleum Corporation. I have submitted additional comments 
regarding the derivation of EC limits in a separate letter. 

By way of introduction, I am a board-certified professional soil scientist having practiced as an 
environmental consultant in Montana and Wyoming, and throughout the world, for nearly 25 
years. For the past seven years, my practice has focused on water management and soil and 
water salinity/sodicity issues associated with oil and gas development. I am credited as the first 
to research, develop, and apply managed irrigation techniques for the beneficial use of coalbed 
natural gas produced water. I have directed or participated in over 75 separate projects related to 
produced water management, WPDES permitting, soil and water chemistry investigations, and 
reclamation for coalbed and conventional natural gas projects in Wyoming, Colorado, and 
Montana. I have a M.S. degree in land rehabilitation (soil science emphasis) from Montana State 
University and a B.S. in Resource Conservation (soil science emphasis) from the University of 
Montana. 

I would like to comment on the proposed changes made to the Agricultural Use Protection Policy 
by the WDEQ subsequent to the January 26, 2006 meeting of the Water and Waste Advisory 
Board. My comments will focus on the comments provided by Dr. Larry Munn in his letter to 
the DEQ dated December 5, 2005. It is my understanding that Dr. Munn's comments resulted in 
the changes made to the proposed Policy. Specifically, I comment on Dr. Munn's proposal that 
all WPDES default effluent limits for SAR be capped at 10 under the Tier 1 process. 

233 EDELWEISS DRIVE, UNIT 11, BOZEMAN, MONTANA 59718 
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Summary of Findings 

The fourth draft of the Agricultural Use Protection Policy describes a 3-tiered decision making 
process for deriving appropriate effluent limits for EC and SAR whenever a proposed discharge 
may reach irrigated lands. The Tier 1 process would be followed for deriving "default" limits, 
and as such, this procedure would require a minimum of background information from the 
applicant. The default SAR limits would be extrapolated from the Hanson et al. (1999) chart 
relating the established EC effluent limit to SAR, up to a maximum default value of 10. The 
effluent limit for SAR will be determined in conjunction with EC so that the relationship of SAR 
to EC remains within the "no reduction in rate of infiltration" zone of the Hanson et al. (1999) 
diagram. 

Two key concerns arise from Dr. Munn's letter regarding sodicity and the discharge of CBNG 
produced water in the Powder River Basin: (1) the potential impacts on the hydraulic function of 
irrigated soils during produced water discharge; and (2) the potential impacts of residual 
adsorbed sodium on the hydraulic function of irrigated fields after produced water discharge has 
ceased and rainfall/snowmelt leaches salts from the upper root zone. It is assumed that these 
concerns led Dr. Munn and the WDEQ to propose the SAR effluent limit cap of 10 under the 
Tier 1 process. 

In addressing these concerns, I performed a considerable amount of research, including three 
months searching and reviewing the relevant scientific literature, and compiling and analyzing 
available and relevant soil, plant, and water data. The key conclusions of the literature review 
and data analysis are presented below and will be substantiated by the discussion that follows. 

Review of Soil Sodicity 

• Plant growth problems associated with excess sodium adsorption are in response to 
negative changes in soil structure resulting in reduced air exchange, water infiltration and 
hydraulic conductivity. 

• The universally applied sodic soil threshold is an exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) 
greater than 15. 

• SAR is a measure of the sodicity risk in irrigation water. The higher the salinity of 
irrigation water, the higher the SAR can be without impacting soil structure and 
impairing soil infiltration and permeability. 

The ESP-SAR Relationship for Soils in Northeastern Wyoming 

• Using regression analysis, the relationship between ESP and soil SAR was determined 
for the Powder River Basin (n=382, R2=.74). 

• A 1: 1 relationship of soil SAR to water SAR exists for soils in equilibrium with irrigation 
water. This relationship is widely accepted and confirmed by recent research led by Dr. 
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James Bauder at Montana State University. The relationship of ESP to soil SAR is 
therefore equivalent to the relationship of ESP to water SAR. 

• Based on the regional specific relationship of ESP and SAR, an effluent limit of SAR= 
16 corresponds to an ESP of 10, and provides a 3 3 % margin of safety against the 
formation of sodic conditions (i.e., exceeding an ESP of 15). The proposed default SAR 
cap of 10 is, therefore, unnecessarily conservative. 

The Effect of Rainwater Leaching on Soils Irrigated with Produced Water 

• Concern has been raised that subsequent rainfall/snowmelt leaching of residual soil 
salinity may lower the electrolyte concentration and naturally raise the ESP past the 
dispersive sodic soil threshold. 

• Research demonstrates that arid land soils can release 0.3 to 0.5 dS/m of Ca and Mg to 
solution as a result of the dissolution of primary minerals and the inherent calcium 
carbonate content of surface soils. Shainberg et al. (1981) indicates that these 
concentrations are sufficient to counter the deleterious effects of exchangeable sodium, 
even when the soil is leached with rainwater. 

A Review of Soil Sodicity 

The physical and chemical phenomena associated with soil sodicity are complex. Therefore, a 
brief summary is provided regarding the soil and water chemistry associated with the physical 
affects of soil sodicity. 

A large body of research concerning sodic, or "black alkali" soils has been generated in response 
to the negative effects of high sodium concentrations on soils. Toxicity effects of sodium are 
rarely expressed in forage and grass crops, but do cause injury to selected woody plants (Lilleand 
et al., 1945; Ayers et al., 1951; Brown et al., 1953). Plant growth problems associated with high 
concentrations of sodium are generally a response to negative changes in soil structure. Sodic 
soils are "nonsaline soils containing sufficient exchangeable sodium to adversely affect crop 
production and soil structure (Soil Science Society of America, 2001)." High levels of adsorbed 
sodium tend to disperse soil particles thereby sealing the soil. The result can produce clogged 
soil pores, hard surface crusts, reduced infiltration, reduced permeability, and reduced oxygen 
diffusion rates, all of which interfere with or prevent plant growth. By definition, sodic soils are 
those that have an exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) greater than 15. The universally 
applied ESP threshold of 15 percent is acknowledged in numerous publications, including Levy 
et al. (1998), Abrol et al., (1988), Evangelou (1998), McNeal and Coleman (1966), Sparks 
(1995), Sumner et al. (1998), Shainberg et al. (1971), the Soil Improvement Committee (2002), 
university extension publications, etc. 

Clay minerals are the most physically and chemically reactive components of the sand, silt, and 
clay matrix in soil. The structural arrangement of clay minerals in soil is akin to a deck of cards; 
the clay mineral itself can be thought of as the deck, and the cards as individual layers. The 
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properties of the deck depend upon the arrangement of the cards and the electrochemical 
interlayer forces holding the cards together. 

Clay minerals in soils are negatively charged and consequently attract ions with a positive charge 
such as calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium. Positively charged ions are called cations. 
Each cation competes with others in the soil solution for access to the bonding sites based on its 
valence and hydrated size. Every soil has a definite capacity to adsorb the positively charged 
cations. This is termed the cation exchange capacity (CEC). The various adsorbed cations (such 
as calcium and sodium) can be exchanged one for another and the extent of exchange depends 
upon their relative concentrations in the soil solution (dissolved), the ionic charge (valence), the 
nature and amount of other cations, etc. ESP is, accordingly, the amount of adsorbed sodium on 
the soil exchange complex expressed in percent of the cation exchange capacity in 
milliequivalents per 100 grams of soil (meq/100 g). Thus, 

ESP= (exchangeable sodium/ cation exchange capacity) x 100. 

Sadie soil conditions arise when greater than 15 percent of the ions bonded to the deck are 
sodium, which has a+ 1 valence and a large hydrated radius. When the ESP exceeds 15, the 
large hydrated sodium ions can wedge in-between the individual cards and cause "swelling" of 
the deck (Levy et al., 1998). This causes negative effects on the physical structure of the soil. 
Upon re-wetting, the individual decks may disperse and settle into soil pores, effectively 
clogging them and reducing the efficiency of air exchange, water infiltration, and permeability 
(i.e., hydraulic conductivity). In general, soils with moderately high, to high, clay contents are at 
higher risk. 

Excessive adsorbed or exchangeable sodium can result from sustained use of irrigation water that 
is high in sodium and low in calcium and magnesium. Consequently, the ratio of sodium to 
calcium and magnesium ions in water is an important property affecting the infiltration and 
permeability hazard. The water quality index used to measure the hazard related to sodium 
abundance or sodicity in irrigation water is the sodium adsorption ratio or SAR. 

The SAR is the ratio of the dissolved sodium concentration in water divided by the square root of 
the average calcium plus magnesium concentration. The SAR can be calculated from the 
sodium, calcium and magnesium concentrations via the formula: 

SAR= [sodium]/ (([calcium]+ [magnesium])/2)112 

where the concentrations are in milliequivalents per liter (meq/L). 

What is not apparent from the SAR formula is the fact that the higher the salinity of the water, 
the higher the SAR can be without impacting soil structure and impairing soil infiltration and 
permeability. Put another way, for a given SAR, infiltration rates generally increase as salinity 
(measured by the EC) increases. The changes in soil infiltration and permeability occur at 
varying SAR levels, higher if the salinity is high, and lower if the salinity is low. Therefore, in 
order to evaluate the sodicity risk of irrigation water, the EC must be considered. To this end, 
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the SAR-EC guidelines presented in Ayers and Westcot (1985) and Hanson et al. (1999) are used 
to assess the potential sodicity risk of irrigation water. 

The ESP-SAR Relationship for Soils in Northeastern Wyoming 

In addition to measuring the SAR of irrigation water, one can also measure the SAR of the soil 
solution via a saturated paste extract (i.e., the dissolved concentrations of sodium, calcium, and 
magnesium are measured in a saturated paste extract and applied via the SAR formula presented 
above). The soil SAR was developed to serve as a rapid and relatively inexpensive index of 
ESP. It is widely accepted that the SAR of the soil in equilibrium with the SAR of the irrigation 
water is equal to the long-term average SAR of the irrigation water. 

The fourth draft of the Agricultural Use Protection Policy includes a proposed SAR cap of 10 for 
Tier 1 default effluent limits. To evaluate the appropriateness of the proposed cap, an analysis 
was performed using 382 ESP-SAR data pairs generated from ongoing soils assessment work in 
the Powder River Basin of Wyoming (KC Harvey LLC, 2006). This database represents flood 
plain soils associated with tributaries to the Powder River and the Tongue River, including 
spreader dike irrigated fields. This database represents baseline soil chemical conditions. In no 
case were any of these soils irrigated with or influenced by coalbed natural gas produced water. 
The soil samples from which the analyses were made were collected during soil profile 
descriptions to five feet, and with a Giddings hydraulic probe up to eight feet in depth. The 
numerous soil investigations involved were required for various coalbed natural gas water 
management planning, permitting, and design purposes. 

The ESP-SAR data pairs were graphed in Microsoft Excel using simple scatter-plot and trend 
line analysis. The best fit line resulted in a linear regression which yielded the equation: 

ESP= 0.5(SAR) + 1.96, with an R2 value of 0.74. 

The regional-specific "Powder River Basin" relationship, based on 382 soil samples, is shown on 
Figure 1. According to the Powder River Basin equation, a soil SAR of 26 corresponds to the 
critical ESP threshold of 15 percent. 
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Figure 1: Powder River Basin ESP/ SAR Relationship 
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It is widely accepted that the SAR of 
soil in equilibrium with irrigation 
water equals the long-term average 
SAR of irrigation water. Recent 
Department of Energy funded 
research directed by Dr. James 
Bauder at Montana State University 
(Robinson and Bauder, 2003) 
confirms this relationship. Their 
research, which is related to the 
potential effects of coalbed natural 
gas produced water on soils, reports 
that in general, soil solution SAR 
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represents the SAR of the applied water. The 1: 1 soil SAR to water SAR relationship allows one 
to relate the SAR of discharge water to the SAR of the soil in the Powder River Basin ESP-SAR 
graph and equation described above. For example, after long-term irrigation with water 
exhibiting an SAR of 15, the equilibrated ESP of the irrigated soil would be approximately 9.5 
percent. The proposed SAR cap of 10 would equate to a corresponding ESP of 7. An ESP cap 
of 7 appears to be unnecessarily conservative given the regional specific relationship of ESP and 
SAR. While an ESP threshold of 15 is widely accepted to be the point at which clay swelling 
and dispersion occurs, we respectfully suggest that the WDEQ consider establishing a Tier 1 
default SAR effluent limit cap of 16, which corresponds to an ESP of 10. An ESP value of 10 
provides a 33 percent margin of safety. 

The Effect of Rainwater Leaching on Soils Irrigated with Produced Water 

In his December 5, 2005 letter, Dr. Munn indicates his concern about the potential effects of 
rainwater leaching of fields that had received produced water due to upstream permitted 
discharges. In particular, what is the effect of leaching on the sodicity status and hydraulic 
function of soils after discharge and irrigation with produced water ceases? Fortunately, the 
considerable research on this subject has been well documented in the scientific literature. 

Discontinuation of produced water discharge in the Powder River Basin will effectively reduce 
the EC and SAR of irrigation waters from tributaries and mainstems so long as the surface water 
is of higher quality than the produced water. In the case of fields that are irrigated 
opportunistically ( e.g., in response to runoff events that are captured behind spreader dike 
systems), there can be three sources of water supplying soil moisture: (1) meteoric water (rain 
and snowmelt); (2) natural runoff water; and (3) subirrigation from a shallow aquifer. In the case 
ofrainfall and snowmelt, the EC of these waters will be similar to that of distilled water, i.e., 
they will exhibit very low dissolved solids. Owing to the dissolution of soluble constituents 
within the watershed, natural runoff EC values can range up to 5 dS/m or higher. Regarding 
subirrigation, shallow aquifers can be relatively saline due to the entrainment of dissolved 
minerals along the groundwater flowpath. 

The concern arises from leaching of residual surface soil salinity with rainfall and snowmelt. 
Intermittent rainfall and snowmelt may lower the electrolyte concentration (i.e., EC) sufficiently 
to promote clay dispersion, depending on soil properties (Levy et al., 1998). Conversely, when 
the electrolyte concentration in the soil solution reaches a moderate level (1-2 dS/m), high 
sodicity levels (ESP between 10 and 30) cause only small to moderate changes in the physical 
and hydraulic properties of the soils, which are mostly reversible (Levy et al., 1998). Shainberg 
et al. (1981) showed that a major factor causing differences among various sodic soils in their 
susceptibility to hydraulic failure when leached with low electrolyte concentrations (i.e., a low 
EC) was their rate of salt release from mineral dissolution. 

Arid land soils can release 0.3 to 0.5 dS/m of calcium and magnesium to solution as a result of 
the dissolution of plagioclase, feldspars, hornblends and other sparingly soluble minerals within 
the soil matrix (Rhoades et al. 1968). The solution composition of a calcareous soil at a given 
ESP in contact with distilled water (i.e., rainwater or snowmelt) can be calculated (Shainberg et 
al., 1981). As calcium carbonate (CaC03) dissolves, the EC of the soil solution increases and 
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calcium replaces sodium on exchange sites until the solution is in equilibrium with the cation 
exchange system and the CaC03 solid phase. Shainberg et al. (1981) calculated that the EC 
values of solutions in equilibrium with soils having ESP values of 5, 10, and 20 are 0.4, 0.6, and 
1.2 dS/m, respectively. Shainberg et al. (1981) indicates that these concentrations are sufficient 
to counter the deleterious effects of exchangeable sodium, even when the soil is leached with 
rainwater. 

It is evident that water equilibrated with a calcareous soil can never be a very low salinity 
(Shainberg et al., 1981). Using the same database discussed above for evaluation of the ESP
SAR relationship in 382 soil samples from the Powder River Basin, we can compute an average 
percent lime (CaC03) content in surface soil samples (n=81), which is 5.1 percent. This 
represents a considerable reserve of calcium. Other sources of calcium include residual gypsum 
(CaS04) which we know to be prevalent in Wyoming soils. 

Various soil SAR-EC relationships (not to be confused with irrigation water SAR-EC 
relationships) have been reported in the literature by introducing low electrolyte concentration 
waters to sodic soils. Felhendler et al. (1974) measured the hydraulic conductivity of two 
montmorillonitic soils as a function of the SAR and found that both were only slightly affected 
by the SAR of the percolating solution up to a SAR of 20 as long as the concentration of the 
percolating solution exceeded 1 dS/m. Shainberg et al. (1981) studied the effects ofleaching a 
1: 1 sand-soil column with distilled water and increasing concentrations of a weak electrolyte 
solution. His findings concluded that an electrolyte concentration of 0.3 dS/m in the percolating 
solution was adequate to prevent the adverse effects of a SAR of 15 on the hydraulic 
conductivity of the soil-sand mixture. These findings are very similar to the conclusions of the 
U.S. Salinity Laboratory Staff (1954) who used electrolyte concentrations equal to or greater 
than 0.3 dS/m in their regression analysis to determine the sodic soils threshold of ESP= 15. 

As a review, an electrolyte concentration of 0.3 dS/m is the minimum value of calcium and 
magnesium contributions to soil solution associated solely to arid soil weathering. This suggests 
that an arid Powder River Basin soil with a SAR of 16 (ESP = 10), will have no sodicity related 
impacts to the hydraulic conductivity, even when the salt concentration of the irrigation or 
rainwater is equal to that of distilled water. 

Of course, irrigation water in the Powder River Basin has an intrinsic electrical conductivity 
greater than that of distilled water. Use of surface water for irrigation will actually supplement 
the inputs of calcium and magnesium from weathering and carbonate dissolution alone. 

Using the aforementioned Powder River Basin soils assessment database (KC Harvey LLC, 
2006), an average surface soil ECe of 1.64 dS/m was calculated from 81 individual surface soil 
samples. This value suggests that electrolyte concentrations in surface soils of the Powder River 
Basin, in equilibrium with mineral dissolution, the salinity of runoff irrigation water, and 
rainwater/snowmelt, is about 1.6 dS/m, or five times (1.6 dS/m divided by 0.3 dS/m) the 
concentration required to maintain the hydraulic conductivity of a soil at an ESP of 16. 
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Closing Statement 

Results of the Powder River Basin regression analysis indicates that a relationship between ESP 
and soil/water SAR exists, which allows the calculation of one parameter from the other. Using 
the proposed, default ESP cap of 10 percent, the scientific literature indicates that water with a 
SAR of 16 can be effectively used for irrigation without adverse effects on the physical structure 
or hydraulic conductivity of Powder River Basin soils during irrigation. Furthermore, it has been 
shown that inputs of Ca and Mg from the natural dissolution of plagioclase, feldspars, 
homblends and other sparingly soluble minerals, especially calcium carbonate and gypsum, will 
provide an effective buffer to residual soil sodicity after the discontinuation of produced water 
discharge and the transition back to native irrigation, precipitation, and runoff regimes. 
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* * * * * 

Thank you very much for your time and consideration of this review and the recommendations 
stemming from it. If you, your WDEQ colleagues, or the members of the Water and Waste 
Advisory Board have any questions or comments regarding our findings, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin C. Harvey, M.Sc., CPSSc. 
Principal Soil Scientist 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

Williams Production RMT Company 
Proposed Revisions to Appendix H 

Agricultural Use Protection and Associated Language 
in Section 20 of Chapter 1 

Page H-1, Paragraph 3, "Measurable Decrease" - delete "prior to January 1, 1997"; 
insert "pursuant to a valid and existing permit issued prior to the date of the adoption of 
Appendix H" 

Page H-3, Paragraph 1, "Naturally Irrigated Lands" - Insert at the end of the paragraph, 
"However, landowner testimony may be used only if the landowner provides the 
discharge permit applicant with reasonable access to the landowner's lands to determine 
the extent of the-claimed naturally irrigated lands." 

Page H-7, Paragraph 2, Final Sentence, "Reasonable Access Requirement" - 1) Insert at 
the beginning of the sentence "Since the applicant has the burden of proof under Tiers 2 
and 3,"; 2) insert after "access" "to the applicant"; and 3) insert after "obtained" "by the 
applicant". 
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in cro,ns or I iyestock that can be attributed to water quaHty because of the many other factors 
thJ!,t will affect actuaj, prodµctignJ,ili.,,alsQ..im12Q[i:,fil1t10 .. b$u!:ble,J.Q p~~:R!:Qlli\l;illity__of a 
n:!.~aSJ,l[.§,.Qk_d_Jz_QT£<a$~jJl.J2tOdUQ.JiQJlTIJJher ftrn.n .. rn.l_yj_p_g sQ]eJ.Y..m:l.,~.'frer-th~t..Jne.~ 
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b~cessary tQ . ..mruntrin..~~tingguali~y_.9.fil~cha.rg!::, It isJ1m~. 
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(b) Livestock Watering 
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(c) Irrigation 
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ro_~§b.U,sh approprj .. ~lIDtlim.il;,•Lfut.ELru.1ci S~M.Y.e..r,,JLJXQR.QS~jlischarge will 
likely reach irrigated landsl 

~rJ..-~tfill.l.l~ .. E-CJ!ruLSARJ,im;l.ts . ....D.filwili.,l.im.ttsll,.u:..EC.Jl,!J.Q~~ 
!ltLJJ.'W.Q.~-Wmi~rw:~~i§..~l~UQ.~~k1;ig~.m:!.m§.m 
sJtlt:.to.kr.fillt........Ikd~~.s..sbrul.k-12as.ci.JJ.o.rm.:the...:t2JJ..hli.s1wd.s.Q.lLE.C....mkm1~~-Y.a!J.1..e1t 
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ill l)..s,_ifiltl.LE.C.limits will b1ul_ased upo.n_l 00 perce111__vield threshold 
~l:u.es_fo.L5.m.LE.C~mp..Qtte9 _by_ tl1e USDA 6,grkJJ.lt1IT..e R~~f!rclL~Yice .CARS) Salt 
Tolerance Database. In the everit that the species_ o.f_i.nterest,is 119t induded !D the A RS Salt 
1JLlS<IfJiliD.ai.~~:. th~tl th$,,[Qlli>JAin!UUt~n1ati,Y.v..I~imJlQ~S. ~ l2Q, Q.Qtl§JJ11.c..d;_ 

ilr)=-1;;l.1Ul~,Q,P.~~ .. 9. Agri~ltw"Ji~lllPJl~ 
DA.NR PtJb..~13.15..JJili.Y....ci..Cali.LD.a yi.s_~ 

(2.) A,Y.,t;;rs aud Westc~.1ii.~f1.ter Ouali_ty for 
A,gri<,ult1.1re. lill_f.:.A.QJr.ri,llilllQlUlnd Dr..?,irgtge PaKeL22-(.r~xi.sS<.dk.and 

!,1.) C.£H.A,.-2.lli)2_,_W~E.mJ1e1ti.111&Baii.d.oook..~.djfuu1. 
~tate :Pub., In~.,±1>.anyill~JL. 

OD IhsL@l_atfans.J1u1.bgw_e_e_1LS.9iLE.C:.. vahrn.s.JJJ1-d i.1:r.i.gm:i~tcr.EC 
:¥~.!11es will.b_~:_ EC C~t.~ E(:....!.~J!!¥rLL~.:Jhe m~.9._lishy~~I soil flC thr~~b~i®d f_rn ... ~ 
:th~12pr_Qmitli~lill.~.Lllb.suliYided btiM s.cil cQU.~utr~t.QrQ[l...i.n1 e.s:.tabJ.i.s.hJh.~ 
discharge EC limit. 

Howev~L...i!Jcircumstances \Vhere the back!rround water Q.J.Jalitv of the receivinn~s} is 
knmvn to be significantlv better than would otherwise be required based on a theoretical 
.illO.% vitld .• etnuent l.imits._m~b.e __ set to.JJJ.a.i.n:min tl:mt..hl,gh.e,r_gualitY. 

{ill) _Default limits will l?-~ Ss;.Uium .. 'i1ruh.Q.I.dfl,tiQ.ns.hi12.b..~~ 
.SA:R and ]~_C_remain~ "'~tthin the designated zone of''.!10 reduction in rate c~f infiltr~tion" as 
de_p..icted in.Fi@re J at t~ of this appendL">.. Th.e...:.fullQ_wingeguatiQll wj,lLbt;; tt.sed.JP. 
.detei-min~ __ the defauJ1 .. S.AR.linli.t_SAR =_(..7. ULK.EQ- 2.48. If the ~,E..C c9.n..c,.rnt!.:fil].QJ1 
Q,f ~he discharge is observed to be of_l]igh'4..-Qualitv th?,n the .R~blished def~ult concentration 
tl~~R.limit,.1;ru1~i~ ro...actu.ill,,,C ™~t11rn:tim de.J2¥Il-d.i.D._g__Qll...s.ite s.i~.ifu':: 
conditions. \Vhen the calculated default SAR value exce~. the limit will b~ set aLJJLas. 
tb~_..rn.fl...'.!..im.1,11n d.s:fu11Jtlimil..J~.m.lJ.J1l_dtl@.lt.limitis...QDlyjn.w.nded..1.o.llppl.Y_tQ 
PJJ.k11.!JJ.:ting..Ii.~r.JJimits.Jrru:1 .. n1axk.m.0.dif1.e.ci.aQ.QQ.r.dingJ:~~:m:0.Yi'iioo1H.ll~~.tfo.ns...B_fill.d 
Q.!?fililr~ 

!}VJ_ .. M a._mipimmn., th_~J~C and SAR limit~will lMJply during the, 
iwrui,:tipn . .s.~~-OJJ.Jm,_~n f1QJ1.~ fillL'iUffi~.n.t.JruiJJP,P..Q[LtkY_s_~QL'l..lJ.b.::iu:i,gfl:t~Um.1ds. 
M.tl 12a.s.ctlY.~YJrri,ga_~_d.Jam:l..s...sJ1~ ~IJI.ld~~d.dk.st.S;i:.'5.t~i~J:~..C. and SAR linilis 
wrn gener~'.-~near-ro11;nd1 

!,,ID. Ti~t.2...::..BfJ.Q.~rQ.1.lQ~..Yiat~.r Q_1Ja I itY ... Jf...'UJ.ffi~da:mJ.~&1 
s:Jm,wm:~ur.£.~~~~e;~l~lL~~1lml.Ya~!:.S.i.uilitv at.lb; ... Q.Q,iJ.l.t(~.J?J 
diY.t;J.:s.iQILlU?i::Qrse thfilJ..~uent.g11.alliY...,EC.mld,,SA~ffl:mmtibnits llll!Y ... be based. m 
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(I) Me11£.!J@_d__l2_<1:ra.~dgrmmd \~@er quality.J.ill!,y be ~.rablis..h.fili 
b.afili_d-1mfftLPJJ.b.lis.hgd,pre.:.discilfil:ge hisJ..Q.dc daJll ... .f':i.cri.e.rJtllY.- this. dm:.il only ex.im;,'LQ.Q1trw;.. 
12..erenni~l~ mah~sts.:.111 streq).Tl,_channels w11ew bist9Jjc ~ng has ~'!J.rnn_nlace. Actual 
n11~J1s1JI!.id.,d.ru;a,.i.s,.J~!;J;.9lli.bkll114m.:t§ ,oLt;;S.t.iilb1 isbiruLl:?..ad;,m::ruJ.JJ.d..,and.mJJ.~t:.bx.,c.:Ui'illicKd 
on th9s.~_:i,yate..!:s where it is ~vailabl.~. 

illL,J:Jilimlat,~_BackgrJ21Jrid._QrLint\~u1,1ilte.,11t..an~p_M!MfJilsJr.eam 
channels,__p_re-.5Ji@hgrge water qua[ily.Jifila, is usual.Lv scarue or non-existent and very difficult 
to__QQ_l~c.L!.n_tb.e..s.e..,c...irruu.1SJ.a.11qes...b.ack.ru:~l!J.Il.d.1v.ater qlilllit.y .. ..cm1_hlis:tiH1ated by conducting 
~_p.JJ..J1!11d that has been hisJ;QriQ.a,lly irrigated frQID.Jb.e...s.u.b.k.ct stream. 

ln..:th.~nLtha.UOlbtudi~'Lfil.~ l15m_fil?_1l.n.W.fill.S..1Q estimat~b~Y.ater qualitv for...a. 
given_drain<1.g:e. t~e foilowing reguiremen~<, am,ly;_ 

.C.Lt SJl.1Mk . ..Slt~iQJ1,___S..Q.il.:ii!filt1.ks ... '!.b~tak!;:ll_at 
~~ ... :&'.i!hilL~~£hzmmu<)1!.§..i!J'ir;wl~,..filWP&n_tdow11str~f!JLQi!.hg,.ru:.g;posed 
.dis.dJU¥e. "£rnli::rnndol:n:.'.J.nJ:h.ili~~.ed.1QJJl~!1 :t.b..m. the AllM®.I!tmn identify the 
various major distinguishing terrain zones within each irrigated seg;m.ent and select sample 
filt§_randomly within each te11·ain zone. For example. the channel botton:LIDav c.onstitttte 
one terrain ione. the first small terr~&OOYe the ch~QlILmav be another terrain 
zone, and the ad~nt' meadow or field may be a single remaining terrnin z~. or that 
.!Mll.doYt'..l.fuiliin1ay__a_ct.uillY.JE...c..Qill.o,ri.'?.e..d_Qf several other krmY11.7..0~....fillch as di.scharge
~Qted.Ji!.Q.ils.y~...Qn-a_tit:,c~d..s.ciJ.s....s.11b::it:1ig_~ reMJ~., non-s:ub:irr.ig.akd..rs:~j:l~s. etc. 

~N!Jn:J:b_er of Sample Sites~Jib..~w areJ]l~ 
minimum number of soil s~le sites requjred for each of the identified terrain zones (base_9: 
on zQn~_area) w.itbin a...QQn~igupusJn:ig.,ate..d S-¥-lffil¥nt. 

ZmH! A r~m 
Minimum N1m1b!;:r of Sam:i;ile 

~ 

il..=..5...ag.r~ 3. 

.i..:..10..Jlc..res ~ 

ill+~ 1 

QJ._~.?U...Il:Ple Collection. San1.:l2.!e. sites mq~t be l,Q£~~d a 
minirn:u..lILQ [,5 O_fe¥,t ,a,P.,<JI.lir_pm.,,Q.n.~n.o.tb~uach...$1llllllle ~he shillk.:..filillJ.p..k...d..JJ.Ul. 
mininrnm of f~pths (0-12", 13-24". 25~36". 37-48"). If alfalfa is present withln the 
t~rrairLznn..~ ... eJJ&bJ;mn.pJ&.Si~ w.i!hl!.111:mt terrain ZQD~Slks.filnpled at a tQ...ta[_JR.Q depths 
(!J;t fu£ULQQY~O.!.~~dJieptllS. .... R,illS 49-60" 8)'1Q 6-.l:· "Z2:J.'-.E.~Qb . .1Yt'.ciY..dnQJuru:n.12J!!_lrn_cmj; 
ID.!.!.SL.he ruIB.tvzed ~.iJ:Rt;:rindividuall\' or c.Q...rnb:h1ecl (c9.:mlli)sited) ~vith oth~_r conesOOQ<fu!g_ 
.d~R,tru.am_plesJb:mJ. thG ... Q1.IJ.sLs~111l.Q..Tit~;S.. \:\:'..itb.i11.fh~ .. rn.e.J.ro1tin.z9..I.ill..{P..,X .. ,..1l.lJJ2:.lZ: 
~rn~jJ..Qm a_$l)Js:.ITllill..Z~.~Jked to_gether and_a.n.alyz~~ a sing;Je compos~ 
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(4.) S..ampjs;__A.Mlvsis . .A:t..fl_n1inimum,,__~ saw~paste 
ru.w.Gif~ .... 'irJJn.p1~_shall_b.~ ... ru:wJ,yz;ed tb.r. .. E.C,__Th_Ql~b...n.o_t.n~..s.s.arv fo.r..lfil: ~siim.filioJUlf 
~rn.u:nfwl:l:!~:r con~luctivit,v. it is <!d.visabl~ to also analvze: the sq}l .~arn..t1les for_n.H, SA_& 
filliL.t~t..v.L(LJ1ud st-X&hm:i,g~lll~. sol.li:m1u1c~;rQs,ntfi.~.LESJ.:) t.o aY.Qid .l:ill.Y..irni: t.ct®Rli.9J1Mi< th~. 
sam.12Iingjf__the r.esults_ind~uhat a "no ha.rm.. .. a:~llill2L(Q_peloi,~) need~ 
~.12kt~d'==-e™nl .. QJ;B;&ill.L~~~~.,ruJJ})Yze1rliruh.~u~~Jl;;lljp,cl:umrnplf;}.S~~ 
lru11.iditLo..11J.J1al~JL.QS.10_LdS<11d.fx_~_tl..JX,.m.inei:alqgX,.tx.l,1~5.~®PLl!~JiQ.il~'lJ.nID:JL~ 
,varranted. 

_u ,) ... _A" man.J)r _ _gj.a.gmm L~ntifrjngv)ili~.E.....fillCb o.fth_~ 
mP.lQ s..ites ... .is. iQ.Cl!~..d. At .aJIJ.iniIDJ,Lm ... .il~...1llil11 ot .. .di{!gn:i.r:o=must sho1Ltl~J:1.a.si.c._top.Qgrfilll:1~ 
.iull:Ls..trnJ1ms..Q.i,rr..,.1§..,irrJ.~'U.LQ1LsJ:J.JJQtlJ@.s..J1!12rJt.~~mL:: . ..sllc..b...a~e.mi~.t...da.m.s:...a.r...bMd..uu~~:J,.,,. 
~~111-.rui~~L!J..9..~~b.~ltri£ated . .11~-1:~~i1i9.~:tlt~9-~~Jsl:)JQ__g.f.the i:rr~~-<t~~!-~ 
ilndY..JijJJg ... d.!~&11:U.1:dg.(JJ{;.dfl~1~w I t..o..li'.11filru2,[r1ange iden.tlflillJ-..t.im.1._ __ Ih.is 
map must also show any delineated terrain zones, plus elevations of the terr~in zones 

(2.) An accompanying location table which includes the 
_quarter/ quarter, section, township, range. and latitude/ longitude for ea.ch sample site 

{lL&wmr..Y...d1!111.1~..bk..:iru.w,ingJhumruy:ticalr.w.tsJ:Ur 
~1~qf1h..e_s.cilpJ1r...~~~~~JJJ~L~ll .. s..a1~ 

.(f.,LT~ . ...3....:.....1~-Hm:ro .... Arull.Y.Sis ... The...B,Q..~ffects of~EC a...ruLSARJ,w crop 
m;;_,ocl~etion are variable bas£Si upon soil tvpe and ehemis.ttY and ll±fil' b&Q1itigated to some 
~t~J1Lb.y...111a.o~gmgjrrigation.-111JJ&t~u...,__C.JJ,tL<lSA.R....e..:tJ:bJ~11t lin.1,itilliatiL~filfil!li~ 
bas~£:1 UJ;LQn a s...~ntificallv defensib.ls: site sJ)ecific studv that examw.e~I soil 
dill:ra.9tsrr.i.,~...s.. •. 1w..tLlli1,l watru.w:1.litv..~XP~.Qrn.P. v..kld.__irr.i@ti9Ju2r~s and/ or mhs!.r 
~~YJ.JntJ:b.Q..tQJ.:.s. .. tcla:t~d...to... .. cmpJ»;.o..dl!Qti.911, 

fig,c.1uJ.S.x=uLthx...s.irn-s.12~£i1k.J1atur..c_pf1h.i.s .. .anp,[Qfil&l),1m.d .. :tb.e.,numb~r.and ... .c..omnkxit.Y.Jlf 
vari@les.tba .. unayne.ed.to );>e ~o_n.sic,iere!J .. there...L~J~burq_en. of12roofplaced.1mon the~ 
j;_Q_g__~JJJ,Qll,5.1r.a1.c;;_tb.I..Q1JJ?:b .. J!...Q..Ql1112rl;).hens·l:Y.$,.....,.m.J.dyjh{iJ;_l~..rl.s...91J~C=ru1d&L.'iAE...,l,1,lgh_~ 
~. the g_Q;tault Yl:!J.µ..QS....9LOO~llli..~kg1:mrn.d ..... wPJ.~Q.lJ.ali~ wnuld...m.Ofil...1.i@Jy not 
measurably harm ~11 existingj;rrjgation use. Refine<l:_ limi!.s for EC and SAR resulting_.:frqm ~ 
Jl.Q.~h.arm'.'..J!..rui.lxs.is ... sb.wldJn~R.Q,r..f.lli;UU.!;,lls...o.na!lk..margin.mo.:t..s.af~to acQm"\J:...fu.LY.ai:iab.kli 
1b.£JJ. .. i::annot be .Pr.~ly rneas~_m:...lllOO_eJ~ 
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-------------- --- ------------ -------------------------

IieLl..2 or 3 pr~d:rn:~s.JIJ,ay;k..mad..e.J:Y1L<21u1ftb.Qtm.lm1.d.m-Yners regu_<2s:Lt,1.se ofth~ 
and !bereby accept alJY. 11ot~ntial ri8j( to s.;rQ~..12I9.9ucti9n on !h~ir lands ... Irr:i,gation ,:vaivers 
w.J~_nlyj,~Jn._;:iw..cifiliilll.filth.iul..irrigfl.tio...lLlililllagement plan th_at pr~ 
~~§...Q.M.b.k .. .filis.:m::a.11.Qe th~~.lo..~_r..gJJ..all,1,.,LJ~akcwJ I ~...Q.nfin~d.J.Q..ib_~ targ;t"...k.d la.rui....s... 

.td.iiL .. R~,a.cmIIB~bl~,;1~£;~l{.e,g1t.i..®.~lt. Th~J:u:~.d~ . .foi: .... e.s..ta12lishi.ng,_df;..fmJJLE..C 
anq SAR I-imits is intenc!.~d-10 provide the abilitv to ;qe-rmit the clischarrut of...hjghqua)ity water 
~,.l~U~Q..llli~..ti.on tQ_q,Qll,Q,!JZ,~ite .. ~2.'t.cill~fil!Jil~~.r-1Jl~~..,g,J.J,,~~11tJ.1 
p.r_Qc-edureJ:Y.ill only ap.J.21y Whcr._C;l p.~wJJ;J;e.d..JiL'ii.illU.'!J:)?;~S are of exceram.trnlLY..high qllill.~ 
mY...ill1plica:tions, appropriate limits for EC and SAR vvill be based on refined procedures 
mber than defaul~us.,eJ:b.M_efin.1,d,.proc~.dJ1re§..@g_yjre tb~q_uj_slliQll....Qf..sik::s.R¥ciflQ 
data. it is necessarv tha~it appl.icants andLm.Jruil2EO have reasQJJJJ..hl..e. . .llccess...:m_g.hl:ain 
tl~.gttit~djnf.o.nn.a...fu:m4In circumstfilJ.J£U¥.lw.re a la,ml,.ownerchqwes.,..to _den~~ 
:fu~'u'LQf..1.kv.eJoo.iJ.1g__a .. Secti.QIL2.Q.J!Jl<llY..'iiS, ECJuLd....MRlil:uit'LrY.ill.b..~~~...1U2Qnl~ 
best informalion that can be_ reasonaJili' qbtaiP._e~d maY..b...e less strirrn:~nt tha::n Tier L 
d.dfilllt limits. 
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Figure l Hao§oo Chart 
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